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Abstra t
Most ombinatorial optimization problems of great pra ti al relevan e are
omputationally intra table. In formal terms, they are lassi ed as NPhard optimization problems. The need to ope with these problems is a
reason that for es us to relax the notion of optimality and resort to suboptimal approa hes. An approximation s heme is a suboptimal algorithm that
omputes in polynomial time a solution that, though not being an optimal
one, nevertheless an be made arbitrarily lose to the optimum, with better
approximations yielding longer running times.
This thesis des ribes new and improved approximation s hemes for several NP-hard ma hine s heduling and related problems. A typi al problem
in ma hine s heduling onsists of n jobs that are to be exe uted on a set of
available ma hines subje t to a variety of onstraints. We onsider a broad
lass of ma hine models, in luding single, identi al and unrelated parallel
ma hines. An interesting obje tive is minimizing makespan, that is the time
to omplete all jobs. Constraints that we study in lude the following. Jobs
are released over time and must not be started before their release dates.
Pre eden e onstraints impose restri tions on the sequen ing of jobs. In
preemptive s hedules a job may repeatedly be interrupted and ontinued
later on another (or the same) ma hine; in nonpreemptive s hedules a job
must be pro essed in an uninterrupted fashion. Classi al s heduling models
assume that jobs have xed pro essing times. This thesis in ludes problems
where the pro essing times of the jobs an be redu ed at some ost. The
interdependen e of ost and pro essing time a ounts for the trade-o of an
early ompletion time versus low ost.
We introdu e novel ideas that improve earlier approa hes and result in
simple and eÆ ient algorithms. For many s heduling problems our algorithms return approximate solutions of any xed error " > 0 in O(n) + C
time, where the onstant hidden in O(n) is reasonably small and independent of the error ", whereas the additive onstant C depends on " and some
other xed parameters. We an prove that algorithms with time omplexity
iii

iv
of this form are the best possible with respe t to the number of jobs. Moreover and surprisingly, we show that for every xed error " > 0 it is possible
to get rid of onstant C , although this results in a mu h longer algorithm.
Con erning the methods we used, a basi approa h adopted throughout
this thesis is to transform any given instan e x into a smaller instan e x"
of the same problem. This transformation depends on the desired pre ision
" of approximation; the loser " is to zero, the loser x" should resemble x.
Instan e x" is omputed by rst stru turing the input and then \merging"
jobs that have similar hara teristi s. We show that an approximate solution
for instan e x an be obtained by omputing an optimal (or approximate)
solution for x" . By using this basi idea, we show that several previous approa hes an be improved and enormously simpli ed. We remark that these
transformations are themselves of interest. Indeed, they an be used as prepro essing steps in other algorithms (like bran h and bound and utting
plane algorithms) to obtain faster approximate solutions. Other basi tools
used in this thesis in lude linear programming and rounding. Rounding the
input is a widely used te hnique to obtain polynomial time approximation
s hemes. One of our ontributions is to show that the appropriate ombinations of arithmeti and geometri rounding te hniques yield novel and
powerful rounding methods.
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Chapter 1

Introdu tion
The advent of omputers initiated the formal study of eÆ ien y of omputation that led to the notion of NP{ ompleteness. Karp's seminal work
[47℄ established the nature of NP{ ompleteness by showing that de ision
versions of several naturally o urring problems in ombinatorial optimization are NP{ omplete, and thus are unlikely to have eÆ ient (polynomial
time) exa t algorithms. Following Karp's work, many problems, in luding
s heduling problems, were shown to be NP{ omplete. It is widely believed
that P (the set of languages that an be re ognized by Turing ma hines in
deterministi polynomial time) is a proper subset of NP (the set of languages
that an be re ognized by Turing ma hines in non{deterministi polynomial
time). Proving that P6=NP is the most outstanding problem in theoreti al
omputer s ien e today.
The pra ti al importan e of NP{ omplete optimization problems ne essitates tra table relaxations. By tra table we mean eÆ ient solvability, and
polynomial time is a robust theoreti al notion of eÆ ien y. A very fruitful
approa h has been to relax the notion of optimality and settle for near{
optimal solutions. A near{optimal solution is one whose obje tive fun tion
value is within some small multipli ative \1" fa tor of the optimal value.
Approximation algorithms are heuristi s that provide provably good guarantees on the quality of the solutions they return. This approa h was pioneered by the in uential paper of Johnson [46℄ in whi h he showed the
existen e of good approximation algorithms for several NP{ omplete optimization problems. He also remarked that the optimization problems that
are all indistinguishable in the theory of NP{ ompleteness behave very differently when it omes to approximability. Remarkable work in the last
ouple of de ades in both the design of approximation algorithms and prov1
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ing inapproximability results has validated Johnson's remarks. The book on
approximation algorithms edited by Ho hbaum [32℄ gives a good glimpse of
the urrent knowledge on the subje t. The methodology of evaluating algorithms by the quality of their solutions is useful in omparing ommonly
used heuristi s, and often the analysis suggests new and improved heuristi s.
Sequen ing and s heduling problems are motivated by appli ations in
whi h it is ne essary to allo ate limited resour es over time. The goal is
to nd an optimal allo ation where optimality is de ned by some problem
dependent obje tive. Given the broad de nition above it is no surprise
that s heduling is a vast sub{area of optimization. The work in this thesis
falls under the ategory of deterministi ma hine s heduling. Resour es
are modeled by ma hines and a tivities are modeled by jobs that an be
exe uted by the ma hines. Deterministi refers to the s enario in whi h
all parameters of the problem instan e are known in advan e. Problems in
deterministi ma hine s heduling are ombinatorial optimization problems.
Consequently, te hniques from the ri h eld of ombinatorial optimization
nd motivation in, and are extensively applied to s heduling problems.
Most of the early work on s heduling, starting from early 1950's, was motivated by produ tion planning and manufa turing, and was primarily done
in the Operations Resear h and Management S ien e ommunity. The advent of omputers and their widespread use had a onsiderable impa t both
on s heduling problems and solution strategies. Computers and related devi es are, in a very on rete sense, resour es that need to be allo ated to
various pro esses. Many problems in s heduling found new appli ations in
Computer S ien e. In addition, a number of new problems have been motivated by appli ation areas in Computer S ien e su h as parallel omputing,
databases, ompilers, and time sharing.
Approximation algorithms for several problems in s heduling have been
developed in the last three de ades. In fa t it is widely believed that the
rst NP optimization problem for whi h an approximation algorithm was
formally designed and analyzed is the multipro essor s heduling problem,
this algorithm was designed by Graham in 1966 [26℄. This pre edes the
development of the theory of NP{ ompleteness.
An approximation s heme for an NP- omplete optimization problem in
minimization (maximization) form is a polynomial time algorithm whi h,
given any instan e of the problem and any given value " > 0 (0 < " < 1),
it returns a solution whose value is within fa tor (1 + ") ((1 ")) of the
optimal solution value for that instan e. The main themes of this thesis
revolve around the design of new and improved approximation s hemes for
several s heduling problems. Our overage of s heduling results pro eeds
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in somewhat \standard" fashion in the sense of topi al progression: we
start with single ma hine results, then we present material on identi al and
unrelated parallel ma hines, and nally we onsider job shop-like models.
1.1

Optimization and Approximation Algorithms

In this se tion we give some standard de nitions in the eld of optimization
and approximation theory (see e.g. [5℄). We assume the reader to be familiar
with the basi on epts of omputational omplexity theory (see e.g. [19℄).
For a string x, we denote by jxj the length of its binary en oding.

De nition 1.1 (NPO problems) An NP optimization problem P is a fourtuple (I; sol; m; goal) su h that
1. I is the set of instan es of P , and I is re ognizable in polynomial time.
2. Given an instan e x of I , sol(x) denotes the set of feasible solutions of
x. These solutions are short, that is, a polynomial p exists su h that,
for any y 2 sol(x), jyj  p(jxj). Moreover, for any x and for any y
with jyj  p(jxj), it is de idable in polynomial time whether y 2 sol(x).
3. Given an instan e x and a feasible solution y of x, m(x; y) denotes
the positive rational measure of y (often also alled the value of y).
The fun tion m is omputable in polynomial time and is also alled
the obje tive fun tion.
4. goal 2 fmax; ming.

Informally, feasible solutions orrespond to those solutions that satisfy
the onstraints of the given problem. The goal of an NP optimization problem with respe t to an instan e x is to nd an optimum solution, that is, a
feasible solution y su h that m(x; y) = goalfm(x; y0 ) : y0 2 sol(x)g. In the
following OP T (x) will denote the optimal solution value for x 2 I . For an
instan e x 2 I , we also denote by sol (x) the set of optimum solutions for
x. The lass NPO is the set of all NP optimization problems.
Given an NP optimization problem we an always derive from it an
underlying language (or underlying de ision problem ) in the following way.
Instead of looking for the best solution of instan e x, we ask whether x
admits a solution having measure, at least, k (or, at most, k) and, in the
aÆrmative ase we in lude the pair (x; k) in the underlying language. Thus,
that language onsists of all pairs (x; k), with x 2 I and k > 0, su h that a
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feasible solution y exists with m(x; y)  k if goal = max and m(x; y)  k
otherwise.
Even if not expli itly introdu ed, underlying the de nition of NPO problems there is a nondeterministi omputation model. This is formally stated
by the following result whi h basi ally shows that the lass NPO is the natural optimization ounterpart of the lass NP.

Theorem 1.1 [5℄ For any optimization problem in NPO, the orresponding
de ision problem belongs to NP.
The relationship between lasses NP and NPO, whi h holds in the ase
of nondeterministi omputations, an be translated, in the ase of deterministi algorithms, by the following de nition, that introdu es the lass of
NPO problems whi h are eÆ iently solvable.

De nition 1.2 (Class PO) An optimization problem P belongs to the lass
PO if it is in NPO and there exists a polynomial time omputable algorithm
A that, for any instan e x 2 I of P , returns an optimal solution y 2 sol (x),
together with its value OP T (x).
For all the optimization problems in NPO n PO the intrinsi omplexity
is not pre isely known. Just as with the de ision problems in NP n P, no
polynomial-time algorithms for them have been found but no proof of intra tability is known either. In fa t, the question \PO = NPO?" is stri tly
related to the question \P = NP?" sin e it an be proved that the two questions are equivalent in the sense that a positive answer to the rst would
imply a positive answer to the se ond and vi e versa. In the following we
say that a problem P 2 NP O is NP- omplete if the underlying language of
P is NP- omplete.
From the pre eding result we may easily derive a rst onsequen e onerning the omplexity of NPO problems. In fa t it turns out that if we
ould solve an NP- omplete optimization problem in polynomial time we
ould also solve its underlying de ision problem in polynomial time. Hen e,
unless P = NP, no problem in NPO whose underlying language is NPomplete an belong to PO.

1.1.1 Approximate Solutions
In the previous subse tion we have seen that, due to their inherent omplexity, NP- omplete optimization problems annot be eÆ iently solved in
an exa t way, unless P=NP. Therefore, if we want to solve an NP- omplete
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optimization problem by means of an eÆ ient (polynomial-time) algorithm,
we have to a ept the fa t that the algorithm does not always return an
optimal solution but rather an approximate one. In order to express the
quality of an approximate solution the next de nition introdu es the notion
of performan e ratio.

De nition 1.3 (Performan e ratio) Let P be an NPO problem. For any
instan e x and for any solution y 2 sol(x), the performan e ratio of y with
respe t to x is de ned as


OP T (x) m(x; y)
R(x; y) = max
;
:
m(x; y) OP T (x)
Observe that the performan e ratio is always a number greater than
or equal to 1 and is as lose to 1 as the solution is lose to an optimum
solution. It is interesting to onsider situations in whi h su h a quality
measure is bounded by a onstant for all input instan es.
De nition 1.4 (r-approximate algorithm) Let P be an NPO problem and
let A be an algorithm that, for any instan e x of P su h that sol(x) 6= ;,
returns a feasible solution A(x) in polynomial time. Given a xed onstant
r  1, we say that A is an r-approximate algorithm for P if, for any instan e
x of P , the performan e ratio of the feasible solution A(x) with respe t to x
veri es the following inequality
R(x; A(x))  r:
Within the lass NPO, the lass of problems that allow polynomial time
r-approximate algorithms plays a very important role. In fa t, the existen e of a polynomial time r-approximate algorithm for an NP- omplete
optimization problem shows that, despite the inherent omplexity of nding the optimal solution of the problem, su h a solution an somehow be
approa hed. The omplexity lass APX onsists of all NPO problems P
su h that, for some r  1, there exists a polynomial-time r-approximate
algorithm for P .
Let us now de ne the lass of those NPO problems for whi h we an
obtain an arbitrarily good approximate solution in polynomial time with
respe t to the size of the problem instan e.

De nition 1.5 (PTAS) Let P be an NPO problem. An algorithm A is said
to be a polynomial-time approximation s heme (PTAS) for P if, for any
instan e x of P and any rational number r > 1, A when applied to input
(x; r) returns an r-approximate solution of x in time polynomial in jxj.

6
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While always being polynomial in jxj, the running time of a PTAS
may also depend arbitrarily on 1=(r 1) with better approximations yielding longer running times. In some ases we may onstru t approximation
s hemes with running times that are polynomial both in the size of the instan e and in 1=(r 1). In su h ases the possibility of approa hing the optimal solution with arbitrarily small error is more on rete. Fully polynomial
time approximation s hemes (FPTAS) are polynomial time approximation
s hemes having running time growing polynomially with the re ipro al of
the error bound.

De nition 1.6 (FPTAS) A PTAS is said to be a fully polynomial-time
approximation s heme (FPTAS) if its running time is also polynomial in
1=(r 1).
Let us use PTAS (FPTAS) to denote also the lass of NPO problems
that admit a (fully) polynomial time approximation s heme. With respe t
to worst ase approximation, an FPTAS is the strongest possible result that
we an derive for an NP- omplete problem. Some problems are known not
to have fully polynomial time approximation s hemes unless P = NP. This
lower bound applies to strongly NP- omplete problems that ful ll some weak
and natural supplementary onditions (Garey and Johnson [22℄):

Theorem 1.2 Let P =(I; sol; m; goal) is a strongly NP- omplete problem
that admits a polynomial p su h that OP T (x)  p(jxj; max(x)), for every
input x 2 I , whereas max(x) denotes the value of the largest number o urring in x. If P 6= NP , then P does not belong to the lass FPTAS.
By the previous arguments, the following in lusions hold:

P O  F P T AS  P T AS  AP X  NP O
These in lusions are stri t if and only if P 6= NP (see e.g. [5℄).
Moreover, following Cesati and Trevisan [11℄, we introdu e the lass of
NPO problems that admit an eÆ ient PTAS.

De nition 1.7 (EPTAS) A PTAS is said to be an eÆ ient polynomial-time
approximation s heme (EPTAS) if its running time is bounded by f (r)jxj ,
where f is an arbitrary fun tion and is a xed onstant. We all EPTAS
the lass of NPO problems admitting an EPTAS.
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Under likely assumptions, Cesati and Trevisan [11℄ prove that for some
problems (in luding natural ones) there annot be eÆ ient approximation
s hemes. The results reported in [11℄ are related to Parameterized Complexity Theory, and state that the existen e of su h an algorithm would imply
that the lasses W [P ℄ and F P T are equal (see [16℄).

Remark 1.1 Sometimes, it is more onvenient to work with a measure of
relative error. For any input, the relative error of the approximation algorithm is de ned to be jA(x) OP T (x)j=OP T (x). The relative error is
always nonnegative. An approximation algorithm has a relative error bound
of " if for every instan e x

jA(x) OP T (x)j  ":
OP T (x)

(1.1)

It follows that for a minimization problem we have

r = 1 + ";
whereas for a maximization problem

r = 1 ":
Note that for minimization problems the inequality (1.1) be omes A(x) 
(1 + ")OP T (x), whereas for maximization problems it be omes A(x)  (1
")OP T (x). Moreover, for minimization problems the worst ase ratio r =
1 + " is greater or equal to 1, whereas for maximization problems the worst
ase ratio r = 1 " is a real number from the interval [0; 1℄.

1.1.2 A Bit of History
The rst paper with a polynomial time approximation algorithm for an
NP- omplete problem is probably the paper [26℄ by Graham from 1966. It
studies simple heuristi s for s heduling on identi al parallel ma hines. In
1969, Graham [27℄ extended his approa h to a PTAS. However, at that time
these were isolated results. The on ept of an approximation algorithm was
formalized in the beginning of the 1970s by Garey, Graham and Ullman [20℄.
The paper [46℄ by Johnson may be regarded as the real starting point of the
eld.
In the mid-1970s, a number of polynomial time approximation s hemes
was developed in the work of Horowitz and Sahni [35, 36℄, Sahni [71℄, and
Ibarra and Kim [37℄. The terms `approximation s heme', `PTAS', `FPTAS'
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are due to a seminal paper by Garey and Johnson [22℄ from 1978. Also
the rst inapproximability results were derived around this time; inapproximability results are results that show that unless P=NP some optimization
problem does not have a PTAS or that some optimization problem does
not have a polynomial time r-approximation algorithm for some spe i
value of r. Sahni and Gonzalez [72℄ proved that the traveling salesman
problem without the triangle-inequality annot have a polynomial time approximation algorithm with bounded worst ase ratio. Garey and Johnson
[21℄ derived inapproximability results for the hromati number of a graph.
Lenstra and Rinnooy Kan [53℄ derived inapproximability results for s heduling of pre eden e onstrained jobs.
In the 1980s theoreti al omputer s ientists started a systemati theoreti al study of these on epts. Major breakthroughs that give polynomial time
approximation s hemes for spe i optimization problems were the papers
by Fernandez de la Vega and Lueker [15℄ on bin pa king, by Ho hbaum and
Shmoys [33, 34℄ on the s heduling problem of minimizing the makespan on
an arbitrary number of parallel ma hines, by Baker [6℄ on many optimization
problems on planar graphs (like maximum independent set, minimum vertex
over, minimum dominating set), and by Arora [3℄ on the Eu lidean traveling salesman problem. In the late 1980s, Papadimitriou and Yannakakis [69℄
provided tools and ideas from omputational omplexity theory for getting
inapproximability results. The omplexity lass APX was born; this lass
ontains all optimization problems that possess a polynomial time approximation algorithm with a nite, positive worst ase ratio. In 1992 Arora,
Lund, Motwani, Sudan and Szegedy [4℄ showed that the hardest problems
in APX annot have a PTAS unless P=NP.
1.2

S heduling Models

S heduling theory en ompasses a large and diverse set of models, algorithms,
and results. Even a su in t overview of the eld would take many pages.
Hen e we review only those on epts that are dire tly relevant to this thesis and refer the reader to the many ex ellent books and surveys available
[8, 52, 70℄. The problems we onsider involve s heduling or allo ating jobs to
ma hines under various onstraints. Unless otherwise mentioned n denotes
the number of jobs and m denotes the number of ma hines. A s hedule is
non{preemptive if ea h job runs uninterrupted on one ma hine from start
to nish. In a preemptive s hedule, a job may be interrupted or may swit h
ma hines at any time. A s hedule spe i es for ea h time instant, the set of
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jobs exe uting at that instant, and the ma hines on whi h they are exe uting. In this thesis we fo us mostly on non{preemptive s hedules. However
preemptive s hedules play an important role, as relaxations, that an be
used in the design and analysis of algorithms for non{preemptive s hedules.
Jobs an have several onstraints on them; in our work we onsider release
dates, delivery times and pre eden e onstraints. If job Jj has a release date
rj , then it annot be started before time rj . Pre eden e onstraints, spe i ed in the form of a dire ted a y li graph, model dependen ies between
jobs. After ompleting its pro essing on the ma hine, a job may require an
additional delivery time qj  0; if Cj denotes the time Jj ompletes pro essing, then it is delivered at time Cj + qj . Delivery is a non-bottlene k a tivity,
in that all jobs may be simultaneously delivered. If job Jj pre edes job Ji ,
denoted by Jj  Ji , then i annot be started until Jj has been nished. The
two obje tive fun tions we will be on erned with are makespan and maximum delivery time. Makespan, denoted by Cmax , is simply the maximum
over all jobs of the ompletion time of the job (Cmax = maxj Cj ). Maximum delivery time as the name suggests is simply Lmax = maxj Lj , where
Lj = Cj + qj . We onsider both single ma hine s heduling and parallel
ma hine s heduling.
Most lassi al s heduling models assume that in a s heduling problem
the jobs to be s heduled have xed pro essing times. However, in real-life
appli ations the pro essing time of a job often depends on the amount of
resour es su h as fa ilities, manpower, funds, et . allo ated to it, and so
its pro essing time an be redu ed when additional resour es are assigned
to the job. This a elerated pro essing of a job omes at a ertain ost,
though. A s heduling problem in whi h the pro essing times of the jobs an
be redu ed at some expense is alled a s heduling problem with ontrollable
pro essing times.
S heduling problems with ontrollable pro essing times have gained importan e in s heduling resear h sin e the early works of Vi kson [79, 80℄.
For a survey of this area until 1990, the reader is referred to [67℄. More
re ent results in lude [12, 13, 65, 76, 77℄.
In this thesis we onsider both models, with xed and ontrollable proessing times. Solving a s heduling problem with ontrollable pro essing
times amounts to spe ifying a s hedule  that indi ates the starting times
for the operations and a ve tor Æ that gives their pro essing times and osts.
We denote by T (; Æ) the makespan (or the maximum delivery time) of
s hedule  with pro essing times a ording to Æ, and we denote by C (Æ) the
total ost of Æ. The problem of s heduling jobs with ontrollable pro essing times is a bi riteria optimization problem for whi h we an de ne the
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following three natural optimization problems.

P1. Minimize T (; Æ), subje t to C (Æ)  , for some given value   0.

P2. Minimize C (Æ), while ensuring that T (; Æ)   , for some given value
  0.
P3. Minimize T (; Æ) + C (Æ), for some given value > 0.
Throughout this thesis, we will adhere to what has be ome the adopted
onvention for problem lassi ation in the s heduling literature. Following
Graham et al. [25℄, we employ a three- eld lassi ation j j where the
rst eld orresponds to the ma hine or pro essor setting, the se ond to job
hara teristi s, and the third to the optimality riterion of interest.
1.3

Organization and Overview of Contributions

We next des ribe the problems onsidered in this thesis and our results in
more details.

CHAPTER 2: In this hapter we onsider the following single ma hine
s heduling problem. A set of n jobs is to be pro essed without interruption
on a single ma hine. Ea h job Jj has a release date rj  0 when it rst
be omes available for pro essing and, after ompleting its pro essing on the
ma hine, requires an additional delivery time qj  0. Feasible s hedules
are further restri ted by job pre eden e onstraints given by the partial
order , where Jj  Jk means that job Jk must be pro essed after job Jj .
We onsider the problem with xed pro essing times and problem P3 with
ontrollable pro essing times.
When the pro essing times are xed and there are no pre eden e onstraints (problem denoted as 1jrj jLmax in [25℄), Hall and Shmoys [29, 31℄
propose two polynomial time approximation
s hemes with running times
O(( n" )O(1=") ) and O(n log n + n(1="O(1="2 ) )). For the orresponding problem
P3 with ontrollable pro essing times, Zdrzalka [82℄ gives a polynomial time
approximation algorithm with a worst- ase ratio of 3=2 + ", where " > 0 an
be made arbitrarily small. When the pre eden e onstraints are imposed
and the job pro essing times are xed (1jrj ; pre jLmax), Hall and Shmoys
[30℄ give a PTAS. This onsists of exe uting, for log2  times, an extended
version of their previous PTAS for 1jrj jLmax , where  denotes an upper
bound on the optimal value of any given instan e whose data are assumed
to be integral.
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Our ontribution is twofold. First, we show that for problem 1jrj ; pre jLmax
with xed pro essing times there exists a PTAS running in O(n + ` +
1="O(1=") ) time, where ` denotes the number of pre eden e onstraints. Note
that the time omplexity of this PTAS is the best possible with respe t to
the input size and it is an improvement of previous results [29, 30, 31℄ with
respe t to both, the input size and 1=". We remark that the onstant that
depends on 1=" is now additive. Moreover the existen e of a PTAS whose
running time is also polynomial in 1=" would imply that P=NP [22℄. Se ond
we provide the rst known PTAS for problem 1jrj ; pre jLmax with ontrollable pro essing that runs in linear time. This improves and generalizes all
the previous results [29, 30, 31, 82℄.

CHAPTER 3: In this hapter, we dis uss s heduling problems with identi al parallel ma hines. The identi al parallel ma hine s heduling model is
de ned as follows. We have a set of n jobs and m identi al ma hines. Ea h
job must be pro essed without preemption on one of the m ma hines, ea h
of whi h an pro ess at most one job at a time. When the pro essing times
are xed, Hall and Shmoys give a PTAS for the problem with release dates
and delivery times [29℄ whose running time is O(npoly(1=") ).
We onsider both, the problem with xed pro essing times, and the
problem with ontrollable pro essing times. We ontribute in two ways.
First we show that the problem with xed pro essing times, release dates
and delivery times belongs to the lass EPTAS: we prove this by exhibiting
a PTAS that runs in O(n) + C , where C is a onstant that depends on the
error " and the multipli ative onstant hidden in the O(n) running time
of our algorithm is reasonably small and does not depend on the a ura y
". This onsiderably improves the time omplexity of the previous result
[29℄. Se ond, we address several variants of the problem with ontrollable
pro essing times and provide the rst known polynomial time approximation
s hemes for them. Finally we study the problem when preemptions are
allowed and des ribe eÆ ient exa t and approximate algorithms.
CHAPTER 4: In this hapter we deal with the problem of s heduling a
set of n independent jobs on a set of m unrelated parallel ma hines. Ea h
ma hine an pro ess at most one job at a time, and ea h job has to be
pro essed without interruption by exa tly one ma hine. Pro essing job Jj
on ma hine i requires pij  0 time units when pro essed by ma hine i and
in urs a ost ij  0, i = 1; : : : ; m, j = 1; :::; n. We onsider the problem of
minimizing the obje tive fun tion that is a weighted sum of the makespan
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and total ost.
When m is a onstant (the restri ted ase we are fo using on this hapter)
and ij = 0, Horowitz and Sahni [36℄ proved that for any " > 0, a (1 + ")approximate solution an be omputed in O(nm(nm=")m 1 ) time, whi h
is polynomial in both n and 1=" if m is onstant. Lenstra, Shmoys and
Tardos [54℄ also gave an approximation s heme for the problem with running
time bounded by the produ t of (n + 1)m= and a polynomial of the input
size. Even though for xed m their algorithm is not fully polynomial, it has
a mu h smaller spa e omplexity than the one in [36℄. Re ently, Jansen and
Porkolab [42℄ presented a fully polynomial-time approximation s heme for
the problem whose running time is n(m=")O(m) . They ombine the previous
(dynami [36℄ and linear [54℄ programming) approa hes. Their algorithm
has to solve at least O((m3 ="2 )m ) many linear programs. In order to obtain
a linear running time for the ase when m is xed, they use the pri edire tive de omposition method proposed by Grigoriadis and Kha hiyan [28℄
for omputing approximate solutions of blo k stru tured onvex programs.
The nal ingredient is an intri ate rounding te hnique based on the solution
of a linear program and a partition of the job set.
In ontrast to the previous approa h [42℄, the algorithm proposed in this
hapter (that works also for the general variant with ij 6= 0) is extremely
simple and even faster: rst we prepro ess the data to obtain a smaller
instan e with at most minfn; (log m=")O(m) g jobs. The prepro essing step
requires linear time. Then by using dynami programming we
ompute an
2)
O
(
m
approximate solution for the grouped jobs in (log m=")
time. Both
steps together imply a fully polynomial-time approximation
s
heme that
2)
O
(
m
runs in O(n) + C time where C = (log m=")
. We remark that the
multipli ative onstant hidden in the O(n) running time of our algorithm is
reasonably small and does not depend on the a ura y ".

CHAPTER 5: In this hapter, we dis uss the job shop s heduling problem. We onsider both, the problem with xed pro essing times, and the
problem with ontrollable pro essing times. In the job shop s heduling problem with xed pro essing times, there is a set of n jobs that must be proessed on a given set M of m ma hines. Ea h job Jj onsists of a sequen e of
 operations O1j ; O2j ; : : : ; Oj that need to be pro essed in this order. Operation Oij must be pro essed without interruption on ma hine mij 2 M ,
during pij time units. Ea h ma hine an pro ess at most one operation at
a time, and ea h job may be pro essed by a most one ma hine at any time.
For any given s hedule, let Cij be the ompletion time of operation Oij . The
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obje tive is to nd a s hedule that minimizes the makespan.
For those instan es where m and  are xed (the restri ted ase we
are fo using on in this hapter), Shmoys et al. [75℄ gave approximation
algorithms that ompute (2 + ")-approximate solutions in polynomial time
for any xed " > 0. This result has re ently been improved by Jansen, SolisOba and Sviridenko [45℄ who have shown that (1 + ")-approximate solutions
of the problem an be omputed in polynomial time. In order to speed up
the whole algorithm, they suggest [44℄ a number of improvements: they use
the logarithmi potential pri e de omposition method of Grigoriadis and
Kha hiyan [28℄ to ompute an approximate solution of the linear program
in linear time, and a novel rounding pro edure to bring down to a onstant
the number of fra tional assignments in any solution of the linear program.
The overall running time is O(n), where the multipli ative onstant hidden
in the O(n) running time is exponentially in m,  and ".
In ontrast to the approximation s hemes introdu ed in [45, 44℄, our
algorithm, in addition to being more eÆ ient, is simple and intuitive. We
show that we an prepro ess in linear time the input to obtain a new instan e with a onstant number of grouped jobs. This immediately gives
a linear time approximation s heme with running time O(n) + C , where
C is a onstant that depends on m, " and . Again, we remark that the
multipli ative onstant hidden in the O(n) running time of our algorithm is
reasonably small and does not depend on the a ura y ".
In the se ond part of this hapter we onsider two variants of the job
shop problem with ontrollable pro essing times. The rst variant allows
ontinuous hanges to the pro essing times of the operations. The se ond assumes only dis rete hanges. In the ase of ontinuously ontrollable
pro essing times, we assume that the ost of redu ing the time needed to
pro ess an operation is a linear fun tion of the pro essing time. In the ase
of dis retely ontrollable pro essing times, there is a nite set of possible
pro essing times and osts for every operation Oij .
We present the rst known polynomial time approximation s hemes for
problems P1, P2, and P3, when the number m of ma hines and the number
 of operations per job are xed. Our algorithms an handle both, ontinuously and dis retely ontrollable pro essing times, and they an be extended
to the ase of onvex pie ewise linear pro essing times and ost fun tions.
These results improve the 4=3-approximation algorithm for problem P3 des ribed in Nowi ki [65℄.
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CHAPTER 6: In this hapter we study a generalization of the job shop
s heduling problem (see Chapter 5) alled the exible job shop problem [62℄,
whi h models a wide variety of problems en ountered in real manufa turing
systems [18, 78℄. In the exible job shop problem an operation Oij an be
pro essed by any ma hine from a given group Mij  M . The pro essing
time of operation Oij on ma hine k 2 Mij is pkij . The goal is to hoose
for ea h operation Oij an eligible ma hine and a starting time so that the
maximum ompletion time Cmax over all jobs is minimized.
We study the preemptive and non-preemptive versions of the exible job
shop s heduling problem when the number of ma hines m and the number of
operations per job  are xed. We generalize the te hniques des ribed in [44℄
for the job shop s heduling problem and design a linear time approximation
s heme for the exible job shop problem.
Moreover, we present a linear time approximation s heme for the preemptive version of the exible job shop problem without migration. No migration means that ea h operation must be pro essed by a unique ma hine.
Hen e if an operation is preempted, its pro essing an only be resumed on
the same ma hine on whi h it was being pro essed before the preemption.
We also study the preemptive exible job shop problem with migration and
in whi h every operation has both a release time and a delivery time. We
present a (2 + ")-approximation algorithm for it. Both algorithms produ e
solutions with only a onstant number of preemptions.
CHAPTER 7: In the lassi al Knapsa k Problem (KP) we have a set of
n items and a knapsa k of limited apa ity. To ea h item we asso iate a
positive pro t pj and a positive weight wj . The problem alls for sele ting
the set of items with maximum overall pro t among those whose overall
weight does not ex eed the knapsa k apa ity > 0. The k-item Knapsa k
Problem (kKP), is a KP in whi h an upper bound of k is imposed on the
number of items that an be sele ted in a solution.
We ontribute by presenting a new idea. We show that appropriate ombinations of arithmeti and geometri rounding te hniques yields novel and
powerful rounding methods. To the best of our knowledge, these te hniques
have never been ombined together. By using the des ribed rounding te hnique, we rst show that any given instan e an be redu ed to a smaller one
having at most minfn; O(k=")g items. Then we present the rst known EPTAS for kKP requiring linear spa e and running time O(n + k  (1=")O(1=") ).
Our algorithm is superior to the one provided by Caprara et al. [10℄: they
yield a (1 ")-approximate solution within O(nd1="e 2 ) and O(nd1="e 1 ) run-
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ning time, for KP and kKP respe tively. Sin e KP is a spe ial ase of kKP,
we also improve the previous result for KP. Finally we present a faster FPTAS for kKP that runs in O(n + k="4 + 1="5 ) time and has a bound of
O(n + 1="4 ) on spa e requirements. The previous known FPTAS provided
by Caprara et al. [10℄ requires O(nk2 =") time and O(n + k3 =") spa e.

CHAPTER 8: The running time of a PTAS may depend arbitrarily on
the re ipro al of the error bound with better approximations yielding longer
running times. In this hapter we show that if problem P belongs to lass
EPTAS then, for every xed r > 1, it is possible to obtain in onstant time an
r-approximation algorithm that runs in polynomial time and where the hidden onstant is reasonably small and independent of the a ura y r. By using this result and the polynomial time approximation s hemes des ribed in
this thesis, we show that for every xed r > 1 there exists a r-approximation
algorithms for problems 1jrj ; pre jLmax , P jrj jLmax, RmjjCmax with osts,
and Jmjop  jCmax, running in linear time, where the hidden onstant is
always reasonably small and independent of the a ura y r. These approximation algorithms are to some extent optimal, sin e their time omplexity
is the best possible.
Remark 1.2 Throughout this thesis we dis uss several transformations of
the input problem in order to add stru ture to the input data. Some transformations may potentially in rease the obje tive fun tion value by a fa tor
of 1 + O(") (1 O(") for maximization problems), so we an perform a
onstant number of them while still staying within 1 + O(") (1 O(")) of
the original optimum. Others are transformations whi h do not in rease the
obje tive fun tion value. When we des ribe the rst type of transformation,
we shall say it produ es 1 + O(") (1 O(")) loss, while the se ond produ es
no loss. Moreover, we shall assume that 1=" is integral for simpli ity.
Publi ations. The work des ribed in this thesis is mostly ontained in
papers published earlier [17, 39, 40, 41, 58, 60, 61℄ and in preparation [59℄.
Chapter 2 appeared in [59, 60℄. Parts of Chapter 3 are joint work with Klaus
Jansen and appeared in [39, 61℄. Chapter 4 and parts of Chapter 5 are joint
work with Aleksei Fishkin and Klaus Jansen and appeared in [17℄. Parts
of Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 are joint work with Klaus Jansen and Roberto
Solis-Oba. Chapter 7 appeared in [58℄.
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Chapter 2

S heduling on a Single
Ma hine
2.1

Introdu tion

In this hapter we onsider the following single ma hine s heduling problem.
A set, J = fJ1 ; :::; Jn g, of n jobs is to be pro essed without interruption on
a single ma hine. For ea h job Jj there is an interval [`j ; uj ℄, 0  `j  uj ,
spe ifying its possible pro essing times. The ost for pro essing job Jj in
time `j is `j  0 and for pro essing it in time uj the ost is uj  0. For any
value Æj 2 [0; 1℄ the ost for pro essing job Jj in time pj (Æj ) = Æj `j + (1
Æj )uj is j (Æj ) = Æj `j + (1 Æj ) uj , where Æj is the ompression parameter.
Additionally, ea h job Jj has a release date rj  0 when it rst be omes
available for pro essing and, after ompleting its pro essing on the ma hine,
requires an additional delivery time qj  0; if sj ( rj ) denotes the time
Jj starts pro essing, then it has been delivered at time sj + pj (Æj ) + qj , for
ompression parameter Æj . Feasible s hedules are further restri ted by job
pre eden e onstraints given by the partial order , where Jj  Jk means
that job Jk must be pro essed after job Jj . Let  be a permutation of the
set J that is onsistent with the pre eden e onstraints, and (i) the job
whi h is in position i in permutation ;  denotes a pro essing order of jobs.
Denote by Q(Æ; ) the (earliest) maximum delivery time of all the jobs for
ompression parameters Æ = (Æ1 ; :::; Æn ) and pro essing order , then

Q(Æ; ) =

i2
X

p (Æ ) + q(i2 ) ):
max (r
+
1i1 i2 n (i1 ) j =i1 (j ) (j )
17
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The total ost of ompression parameters Æ is equal to j 2J j (Æj ), and the
total s heduling ost for ompression parameters Æ and pro essing order 
is de ned as
X
K (Æ; ) = Q(Æ; ) +
j (Æj ):
j 2J
The problem is to nd Æ and  minimizing K (Æ; ).
When all pro essing times are xed (`j = uj ), the problem is equivalent
to the well-known sequen ing problem denoted as 1jrj ; pre jLmax in Graham
et al. [25℄. Sin e the spe ial ase with xed pro essing times and without
pre eden e onstraints (noted 1jrj jLmax in [25℄) is strongly NP- omplete
[55℄, the stated problem is also strongly NP- omplete.
Hall and Shmoys [29, 31℄ propose two polynomial time approximation
s hemes for problem 1jrj jLmax, the running time of whi h are O(( n" )O(1=") )
and O(n log n + n(1="O(1="2 ) )). For the orresponding problem with ontrollable pro essing times, Zdrzalka [82℄ gives a polynomial time approximation
algorithm with a worst- ase ratio of 3=2 + ", where " > 0 an be made
arbitrarily small. When the pre eden e onstraints are imposed and the
job pro essing times are xed (1jrj ; pre jLmax ), Hall and Shmoys [30℄ give
a PTAS. This onsists of exe uting, for log2  times, an extended version
of their previous PTAS for 1jrj ; jLmax , where  denotes an upper bound
on the optimal value of any given instan e whose data are assumed to be
integral. This polynomial running time should be ontrasted with the time
omplexity of their result for problem 1jrj jLmax [29, 31℄, where they were
able to a hieve a onsiderably better time.
We ontribute in two ways. First, we show that for problem 1jrj ; pre jLmax
there exists a PTAS running in O(n + ` + 1="O(1=") ) time, where ` denotes
the number of pre eden e onstraints. Note that the time omplexity of
this PTAS is the best possible with respe t to the input size and it is an
improvement of previous results [29, 30, 31℄ with respe t to both, the input
size and 1=". We remark that the onstant that depends on 1=" is now additive. Se ond we provide the rst known PTAS for problem 1jrj ; pre jLmax
with ontrollable pro essing times that runs in linear time. This improves
and generalizes all the previous results [29, 30, 31, 82℄.
2.2

Fixed Pro essing Times

As rst step to the onstru tion of a PTAS for problem 1jpre ; rj jLmax , we
dis uss several te hniques whi h add stru ture to the input data. Here the
main idea is to turn a diÆ ult instan e into an instan e that is easier to
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ta kle. We show that the pre eden e graph an be simpli ed into a more
stru tured graph. This simpli ation depends on the desired pre ision " of
approximation; the loser " is to zero, the loser the modi ed graph should
resemble the original one. With this simpli ed pre eden e stru ture it is
possible to partition jobs into a onstant number of subsets of jobs having
similar pre eden e relations. Then, jobs belonging to the same subset an
be grouped together into single jobs. The resulting instan e is modi ed
to obtain a onstant number of instan es with di erent release dates and
delivery times; the nal step onsists of exe uting the extended Ja kson's
rule on this onstant number of instan es; the best s hedule generated is
output.

2.2.1 Simplifying the Input

We start providing
some lower and upper bounds on the optimal value OP T .
Pn
We de ne P = j =1 pj , pmax = maxj pj , rmax = maxj rj , qmax = maxj qj
and d = maxj =1;:::;n frj + pj + qj g. Let LB = maxfP; dg, we laim that
LB  OP T  3LB . Indeed, sin e P and d are lower bounds on OP T , LB
is also a lower bound on OP T . We show that 3LB is an upper bound on
OP T by exhibiting a s hedule with value at most 3LB . Starting from time
rmax all jobs have been released and they an be s heduled one after the
other in any xed ordering of the jobs that is onsistent with the pre eden e
relation; this an be obtained by topologi ally sorting the pre eden e graph.
Then every job is ompleted by time rmax + P and the maximum delivery
time is bounded by rmax + P + qmax  P + 2d  3LB . By dividing every
release, delivery and pro essing time by LB , we may (and will) assume,
without loss of generality, that LB = 1 and
1  OP T

 3:

(2.1)

Following Lageweg, Lenstra and Rinnoy Kan [49℄, if Jj  Jk and rj > rk ,
then we an reset rk := rj and ea h feasible s hedule will remain feasible.
Similarly, if qj < qk then we an reset qj := qk without hanging the obje tive
fun tion value of any feasible s hedule. Thus, by repeatedly applying these
updates we an always obtain an equivalent instan e that satis es

Jj  Jk =) (rj  rk and qj  qk )

(2.2)

Su h a resetting requires O(`) time. In the following we will assume, without
loss of generality, that ondition (2.2) holds.
A te hnique used by Hall and Shmoys [29℄ allows us to deal with only a
onstant number of release dates and delivery times. The idea is to round
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ea h release and delivery time down to the nearest multiple of i", for i 2 N .
Sin e rmax  d  1, the number of di erent release dates and delivery
times is now bounded by 1=" + 1 < 2=" (for simpli ity, we assume 0 <
" < 1). Clearly, the optimal value of this transformed instan e annot be
greater than OP T . Every feasible solution for the modi ed instan e an be
transformed into a feasible solution for the original instan e just by adding
" to ea h job's starting time, and reintrodu ing the original delivery times.
It is easy to see that the solution value may in rease by at most 2". Thus
in the remainder of this paper, without loss of generality, we shall restri t
our attention to the ase where there are only a onstant number of release
dates and delivery times.
Therefore, we will assume hen eforth that the input instan e has a onstant number of release dates and delivery times, and that ondition (2.2)
holds. We shall refer to this instan e as x. By the previous arguments,
OP T  OP T (x), where OP T (x) denotes the optimal value for instan e x.

Partitioning the Set of Jobs
Partition the set of jobs in two subsets:
L = fJj : pj > "g ;
S = fJj : pj  "g :
Let us say that L is the set of large jobs, while S the set of small jobs.
Observe that the number of large jobs is bounded by P="  1=". We further
partition the set S of small jobs as follows. For ea h small job Jj 2 S
onsider the following three subsets of L:
P re(j ) = fJi 2 L : Ji  Jj g ;
Su (j ) = fJi 2 L : Jj  Ji g ;
F ree(j ) = L (P re(j ) [ Su (j )):
Let us say that T (j ) = fP re(j ); Su (j ); F ree(j )g represents a 3-partition
of set L with respe t to job Jj . The number  of distin t 3-partitions
of L is learly bounded
by the number of small jobs and by 3jLj  31=" ,

1
="
therefore   min n; 3 . Let fT1 ; :::; T g denote the set of all distin t
3-partitions. Now, we de ne the exe ution pro le of a small job Jj to be a
3-tuple < i1 ; i2 ; i3 > su h that rj = "  i1 , qj = "  i2 and T (j ) = Ti3 , where
i1 ; i2 = 0; 1; :::; 2=" and i3 = 1; :::;  .
Corollary 2.1 The number  of distin t exe ution pro les is bounded by
    4="2 = 2O(1=") .
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Figure 2.1: Graph of Example 2.1
Partition the set S of small jobs into  subsets, S1 ; S2 ; :::; S , su h that
jobs belonging to the same subset have the same exe ution pro le. Clearly,
S = S1 [ S2 ; ::: [ S and Sh \ Si = ;, for i 6= h. We illustrate the above by
the following.

Example 2.1 Consider the pre eden e stru ture given by the graph in Figure 2.1. Shaded nodes represent large jobs, while the others denote small
jobs. Assume that r3 = r4 = r9 and q3 = q4 = q9 . Sin e P re(3) = P re(4) =
P re(9) and Su (3) = Su (4) = Su (9), jobs J3 , J4 and J9 establish the same
3-partition of set L and therefore T (3) = T (4) = T (9). Moreover, jobs J3 ,
J4 and J9 have the same exe ution pro le sin e they have equal release dates
and delivery times. Therefore, the set S = fJ3 ; J4 ; J6 ; J8 ; J9 g of small jobs
is partitioned into 3 subsets S1 = fJ3 ; J4 ; J9 g, S2 = fJ6 g and S3 = fJ8 g.
Adding New Pre eden es
Let us say that job Jh is a neighbor of set Si (i = 1; :::; ) if:

 Jh is a small job;
 Jh 2= Si;
 there exists a pre eden e relation between job Jh and some job in Si.
Moreover, we say that Jh is a front-neighbor (ba k-neighbor ) of Si if Jh
is a neighbor of Si and there is a job Jj 2 Si su h that Jj  Jh (Jh  Jj ).
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Lemma 2.1 A neighbor Jh of Si annot be at the same time a front-neighbor
and a ba k-neighbor of Si , for i = 1; :::; .
Proof. By ontradi tion assume that Jh is a front-neighbor and a ba kneighbor of Si . By this assumption, there exist two jobs Ja ; Jb 2 Si su h
that Ja  Jh and Jh  Jb . Therefore, by ondition (2.2) we have ra  rh ,
qa  qh, rh  rb and qh  qb . Sin e Ja ; Jb 2 Si , then ra = rb and qa = qb ,
and hen e rh = ra = rb and qh = qa = qb .
It is easy to he k that the following ondition holds
Jx  Jy =) (P re(x)  P re(y) and Su (x)  Su (y)).
Therefore, sin e Ja  Jh and Jh  Jb , we have P re(a)  P re(h), Su (a) 
Su (h), P re(h)  P re(b) and Su (h)  Su (b). Re all that Ja ; Jb 2 Si and
therefore P re(a) = P re(b) and Su (a) = Su (b). It follows that T (h) =
T (a) = T (b), but also rh = ra = rb and qh = qa = qb . Hen e, job Jh has
the same exe ution pro le of Ja and Jb , and we have Jh 2 Si by de nition
of Si . The laim follows by observing that this is a ontradi tion, sin e by
de nition, a neighbor Jh of Si annot belong to Si .
Let ni = jSi j (i = 1; :::; ), and let (J1;i ; :::; Jni ;i ) denote any xed ordering of the jobs from Si that is onsistent with the pre eden e relation. In the
rest of this se tion we onsider the restri ted problem in whi h the jobs from
Si are pro essed a ording to this xed ordering. Furthermore, every ba kneighbor (front-neighbor) Jh of Si (i = 1; :::; ) must be pro essed before
(after) every job from Si . This an be a omplished by adding a dire ted
ar from Jj;i to Jj +1;i, for j = 1; :::; ni 1, and by adding a dire ted ar from
Jh to J1;i , if Jh is a ba k-neighbor of Si, or else an ar from Jni ;i to Jh , if
Jh is a front-neighbor. Note that the number of added ar s an be bounded
by n + `. The above is illustrated by the following.

Example 2.2 Consider Example 2.1. Observe that (J3 ; J4 ; J9 ) is an ordering of the jobs from S1 that is onsistent with the pre eden e relation. Job
J8 is a ba k-neighbor of S1 , while job J6 is a front-neighbor of S1 . The new
pre eden e stru ture is given by the graph in Figure 2.2, where the new added
ar s are emphasized.
We observe that ondition (2.2) is valid also after these hanges. Indeed,
if Jh is a ba k-neighbor of Si then there is a job Jj 2 Si su h that Jh  Jj ,
and therefore by ondition (2.2) we have rh  rj and qh  qj . But, the jobs
from Si have the same release dates and delivery times, therefore rh  rj
and qh  qj for ea h Jj 2 Si . It follows that if we restri t Jh to be pro essed
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Figure 2.2: Graph of Example 2.2
before the jobs from Si , ondition (2.2) is still valid. Similar arguments
hold if Jh is a front-neighbor. Moreover, all the jobs from Si have the same
release dates and delivery times, therefore ondition (2.2) is still satis ed, if
we restri t these jobs to be pro essed in any xed ordering that is onsistent
with the pre eden e relation.
In Se tion 2.2.3 we show that these new pre eden e onstraints do not
in rease the length of the optimal s hedule onsiderably. Here we observe
that the new added pre eden e ar s do not reate y les in the resulting
pre eden e graph. (Note that a y le means that there are at least two jobs,
Ja and Jb , su h that Ja  Jb and Jb  Ja ; learly this is an una eptable
situation.) If Jh is a ba k-neighbor of Si (i = 1; :::; h) then a new dire ted
ar has been added from Jh to J1;i . This may generate a y le if and only
if there exists a job Jk from Si su h that Jk  Jh , and therefore if and only
if Jh is also a front-neighbor of Si . But this is prevented by Lemma 2.1.
Similar arguments hold if Jh is a front-neighbor.

Grouping Small Jobs
Consider the jobs (J1;i ; :::; Jni ;i ) from subset Si , for i = 1; :::; , sorted a ording to the pre eden e relations. Let Jj;i and Jj +1;i be two onse utive
jobs from Si su h that pj;i + pj +1;i  ", for j = 1; :::; ni 1. We \group"
together these two jobs to form a grouped job having the same release and
delivery time as Jj;i (and Jj +1;i), but pro essing time equal to the sum of
the pro essing times of Jj;i and Jj +1;i , i.e., pj;i + pj +1;i. (This is equivalent
to say that we shall onsider only those s hedules where jobs Jj;i and Jj +1;i
are pro essed together, i.e., Jj +1;i just after Jj;i .) Furthermore, the new
grouped job must be pro essed after the prede essors of Jj;i and before the
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Figure 2.3: Graph of Example 2.3
su essors of Jj +1;i. Observe that, with the ex eption of Jj;i (Jj +1;i ), the
set of prede essors (su essors) of Jj +1;i (Jj;i ) is the same as of Jj;i (Jj +1;i ).
We repeat this pro ess, by using the modi ed set of jobs, until there are no
more ouples of onse utive jobs with sum of pro essing times less or equal
to ". The same pro edure is performed for all other subsets Si .

Example 2.3 Consider Example 2.2. By assuming that p3 + p4 + p9  ",
we an group jobs J3 , J4 and J9 together and get a new instan e whose
pre eden e stru ture is given by the graph in Figure 2.3.
Let x0 denote this new modi ed instan e obtained from the given one x
by performing the transformations as des ribed so far. Let us denote the
orresponding pro essing times, release dates and delivery times of jobs in
x0 by p0j , rj0 and qj0 , respe tively. Note that in instan e x0 the set of large
jobs is the same as in x, and all the new grouped jobs are still \small", i.e.,
their pro essing times are not greater than ". For simpli ity of notation, let
us use again L and S to denote, respe tively, the set of large and small jobs
with respe t to instan e x0 .

Lemma 2.2 The number  of jobs in instan e x0 is bounded by   1" + 2" +
2 = 2O(1=") .
Proof. Let us use Si0 to denote set Si after the des ribed grouping
pro edure, for i = 1; :::; . Let n0i = jSi0 j. Observe that the sum
Pi0 =
P
P
0
0
Jj 2Si0 pj of pro essing times of the jobs from Si is equal to Pi = Jj 2Si pj .
First observe that every large job has pro essing time larger than " and
therefore there are at most P="  1=" large jobs in x0 . By the way in
whi h small jobs are grouped together, at the end of the des ribed grouping
pro edure, the sum of pro essing times of any ouple of onse utive jobs
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from Si0 annot be smaller than ". Therefore Jj 2Si0 p0j  n2i  ". Sin e
j 0k
0
P
P
( n2i 1)  " < n2i  ", we have i=1 n0i < 2( + Pi0 =")  2( + 1=").
Note that instan e x0 an be omputed in O(n + ` + 2O(1=") ) time: the
time required to partition the set of jobs into  subsets an be bounded by
O(n + ` + ); O(n + `) is the time to add new pre eden es and group jobs.
We have already observed that the new pre eden e onstraints added in
Se tion 2.2.1 do not invalidate ondition (2.2). Furthermore, let G denote
a set of jobs that have been grouped together as des ribed in this se tion.
Then, all jobs from G have the same release date rG and delivery time qG,
and set G has been repla ed with a single job JG having rG and qG as release
date and delivery time, respe tively. If there exist two jobs Jj and Jk su h
that Jj 2= G, Jk 2 G and Jj  Jk (Jk  Jj ), by ondition (2.2), we know
that rj  rk and qj  qk (rk  rj and qk  qj ), but, by onstru tion, we
have also rj  rG , qj  qG and Jj  JG (rG  rj , qG  qj and JG  Jj ).
Therefore, grouping jobs does not invalidate ondition (2.2).

Lemma 2.3 For ea h ouple of jobs, Jj and Jk , of instan e x0 the following
ondition holds: Jj  Jk =) (rj0  rk0 and qj0  qk0 ).

2.2.2 The Main Algorithm
We make use of the following algorithm that is often alled the extended
Ja kson's rule (sin e this generalizes a pro edure to solve 1jjLmax due to
Ja kson [38℄): s hedule the jobs starting at the smallest rj -value; at ea h
de ision point t given by a release date or a nishing time of some job,
s hedule a job j with the following properties: rj  t, all its prede essors
are s heduled, and it has the largest delivery time.
Our PTAS onsists of exe uting the extended Ja kson's rule on a onstant number of instan es obtained from x0 by hanging the release dates and
delivery times of jobs; the best s hedule generated is output. Without loss
of generality, let us renumber jobs su h that p01  p02  :::  p0  :::  p0 ,
where  denotes the number of large jobs. For j = 1; ::; , let Rj = frj0 + i" :
i 2 N and rj0 + i"  3 "g. The release dates of large jobs J1 ; :::; J are
reset to new values taken from R1 ; :::; R , respe tively. Depending on these
values, the other release dates and delivery times may also hange. More
pre isely, our main algorithm performs the following steps.
(S-1) Initialize the solution BestF ound to be the empty solution and set the
orresponding value V to in nity.
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2 R1  :::  R su h that j  maxJh2P re(j) h

(S-2.1) Modify instan e x0 to get instan e x00 with release dates and delivery times equal to the following values
rj00 := j
for Jj 2 L;
rj00 := maxfrj0 ; maxh:Jh2P re(j ) rh00 g; for Jj 2 S;
(2.3)
for Jj 2 L;
qj00 := maxfqj0 ; maxh:rj00<rh00 qh00 g
qj00 := maxfqj0 ; maxh:Jh2Su (j ) qh00 g; for Jj 2 S:
(S-2.2) Apply the extended Ja kson's rule to instan e x00 . Let  and
m(x00 ; ) denote the solution and the solution value returned. If
m(x00 ; ) < V , then let BestF ound :=  and V := m(x00 ; ).
(S-3) Return solution BestF ound of value V .
Step (S-2.1) an be implemented as follows. Release dates and delivery
times are updated separately. Consider any xed ordering of the jobs that is
onsistent with the pre eden e relation; this an be obtained by topologi ally
sorting the pre eden e graph. To update release dates, the jobs are pro essed
in this order; when job Jj is pro essed, if Jj is a small job then rj00 is set
to maxfrj0 ; maxh:Jh2P re(j ) rh00 g, otherwise to j . Let J1 ; :::; J denote any
xed ordering of the jobs that is onsistent with the pre eden e relation
and su h that r100  :::  r00 . (Observe that in the following se tion we
show that if Jj  Jk then rj00  rk00 (see Lemma 2.4). Therefore it is always
possible to nd an ordering of the jobs that is onsistent with the pre eden e
relation and su h that r100  :::  r00 . ) To update the delivery times,
the jobs are pro essed in this reverse order, i.e., from  to 1; when job
Jj is pro essed, if Jj is small then qj00 is set to maxfqj0 ; maxh:Jh2Su (j ) qh00 g,
otherwise to maxfqj0 ; maxh:rj00 <rh00 qh00 g.

2.2.3 Analysis

It is easy to see that jRj j  3=" for every Jj 2 L. Therefore the number of
di erent tuples (1 ; :::;  ) an be bounded by (3=")1=" , sin e the number 
of large jobs is not greater than 1=". Re all that  is the number of jobs
in instan e x0 , and therefore the number of pre eden es in x0 is at most  2 .
Then, Steps (S-2.1) and (S-2.2) an be implemented to run in O( 2 ) time.
Hen e, the total running time of Steps (S-1)-(S-3) is 1="O(1=") .
The next lemma shows that ondition (2.2) is valid for ea h instan e x00
onsidered in Step (S-2.1).
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Lemma 2.4 In Step (S-2.1), for ea h pair of jobs, Jj and Jk , of instan e
x00 the following ondition holds: Jj  Jk =) (rj00  rk00 and qj00  qk00 ):
Proof. We rst prove by indu tion that
Jj  Jk =) rj00  rk00 :

(2.4)

Consider any xed ordering J1 ; :::; J of the jobs that is onsistent with the
pre eden e relation. Trivially, ondition (2.4) holds for set fJ1 g. Assume
that ondition (2.4) holds for set Nk 1 = fJ1 ; :::; Jk 1 g, then we prove that
ondition (2.4) holds for set Nk = fJ1 ; :::; Jk g, for 2  k   . If there is no
job from set Nk 1 that must be pro essed before Jk , then ondition (2.4)
holds for set Nk . Otherwise, we distinguish between the following ases:
1. If Jk 2 L
(a) and there is a large job Jj from set Nk 1 su h that Jj  Jk , then
rj00  rk00 sin e j  k (see Step (S-2));
(b) and there is a small job Jj from set Nk 1 su h that Jj  Jk ,
then rj0  rk0  k = rk00 by de nition of Rk and by Lemma 2.3;
furthermore P re(j )  P re(k), sin e Jj  Jk , and rk00 = k 
maxJh 2P re(k) h  maxJh 2P re(j ) h = maxJh 2P re(j ) rh00 ; therefore
rk00  maxfrj0 ; max rh00 g = rj00 :
h:Jh 2P re(j )
2. If Jk 2 S
(a) and there is a large job Jj from set Nk 1 su h that Jj  Jk , then
Jj 2 P re(k) and therefore rj00  rk00 ;
(b) and there is a small job Jj from set Nk 1 su h that Jj  Jk ,
then rj0  rk0 by Lemma 2.3; furthermore P re(j )  P re(k) sin e
Jj  Jk , and maxJh 2P re(k) rh00  maxJh 2P re(j ) rh00 ; therefore
rk00 = maxfrk0 ; max rh00 g  maxfrj0 ; max rh00 g = rj00 :
h:Jh 2P re(k)
h:Jh 2P re(j )
Hen e, we have proved that if Jj  Jk then rj00  rk00 . This result guarantees that it is always possible to nd an ordering of the jobs that is onsistent
with the pre eden e relation and su h that r100  :::  r00 . Let J1 ; :::; J denote this ordering. In the following, we prove by indu tion that
(2.5)
Jj  Jk =) q00  q00 :
j

k
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Trivially, ondition (2.5) holds for set fJ g. Assume that ondition (2.5)
is true for set Nj +1 = fJj +1 ; :::; J g, then we prove that ondition (2.5)
holds for set Nj = fJj ; :::; J g, for 1  j   1. If there is no job from set
Nj +1 that must be pro essed after Jj , then ondition (2.4) holds for set Nj .
Otherwise, we distinguish between the following ases:
1. If Jj 2 L
(a) and there is a large job Jk from set Nj +1 su h that Jj  Jk ,
then rj00  rk00 , qj0  qk0 by Lemma 2.3, and maxh:rj00 <rh00 qh00 
maxh:rk00<rh00 qh00 ; it follows that
q00 g = qk00 ;
q00 g  maxfqk0 ; max
qj00 = maxfqj0 ; max
h:rk00 <rh00 h
h:rj00 <rh00 h
(b) and there is a small job Jk from set Nj +1 su h that Jj  Jk ,
then Su (k)  Su (j ), and sin e J1 ; :::; J denote an ordering of
the jobs that is onsistent with the pre eden e relation, we have
Su (k)  Su (j )  Nj +1 . In the previous ase (1.a) we have
shown that qj00  maxh:Jh2Su (j ) qh00 and hen e qj00  maxh:Jh2Su (k) qh00 .
By observing that qj00  qj0 and qj0  qk0 by Lemma 2.3, we have
qj00  maxfqk0 ; max qh00 g = qk00 :
h:Jh 2Su (k)
2. If Jj 2 S
(a) and there is a large job Jk from set Nj +1 su h that Jj  Jk , then
qj00  qk00 sin e Jk 2 Su (j );
(b) and there is a small job Jk from set Nj +1 su h that Jj  Jk ,
then qj0  qk0 by Lemma 2.3; furthermore Su (j )  Su (k) sin e
Jj  Jk , and maxJh 2Su (j ) qh00  maxJh 2Su (k) qh00 ; therefore
qj00 = maxfqj0 ; max qh00 g  maxfqk0 ; max qh00 g = qk00 :
Jh 2Su (j )
Jh 2Su (k)
Now, we examine an arti ial situation that we shall use as tool in analyzing our algorithm. Fo us on instan e x and a parti ular optimal solution
 for x, onsisting of job starting times s1 ; s2 ; :::; sn . If i"  sj < (i + 1)",
for some i 2 N , then let j := i". Consider the modi ed instan e x in whi h
the pro essing times of all jobs Jj remain un hanged, while release rj and
delivery qj times are set as follows
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rj := j
for Jj 2 L;


rj := maxfrj ; maxh:Jh2P re(j ) rh g; for Jj 2 S;
(2.6)
for Jj 2 L;
qj := maxfqj ; maxh:rj<rh qh g
qj := maxfqj ; maxh:Jh2Su (j ) qh g; for Jj 2 S:
By using the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 2.4, we an
easily show that ondition (2.2) holds also for instan e x . Furthermore, let
OP T (x ) denote the optimum value for x . Then we have the following
Lemma 2.5 OP T (x ) = OP T (x).
Proof. Instan e x is obtained from x by in reasing (or leaving unhanged) release dates and delivery times. Therefore, any feasible solution
for x is also a feasible solution for x and OP T (x )  OP T (x). The laim
follows by proving that there exists a solution for x of value  OP T (x).
Consider the optimal solution  for x, onsisting of job starting times

s1 ; s2 ; :::; sn . It is easy to he k that rj  sj (j = 1; :::; n) and, therefore, we
an s hedule the jobs of instan e x as in  : the starting time of job Jj is
sj , for j = 1; :::; n. Let J be the job that nishes last, i.e., its delivery is
ompleted last, then the value of this solution is equal to s + p + q : If we
prove that s + p + q  OP T (x), then the laim follows.
We prove that s + p + q  OP T (x) by indu tion. Let J1 ; :::; Jn denote
any xed ordering of the jobs that is onsistent with the pre eden e relation
and su h that r1  :::  rn . (Note that this is possible sin e ondition (2.2)
holds for instan e x .) If = n, then q = q and s + p + q  OP T (x).
Otherwise, assume that sj + pj + qj  OP T (x) for every j = + 1; :::; n
(indu tion hypothesis).
If J is a large job, let Jh denote the job with r < rh and qh =
maxj :r<rj qj (ties are broken arbitrarily). Sin e r < rh and r =  , it
follows that r  s < rh  sh, and job is pro essed before job h in  , i.e.
sh  s +p . From indu tion hypothesis we know that sh +ph +qh  OP T (x),
and hen e s + p + ph + qh  OP T (x). Observe that s + p + q  OP T (x).
It follows that s + p + maxfqh ; q g  s + p + maxf(ph + qh ); q g 
OP T (x). Note that q = maxfqh ; q g, and we have s + p + q  OP T (x).
Otherwise, if J is a small job, let Jh denote the job su h that Jh 2 Su ( )
and qh = maxj :Jj 2Su ( ) qj (ties are broken arbitrarily). Sin e Jh 2 Su ( ),
it follows that job J must be pro essed before job Jh , i.e. sh  s + p .
From indu tion hypothesis we know that sh + ph + qh  OP T (x), and
hen e s + p + ph + qh  OP T (x). It follows that s + p + maxfqh ; q g 
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s + p + maxf(ph + qh ); q g  OP T (x), sin e s + p + q  OP T (x). The
laim follows by observing that q = maxfqh ; q g.
By inequality (2.1) and by de nition of large jobs, in any optimal solution the starting time of ea h large job annot be later than 3 ". Therefore,
j 2 Rj , for ea h Jj 2 L, and in one of the iterations of step (S-2), we have
(1 ; :::;  ) = (1 ; :::;  ). Now, for simpli ity of notation, let us use x00 to
denote the modi ed instan e of step (S-2.1) when (1 ; :::;  ) = (1 ; :::;  ).
Consider instan e x00 and ungroup all the jobs that have been grouped together in Se tion 2.2.1: if job Jj is part of a grouped job Jg then, when we
ungroup, we assume that the release date rj00 and delivery time qj00 of job Jj
are equal to rg00 and qg00 , respe tively. Let x00u denote the resulting instan e.
Lemma 2.6 In instan e x00u , rj00 = rj and qj00 = qj , for j = 1; :::; n.
Proof. In Se tion 2.2.1 we modi ed the pre eden e stru ture by adding
new pre eden es among jobs. We laim that the introdu tion of these pre eden es do not hange sets P re(j ) and Su (j ) of jobs. Re all that we restri ted the problem su h that every ba k-neighbor (front-neighbor) Jh of
Si (i = 1; :::; ) must be pro essed before (after) every job from Si . If Jh is
a ba k-neighbor of Si , then there exists a job Jj 2 Si su h that Jh  Jj . It
follows that P re(h)  P re(j ) and Su (j )  Su (h). Re all that the jobs
from Si have, by de nition, the same sets P re(j ) and Su (j ). Therefore,
by assuming Jh  Jj for ea h Jj 2 Si, we do not hange the set P re(j )
of any job Jj 2 Si , nor we hange the set Su (h) of Jh . Similarly, if Jh
is a front-neighbor of Si , then by assuming that Jh is pro essed after all
jobs from Si , we do not hange the set Su (j ) of any job Jj 2 Si , neither
set P re(h). Furthermore, jobs from Si were further restri ted to be proessed in any xed ordering that is onsistent with the pre eden e relation.
Clearly, adding pre eden es among jobs Jj having the same sets P re(j ) and
Su (j ), does not hange these sets for Jj . Therefore, the pre eden es added
in Se tion 2.2.1 do not hange the exe ution pro le of any job.
A ording to (2.6), it is easy to he k that small jobs having the same
exe ution pro le are set to the same rj and qj values. Consider any subset
H of jobs having the same exe ution pro le, and whose sum pH of pro essing
times is not greater than ". Repla e the jobs from H with a job JH having
the same exe ution pro le as the jobs in H , and pro essing time pH , i.e.,
JH is a small job in the modi ed set of jobs. Update the release dates and
delivery times of this modi ed set of jobs a ording to (2.6). Then it is easy
to see that rH = rj and qH = qj for ea h Jj 2 H . The laim follows by
observing that instan e x0 is obtained from x by adding new pre eden es
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whi h do not hange the exe ution pro le of any job, and by repla ing
subsets of jobs with new small jobs having the same exe ution pro les.
Consider step (S-2.2), and let m(x00 ; ) denote the value of the solution
 returned by the extended Ja kson's rule when applied to instan e x00 . In
order to show that the des ribed algorithm is a PTAS, it is suÆ ient to
prove the following

Lemma 2.7 m(x00 ; )  (1 + ")OP T .
Proof. We start by making two simple observations. First, onsider
any set C of jobs belonging to instan e x00 . Then ungroup the jobs from
C and let C u denote the resulting set of jobs. By Lemma 2.6, we have the
following equation
X
X
min rj00 +
p00j + min qj00 = minu rj +
pj + minu qj :
Jj 2C
Jj 2C
Jj 2C
Jj 2C
u
J 2C
J 2C
j

(2.7)

j

Se ond, we observe that

OP T (x )  minu rj +
Jj 2C

X

Jj 2C u

pj + minu qj
Jj 2C

(2.8)

Let us de ne a riti al job J as one that nishes last in , i.e., its delivery
is ompleted last. Asso iated with a riti al job J there is a riti al sequen e
B onsisting of those jobs that are pro essed before J without idle time in
between. Let us x a riti al job J and denote the last job Jb in the riti al
sequen e with q00 > qb00 as an interferen e job for the riti al sequen e. Let
C denote the set of jobs pro essed after Jb in the riti al sequen e. By the
way that Jb was hosen, learly qk00  q00 for all jobs Jk 2 C .
We laim that if there is no interferen e job then m(x00 ; )  OP T ,
otherwise m(x00 ; )  OP T + p00b . Assume that an interferen e job Jb exists.
Then, let sb denote the starting time of job Jb , then m(x00 ; ) = sb + p00b +
P
00
00
Jj 2C pj + q . Let us say that a job is available at time t if it has been
released and all its prede essors have been ompleted at time t. Noti e that
for the extended Ja kson's rule to s hedule job Jb at time sb implies that no
job Jk 2 C ould have been available at time sb , sin e otherwise su h a job
Jk would had priority over job Jb . Now, there are two alternative situations
that ould make a job Jk 2 C not available at time sb : (1) rk00  sb but
there is a prede essor Jj of Jk that has not been yet s heduled at time sb ;
(2) no job from C has been released at time sb . Consider ase (1) and,
without loss of generality, let Jj denote some not yet s heduled prede essor
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of Jk for whi h all its prede essors have ompleted their pro essing. By
Lemma 2.4, we have rj00  rk00 and qj00  qk00 . Re all that qk00  q00 for all
Jk 2 C , and q00 > qb00 by de nition of interferen e job. Therefore job Jj
has qj00 > qb00 , rj00  sb , and it is available at time sb sin e all its prede essors
have ompleted their pro essing. By the de nition of the extended Ja kson's
rule, no uns heduled job Jj ould have been available at the time when Jb
is pro essed with qj00 > qb00 , sin e otherwise su h a job Jj would have had
priority over job Jb . Therefore ase (1) is not possible. A ording to ase
(2) we have sb < minJj 2C rj00 . Furthermore, by the way that Jb was hosen,
learly q00  minJj 2C qj00 . Now we an bound the value of m(x00 ; ), using
(2.7) and (2.8), as

m(x00 ; )

 p00b + Jmin
rj00 +
j 2C

X

Jj 2C

pj + min qj00
Jj 2C

 p00b + OP T (x )  p00b + OP T .
If there is no interferen e job,
using (2.7) and (2.8), it is easy to he k
P
that m(x00 ; ) = minJj 2B rj00 + Jj 2B p00j + minJj 2B qj00  OP T .
Then if there is no interferen e job or Jb is a small job we have m(x00 ; ) 
(1 + ")  OP T , by de nition of small jobs (grouped or not). Now, onsider
the last ase in whi h the interferen e job Jb is a large job. Re all that
q00 > qb00 and sb < minJj 2C rj00 , thus r00 > rb00 . But Jb annot be a large job
sin e a ording to (2.3) if r00 > rb00 then qb00  q00 .
Solution  an be easily transformed into a feasible solution for the original instan e. This results in a (1 + 3")-approximate solution, and therefore
we have given a polynomial time approximation s heme for 1jrj ; pre jLmax .

Theorem 2.1 There exists a PTAS for problem 1jrj ; pre jLmax that runs
in O(n + ` + 1="O(1=") ) time.
2.3

Controllable Pro essing Times

In the following we generalize the te hniques presented in Se tion 2.2 and
present the rst PTAS for 1jrj ; pre jLmax with ontrollable pro essing times.

2.3.1 Simplifying the Input
We start by transforming any P
given instan e x into a standard form. Let
dj = minf`j + `j ; uj + uj g, D = nj=1 dj , rmax = maxj rj and qmax = maxj qj .
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Lemma 2.8 Without loss of generality, we an assume that the following
holds:

 1  OP T (x)  3;
 max fD; rmax; qmaxg  1;
 0  `j  uj  3 and 0  uj  `j  3.
Proof. We begin by bounding the largest number o urring in any given
instan e x. First ompute for every job
J the shortest job s heduling ost
Pn j
`
u
dj = minf`j + j ; uj + j g. Let D = j =1 dj , rmax = maxj rj and qmax =
maxj qj . Let LB = maxfD; rmax ; qmax g, we laim that LB  OP T (x) 
3LB . Indeed, sin e D, rmax and qmax are lower bounds for OP T (x), LB is
also a lower bound for OP T (x). We show that 3LB is an upper bound for
OP T (x) by exhibiting a s hedule with value at most 3LB . Starting from
time rmax all jobs have been released and they an be s heduled one after the
other in any xed ordering of the jobs that is onsistent with the pre eden e
relation; this an be obtained by topologi ally sorting the pre eden e graph.
Then every job an be ompleted by time rmax + D and the total s heduling
ost is bounded by rmax + D + qmax  3LB . By dividing every `j ; uj ; `j ; uj ; rj
and qj by LB , we may (and will) assume, without loss of generality, that
rmax; qmax  1, LB = 1 and 1  OP T (x)  3.
Furthermore, we an assume, without loss of generality, that 0  `j 
uj  3 and 0  uj  `j  3, for all jobs Jj : if `j < uj , then there exists an
optimal solution with Æj = 1 (i.e., the pro essing time of job Jj is equal to
`j ). Then, we an reset uj := `j without a e ting the value of the obje tive
fun tion of any feasible s hedule. Moreover, in any optimal solution the
pro essing time of any job annot be larger than 3; therefore, if uj > 3
we an redu e, without loss of generality, the interval of possible pro essing
times and get an equivalent instan e by setting uj := uujj `3j ( `j uj ) + uj and
uj = 3. Similar arguments hold if `j > 3.
By using the same arguments as in Se tion 2.2 we assume, without loss
of generality, that ondition (2.2) holds and that there are only a onstant
number of release dates and delivery times. Then, we perform the same
transformations des ribed in Subse tion 2.2.1 for problem 1jrj ; pre jLmax
with two main di eren es. The rst di eren e is that now we partition the
set of large L and small S jobs di erently:

L = Jj : dj > "2 ;

S = Jj : dj  "2 :
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2
Observe that the number of large jobs is now bounded by 1="
o
n . Therefore,
the number  of distin t 3-partitions of L is bounded by min n; 31="2 . Let
fT1; :::; T g denote the set of all distin t 3-partitions of L. Again, we de ne
the exe ution pro le of a small job Jj to be a 3-tuple < i1 ; i2 ; i3 > su h
that rj = "  i1 , qj = "  i2 and T (j ) = Ti3 , where i1 ; i2 = 0; 1; :::; 1=" and
i3 = 1; :::;  .
Corollary
o  of distin t exe ution pro les is bounded by
n 2.2 The number
2
2
1
="
  min n; 3 (1 + 1=") .
The se ond di eren e is that jobs belonging to the same subset Si (i =
1; :::; ) are merged together in a di erent way, as des ribed below.

Compa t Representation of Job Subsets
Consider set Si (i = 1; :::; ). Note that the number of jobs in Si may
be O(n). We repla e the jobs from Si with one ompa t job Ji# . Job Ji#
has the same release ri# and delivery time qi# as the jobs from Si . Furthermore, if Jj  Jk (Jk  Jj ), Jj 2 Si and Jk 2= Si , then in the new
modi ed instan e we have Ji#  Jk (Jk  Ji# ). Finally, the pro essing
requirement of Ji# is spe i ed by a nite set of alternative pairs of proessing times and osts determined as follows. Consider the following set
VS = " ; " (1 + "); " (1 + ")2 ; :::; 3 of O(1="3 ) many values. Re all that 
is the number of distin
t exe ution
pro les. Let Ai (Bi ) be the value obP
P
tained by rounding j 2Si `j ( j 2Si uj ) up to the nearest value from set
VS . The possible pro essing times for Ji# are spe i ed by set Pi of values
from VS that fall in interval [Ai ; Bi ℄, i.e., Pi := VS \ [Ai ; Bi ℄. For ea h value
p 2 Pi , we ompute the orresponding ost value Ci (p) as follows. Consider the problems (Si ; p) of omputing the minimum sum of osts for jobs
belonging to Si , when the total sum of pro essing times is at most p, for
every p 2 Pi . We an formulate problem (Si ; p) by using the following linear
program LP (Si ; p):
min
s.t.

P
(Æ `
Pj 2Si j j
j 2Si (Æj `j

0  Æj  1

+ (1 Æj ) uj )
+ (1 Æj )uj )  p

Jj 2 Si

By setting Æj = 1 xj , it is easy to see that an optimal solution for LP (Si ; p)
an be obtained by solving the following linear program:
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s.t.

P
(`
Pj 2Si j
j 2Si (uj

u )x
j j
`j )xj

p
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P

j 2Si `j

0  xj  1
Jj 2 Si
Note that p
sin e p 2 Pi and the smallest value of
j =1 `j is non-negative,
P
Pi annot be smaller than nj=1 `j . The previous linear program orresponds
to the lassi al knapsa k problem with relaxed integrality onstraints. By
partially sorting jobs in nonin reasing ratio ( `j uj )=(uj `j ) ratio order,
the set fLP (Si ; p) : p 2 Pi g of O(1="3 ) many problems an be solved in
O(jSi j log 1" + (1="3 ) log 1" ) time by employing a median- nding routine (we
refer to Lawler [50℄ for details). For ea h value p 2 Pi , the orresponding ost
value Ci (p) is equal to the optimal solution value of LP (Si ; p) rounded up to
the nearest value of set VS . It follows that the number of alternative pairs
of pro essing times and osts for ea h ompa
t job Ji# is bounded by the
P
ardinality of set Pi . Furthermore, sin e i=1 jSi j  n, it is easy to he k
that the amortized total time to ompute the pro essing requirements of all
ompa t jobs is O(n(1="3 ) log 1" ). Therefore, every set Si is transformed into
one ompa t job Ji# with O(1="3 ) alternative pairs of osts and pro essing
times. We use S # to denote the set of ompa t jobs.
Now, let us onsider the modi ed instan e as des ribed so far and turn
our attention to the set L of large jobs. We map ea h large job Jj 2
L to a new job Jj# whi h has the same release date, delivery time and
set of prede essors and su essors as job Jj , but a more restri ted set
of possible pro essing times and osts. More pre isely, let Aj (Bj ) be
the value
obtained by rounding `j (uj ) up to the nearest value from set
 3 3
VL = " ; " (1 + "); "3 (1 + ")2 ; :::; 3 . The possible pro essing times for Jj#
are spe i ed by set Pj := VL \ [`j ; uj ℄. For ea h value p 2 Pj , the orresponding ost value Cj (p) is obtained by rounding up to the nearest value
of set VL the ost of job Jj when its pro essing time is p. We use L# to
denote the set of jobs obtained by transforming jobs from L as des ribed so
far.
Let f (x; ") denote this modi ed instan
e. We observe that f (x; ") an be
2)
1
O
(1
="
3
) time: the time required to partition
omputed in O(n(1=" ) log " + 2
the set of jobs into  subsets an be bounded by O(n + ` +2O(1="2 ) ); O(n + `)
is the time to add new pre eden es; O(n(1="3 ) log 1" ) is the time to ompute
the alternative pairs of osts and
pro essing times. Moreover, this new
2
1
="
 (1 + 1=")2 + 1="2 jobs; ea h job has a
instan e has at most  = 3
onstant number of alternative pairs of osts and pro essing times. Now
let us fo us on f (x; ") and onsider the problem of nding the s hedule for
Pn
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f (x; ") with the minimum s heduling ost su h that ompa t jobs an be
preempted, while interruption is not allowed for jobs from L# .
The following lemma shows that the optimal solution value of f (x; ")
has value lose to OP T (x). Moreover, it gives a bound on the number of
preempted jobs. (A proof of the following lemma an be found in subse tion
2.3.3.)
Lemma 2.9 For any xed r > 1 and any x, it is possible to ompute in
onstant time an optimal solution for f (x; ") with at most 1=" preempted
ompa t jobs. Moreover, OP T (f (x; "))  (1 + 4")OP T (x).

2.3.2 Generating a Feasible Solution

In this subse tion we show how to transform the optimal solution y for
instan e f (x; ") into a (1 + ")-approximate solution for instan e x. This is
a omplished as follows.
First, repla e the jobs from L# with the orresponding large jobs of
#
instan e x. Let p#
j and j denote the pro essing time and ost, respe tively,
of job Jj# 2 L# a ording to solution y , then it is easy to he k that the
orresponding job Jj 2 L an be pro essed in time and ost at most p#
j and
# , respe tively.
j
Se ond, we repla e ea h ompa t job Ji# with the orresponding small
jobs from set Si as follows. Remove job Ji# , this learly reates gaps into
the s hedule. Then, ll in the gaps by inserting the small jobs from set
Si a ording to any xed ordering that is onsistent with the pre eden e
relation, and by allowing preemption; the pro essing time and ost of these
small jobs are hosen a ording to the optimal solution of LP (Si ; p#
i ) (see
#
#
Subse tion 2.3.1), where pi denotes the pro essing time of job Ji a ording
to solution y . (Re all that the optimal solution of LP (Si ; p#
i ) hooses the
pro essing requirements of jobs from Si su h that the sum of pro essing
times is at most p#
i and the sum of osts is minimum.) However, these
repla ements do not yield a feasible solution for x, sin e there may be a set
M of preempted small jobs. By Lemma 2.9, we have that the number of
preempted small jobs is at most 1=". For ea h Jj 2 M let sj be the time
at whi h job Jj starts in the preemptive s hedule. Remove ea h Jj 2 M
and s hedule Jj without interruption at time sj with pro essing time pj and
ost j , where pj + j = dj . P
It is easy to see that the maximum
delivery
P
time may in rease by at most Jj 2M pj and the ost by at most Jj 2M j .
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P
Therefore, the solution value is in reased by at most Jj 2M dj  jM j"2 
"  "  OP T (x), sin e M  S and jM j  1=".
Finally, we have already observed that every feasible solution for the
modi ed instan e with only a onstant number of release dates and delivery
times an be transformed into a feasible solution for the original instan e by
simply adding " to ea h job's starting time and reintrodu ing the original
delivery times. This may in rease the value of the solution by at most 2".
Therefore, by Lemma 2.9, the value of the returned solution is at most
(1 + 7")  OP T (x), that on rms that this onstru tion does in fa t yield
an (1 + O("))-approximate solution of x. To on lude, we have shown that
problem 1jrj ; pre jLmax with ontrollable pro essing times admits a PTAS.

Theorem 2.2 There exists a linear time PTAS for problem 1jrj ; pre jLmax
with ontrollable pro essing times.

2.3.3 Analysis
In this se tion we prove Lemma 2.9. We rst examine an arti ial situation
that we shall use as tool in the remaining part of the proof. Let us fo us
on instan e x and let us relax our problem by allowing preemption only for
small jobs. Let  denote an optimal solution of x when small jobs an be
preempted and let OP Trelax (x) denote its value. Clearly, OP Trelax(x) 
OP T (x). A ording to  , let Æ be the ompression parameters of jobs,
and let s1 ; s2 ; :::; sn and t1 ; t2 ; :::; tn be the job starting and ompletion times,
respe tively. If i"  sj < (i +1)", for some i 2 N , then let j := i". Consider
the modi ed instan e x in whi h the pro essing time pj and ost j of job
Jj (j = 1; :::; n) are xed to pj (Æj ) and j (Æj ), respe tively, while release rj
and delivery qj times are reset to the following values:
rj := j ;
for Jj 2 L;
rj := maxfrj ; maxh:Jh2P re(j ) rh g; for Jj 2 S;
(2.9)
for Jj 2 L;
qj := maxfqj ; maxh:rj<rh qh g;
qj := maxfqj ; maxh:Jh2Su (j ) qh g; for Jj 2 S:
By using the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 2.4, we have that
ondition (2.2) is valid for instan e x .
Lemma 2.10 For ea h pair of jobs, Jj and Jk , of instan e x the following
ondition holds: Jj  Jk ) (rj  rk and qj  qk ):
Let OP Trelax (x ) denote the optimum value for x when small jobs an
be preempted. Then we have the following
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Lemma 2.11 OP Trelax (x ) = OP Trelax (x).
Proof. (The following proof is obtained by modifying the proof of
Lemma 2.5.) Instan e x is obtained from x by xing job pro essing times
and osts as in  , and by in reasing (or leaving un hanged) release dates
and delivery times. Therefore, any feasible solution for x is also a feasible solution for x and OP Trelax (x )  OP Trelax (x). The laim follows by
proving that there exists a solution for x of value at most OP Trelax (x).
Consider the optimal solution  . It is easy to he k that rj  sj
(j = 1; :::; n) and, therefore, we an s hedule the jobs of instan e x exa tly
as in  : the starting and the ompletion time of job Jj are sj and tj ,
respe tively, for j = 1; :::; n. Let J be the job whose delivery is ompleted
last, then the value of this solution is equal to t + q : If we prove that
t + q  OP Trelax (x), then the laim follows.
We prove that t + q  OP Trelax (x) by indu tion. Let J1 ; :::; Jn denote
any xed ordering of the jobs that is onsistent with the pre eden e relation
and su h that r1  :::  rn . (Note that this is possible by Lemma 2.10.)
If = n, then q = q and t + q  OP Trelax(x). Otherwise, assume that
tj + qj  OP Trelax (x) for every j = + 1; :::; n (indu tion hypothesis).
If J is a large job, let Jh denote the job with r < rh and qh =
maxj :r<rj qj (ties are broken arbitrarily). Sin e r < rh and r =  , it
follows that r  s < rh  sh , and job is ompleted before job h starts
in  , sin e J starts before job h and a large job annot be preempted, i.e.
sh  t . From indu tion hypothesis we know that th + qh  OP Trelax (x),
and hen e t + ph + qh  OP T (x). Observe that t + q  OP T (x). It
follows that t + maxfqh ; q g  t + maxf(ph + qh ); q g  OP Trelax(x). Note
that q = maxfqh ; q g, and we have t + q  OP Trelax (x).
Otherwise, if J is a small job, let Jh denote the job su h that Jh 2 Su ( )
and qh = maxj :Jj 2Su ( ) qj (ties are broken arbitrarily). Sin e Jh 2 Su ( ),
it follows that job J must be ompleted before job Jh starts, i.e. sh  t .
From the indu tion hypothesis we know that th + qh  OP Trelax (x), and
hen e t + ph + qh  OP Trelax (x). It follows that t + maxfqh ; q g  t +
maxf(ph + qh ); q g  OP Trelax (x), sin e t + q  OP Trelax (x). The laim
follows by observing that q = maxfqh ; q g.
Now onsider the preemptive version of the extended Ja kson's rule:
s hedule the jobs starting at the smallest rj -value; at ea h de ision point
t given by a release date or a nishing time of some job, s hedule a job
j with the following properties: rj  t, all its prede essors are s heduled,
and it has the largest delivery time. A preemption o urs at a release date
if the newly released job has a bigger delivery time than the that of the
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job urrently being pro essed. We shall denote this algorithm as PJR. PJR
is known [49℄ to solve optimally problem 1jrj ; pre jLmax when preemption
is allowed (in the notation of Graham et al. [25℄ this problem is denoted
1jrj ; pmtm; pre jLmax ). Therefore, if we apply PJR to instan e x we obtain
a solution whose value annot be greater than OP Trelax (x ) (sin e this algorithm solves the more relaxed problem where every job an be preempted).
Interestingly, the following lemma shows that no large job is preempted by
the rule, and this be ause of release dates and delivery values.

Lemma 2.12 The preemptive extended Ja kson's rule when applied to instan e x returns a solution where no large job is preempted.
Proof. By ontradi tion, assume that there exists a large job Jj that is
preempted by using PJR. Then, there exists a job Jk with qk > qj that is
released when Jj is pro essed, thus rj < rk . But Jj annot be a large job
sin e a ording to (2.9) if rj < rk then qj  qk .
Re all that we have partitioned the set S of small jobs into  subsets,
S1 ; S2 ; :::; S , su h that jobs belonging to the same subset have the same
exe ution pro le. Now, a ording to (2.9), it is easy to he k that jobs
belonging to the same subset Si (i = 1; :::; ) are reset to the same rj ; qj values. Moreover, if Jh is a (front) ba k-neighbor of Si (i = 1; :::; ) then by
Lemma 2.10 we have rh  rj and qh  qj (rj  rh and qj  qh ), for every
Jj 2 Si . Therefore, we do not hange the value of the solution returned
by PJR if we assume that job Jh is pro essed before (after) the jobs from
Si . Observe that after these hanges, if Jj  Jk (Jk  Jj ), Jj 2 Si and
Jk 2= Si , then Jj  Jk (Jk  Jj ) for ea h Jj 2 Si . Again, we do not hange
the value of the solution returned by PJR if we assume that all the jobs
from Si are pro essed one after the other, a ording to any xed ordering
that is onsistent with the pre eden e relation. For simpli ity, let us use
again x to denote this modi ed instan e. Moreover, onsider the instan e
xÆ obtained from instan e x by repla ing all the jobs from Si (i = 1; :::; )
with a single job having the same release date andPdelivery time as
the jobs
P
from Si , and pro essing time and ost equal to Jj 2Si pj and Jj 2Si j ,
respe tively. Then, it is straightforward to he k that the solution value
returned by PJR is equal to OP Trelax (x ).
Now we show that from f (x; ") it is possible to obtain an instan e xN that
is nearly the same as xÆ . Instan e f (x; ") is obtained from x by repla ing
ea h large job Jj with a job Jj# having the same release date and delivery
time of Jj , but pro essing times belonging to Pj (see subse tion 2.3.1). By
de nition of Pj , there exists a value pj 2 Pj su h that 0  pj pj 
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maxf"3 ; "pj g. The orresponding ost value Cj (pj ) is obtained by rounding
up to the nearest value of set VL the ost of job Jj when its pro essing time
is pj . Re all that we are assuming, without loss of generality, that `j  uj
and uj  `j , for all jobs Jj . Therefore, sin e pj  pj , we have that the ost
of job Jj when its pro essing time is pj is not greater than the ost of job
Jj when its pro essing time is pj . It follows that C (pj ) j  maxf"3 ; " j g.
Moreover, the jobs from set Si (i = 1; :::; ) have been repla ed with a single
job Ji# . Job Ji# has the same release ri# and delivery time qi# as the jobs
from Si , but pro essing times belonging to Pi (see subse tionP2.3.1). By

de nition ofPPi , there exists a value pi 2 Pi su h that 0  pj
Jj 2Si pj 
maxf"=; " Jj 2Si pj g. The orresponding ost Ci (pi ) is obtained by rst
omputing the minimum sum of osts LP (Si ; pi ) for jobs belonging to Si ,
when the total sum of pro essing times is at most pi, and then by rounding
LP (Si ; p) up P
to the nearest valuePof set VS . Note that LP (Si ; pi ) is not

greater than PJj 2Si j sin e pi  Jj 2P
Si pj . Therefore, it is easy to he k


N
that C (pi)
Jj 2Si j  maxf"=; " Jj 2Si j g. Now, let us use x to
denote the instan e obtained from f (x; ") by xing the pro essing time and
ost of ea h job Jj# to pj and C (pj ), respe tively; moreover, assume that
the release dates and delivery times of jobs in xN are set as in xÆ . Then,
instan e xN is \nearly the same" as xÆ and the optimal
solution value of
P
N

x may be greater than OP Trelax (x ) by at most J # 2L# (maxf"3 ; "pj g +
j
P
P
P
maxf"3 ; " j g)+ J # 2S # (maxf"=; " Jj 2Si pj g +maxf"=; " Jj 2Si j g) 
i
4"OP T (x).
By the previous arguments the optimal solution of instan e f (x; ") an
be easily obtained by exe uting the preemptive extended Ja kson's rule on a
onstant number of instan es obtained from f (x; ") by hanging the release
dates, delivery times, and xing pro essing times and osts of jobs; the best
s hedule generated is output. Without loss of generality, let us renumber
jobs su h that L# = fJ1# ; :::; J# g, where  = jL# j. For j = 1; ::; , let Rj =
frj# + i" : i 2 N and rj# + i"  3 "g. The release dates of jobs J1#; :::; J#
are reset to new values taken from R1 ; :::; R , respe tively. Depending on
these values, the other release dates and delivery times may also hange.
Moreover, the pro essing requirements of ea h job Jj# are xed a ording
to the set of alternative pairs (Pj ; Cj (Pj )), as omputed in subse tion 2.3.1.
More pre isely, our main algorithm performs the following steps.
(S-1) Initialize the solution BestF ound to be the empty solution and set the
orresponding value V to in nity.
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(S-2) For ea h (1 ; :::;  ) 2 P1 :::P and for ea h (1 ; :::;  ) 2 R1 :::R
su h that j  maxJ # 2P re(j ) h (for j = 1; :::; ):
h

(S-2.1) Modify instan e f (x; ") to get instan e xN with release dates rjN,
delivery times qjN , pro essing times pNj and osts Nj xed to the
following values
pNj := j ;
N := Cj (j );
j
rjN := j ;
for Jj# 2 L# ;
rjN := maxfrj# ; maxh:J #2P re(j ) rhNg; for Jj# 2 S # ;
h
for Jj# 2 L# ;
qjN := maxfqj# ; maxh:rj<rh qhN g;
qjN := maxfqj# ; maxh:J #2Su (j ) qhNg; for Jj# 2 S # :
h
(S-2.2) Apply the preemptive extended Ja kson's rule to instan e xN.
Let  and m(xN ; ) denote the solution and the solution value
returned. If m(xN ; ) < V , then let BestF ound :=  and V :=
m(xN ; ).
(S-3) Return solution BestF ound of value V .
Sin e OP Trelax (x )  OP T (x)  3, and by de nition of large jobs, in
any optimal solution the starting time of ea h large job annot be later than
3 ". Therefore, j 2 Rj , for ea h Jj# 2 L# , and in one of the iterations
of step (S-2), we have job pro essing times, osts, release dates and delivery
times su h that the appli ation of PJR on that instan e returns the optimal
solution.
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Chapter 3

S heduling on Identi al
Ma hines
3.1

Introdu tion

A bank of identi al parallel ma hines is a setting that is important from both
the theoreti al and pra ti al points of view. From the theoreti al viewpoint,
it is a generalization of the single ma hine, and a spe ial ase of the exible
job shop (see Chapter 6). From the pra ti al point of view, it is important
be ause the o urren e of resour es that an be used in parallel is ommon
in the real-word.
In this hapter, we dis uss s heduling problems with identi al parallel
ma hines. The identi al parallel ma hine s heduling model is de ned as
follows. We have a set of n jobs and m identi al ma hines. Ea h job must
be pro essed without preemption on one of the m ma hines, ea h of whom
an pro ess at most one job at a time. We onsider both, the problem
with xed pro essing times, and the problem with ontrollable pro essing
times. We ontribute in two ways. First we show that the problem with
xed pro essing times, release dates and delivery times belongs to the lass
EPTAS: we prove this by exhibiting a PTAS that runs in O(n + f (1="))
time, where f (1=") is a onstant that depends on the error ". Se ond, we
address several variants of the problem with ontrollable pro essing times
and provide the rst known polynomial time approximation s hemes for
them. Moreover, we study the problem when preemption is allowed and
des ribe eÆ ient exa t and approximate algorithms.
43
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In the s heduling problem with identi al parallel ma hines, release dates
and delivery times, the input onsists of m identi al ma hines Mi , (i =
1; :::; m), and n independent jobs Jj (j = 1; :::; n). Ea h job Jj must be
pro essed without interruption during pj time units on a single ma hine Mi ,
(i = 1; :::; m), whi h an pro ess at most one job at a time. Ea h job has a
release date rj  0, when it rst be omes available for pro essing, and, after
ompleting its pro essing on the ma hine, requires an additional delivery
time qj  0; if sj ( rj ) denotes the time when Jj starts pro essing, then
it is delivered at time Lj = sj + pj + qj . Our obje tive is to minimize, over
all possible s hedules, the maximum delivery time, i.e., Lmax = maxj Lj .
The problem as stated is strongly NP- omplete even if m = 1 [55℄: In the
notation of Graham et al. [25℄, this problem is denoted P jrj jLmax.
Hall and Shmoys [29, 31℄ give a PTAS for problem P jrj jLmax [29℄, whose
running time is O(npoly(1=") ). Note that the time omplexity of this PTAS
is polynomial for any xed ", but the exponent in the polynomial depends
on 1=". This should be ontrasted with the algorithm of Shmoys (see [32℄
p. 370) and with that of Alon et al. [1℄ that a hieve linear time (i.e., the
exponential dependen e on " is only hidden in the onstant) using integer
programming in xed dimension, for the spe ial ase of release dates and
delivery times equal to zero (denoted P jjCmax in [25℄). To some extent, this
is not surprising, sin e release dates and delivery times add a substantial
degree of diÆ ulty to the problem: to see this, observe that problem P jjCmax
is trivial for m = 1, weakly NP- omplete for m = 2, and strongly NPomplete if and only if the number of ma hines is arbitrary [19℄; on the
other hand P jrj jLmax is strongly NP- omplete starting from m = 1 [55℄.
Moreover, the polynomial-time approximation s heme provided in [29℄
does not settle entirely the question of approximability of problem P jrj jLmax .
The running time of a PTAS for a strongly NP- omplete problem (that fullls some natural onditions, see Theorem 1.2) annot be a polynomial fun tion of 1=" as otherwise P=NP. Typi al running times are nO(1=") or 2O(1=") n.
While algorithms of the former kind are useless even for moderate values of
1=" and n, the latter ones an return in a reasonable amount of time a good
approximation for an enormous instan e. In several ases, the development
of algorithms of the se ond type requires new (and sometimes very omplex)
te hniques. For some interesting problems (in luding the Eu lidean TSP)
only an npoly(1=") approximation s heme is known. Cesati and Trevisan [11℄
prove that for some problems (in luding natural ones) there annot be approximation s hemes running in time f (1=")nO(1) , for any fun tion f . (The
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results reported in [11℄ are related to Parameterized Complexity Theory
[16℄, and state that the existen e of su h algorithms would imply that the
lasses W [P ℄ and F P T are equal.) This motivates the de nition of eÆ ient
PTAS as an approximation s heme running in time f (1=")n , where f is an
arbitrary fun tion and is a onstant independent of ". Therefore, within
the lass PTAS, the lass EPTAS of problems admitting an eÆ ient PTAS
plays an important role [11℄.
In the following we address the issue of whether problem P jrj jLmax admits an eÆ ient PTAS. We answer aÆrmatively to this problem by showing
an EPTAS that runs in O(n + f (1=")) time, where f (1=") is a onstant that
depends exponentially on 1=". This linear omplexity bound is a substantial
improvement in terms of n ompared to the above mentioned results for the
problem. Note that the time omplexity of this EPTAS is best possible with
respe t to the number of jobs. Moreover, the existen e of a PTAS whose
running time is also polynomial in 1=" for P jrj jLmax would imply P=NP.
The basi idea is to luster the set of jobs into blo ks and onsider a
restri ted problem where jobs belonging to the same blo k are pro essed
together. We show that su h a restri tion does not in rease the length of
the optimal s hedule onsiderably. Furthermore this allows us to simplify
the instan e su h that all jobs, ex ept for a onstant number, have large
pro essing times. Then, by re-stru turing the input, it is possible to show
that only a onstant number of di erent assignments of jobs to ma hines
exists. We show that this also bounds to a onstant the number of di erent
s hedules for ea h ma hine. Then we ompute the optimal lengths of these
s hedules and use these values as input of an integer linear program (ILP)
with a onstant number of variables. The nal ingredient is the use of
Lenstra's famous algorithm [56℄ to solve (ILP).
We begin by providing some
lower and upper bounds of the optimal
P
value OP T . We de ne P = nj=1 pj , pmax = maxj pj , rmax = maxj rj ,
qmax = maxj qj and d = maxj =1;:::;n frj + pj + qj g. Let LB = maxfP=m; dg,
we laim that LB  OP T  4LB . Indeed, sin e P=m and d are lower
bounds for OP T , LB is also a lower bound for OP T . We show that 4LB is
an upper bound for OP T by exhibiting a s hedule with value 4LB . Starting
from time rmax all jobs have been released and they an be s heduled by
using the lassi al list s heduling algorithm: we assign the jobs one by one
to the ma hines; every time a job is assigned, it is put on a ma hine with the
urrent minimal workload. As the minimimal workload is at most P=m and
as the newly assigned job adds at most pmax to the workload, the maximum
delivery time always remains bounded by rmax + P=m + pmax + qmax 
P=m + 3d  4LB . By dividing every release, delivery and pro essing time
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by LB , we may (and will) assume, without loss of generality, that LB = 1
and
1  OP T  4:
(3.1)

3.2.1 Restri ted Problem
In the following we luster the set of jobs into blo ks and onsider only those
s hedules in whi h jobs belonging to the same blo k are pro essed one after
the other on the same ma hine. We show that su h a restri tion does not
in rease the length of the optimal s hedule onsiderably.
Following [31℄, we rst perform a prepro essing step that will simplify
the algorithm that follows. The idea is to round ea h release and delivery time down to the nearest multiple of i", for i 2 N . Sin e rmax 
maxj =1;:::;n frj + pj + qj g  1, the number of di erent release dates and
delivery times is now bounded by 1=" + 1 < 2=" (we assume 0 < " < 1
for simpli ity). Clearly, the optimal value of this transformed instan e annot be greater than OP T . Then, by adding " to ea h job's starting time,
and reintrodu ing the original delivery times, any feasible solution for the
modi ed instan e an be transformed into a feasible solution for the original
instan e. It is easy to see that the solution value may in rease by at most
2". Thus in the remainder of this paper, with 1 + 2" loss we shall restri t
our attention to the ase where there are only a onstant number of release
dates and delivery times.
Next, we partition the set of jobs into subsets S1 ; S2 ; :::; S` of jobs having
the same release and delivery times, i.e., two jobs, Ja and Jb , belong to the
same subset if and only if ra = rb and qa = qb . Sin e we are assuming
that there are at most 2=" distin t delivery times, as well as 2=" release
dates, the number ` of subsets S1 ; S2 ; :::; S` is bounded by 4="2 . Consider
subset Sh , for h = 1; :::; `, and let Ja and Jb be two jobs from Sh su h that
pa ; pb < "3 . We \merge" together these two jobs to form a omposed job
J having the same release and delivery time as Ja (and Jb ), but pro essing
time equal to the sum of the pro essing times of Ja and Jb , i.e., p = pa + pb .
(This is equivalent to say that we shall onsider only those s hedules where
jobs Ja and Jb are pro essed together, i.e., one after the other on the same
ma hine.) We repeat this pro ess, by using the modi ed set of jobs, until
at most one job Jj from Sh has pj < "3 . The same pro edure is performed
for all other subsets Si . At the end of this pro ess, there are at most 4="2
jobs, one for eah subset Si , having pj < "3 , all the other jobs Jj in Si have
"3  pj  max 1; 2"3 . We motivate the des ribed prepro essing step with
the following
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Lemma 3.1 With 1 + 10" loss, we an assume that there are at most 4="2
jobs with pro essing times less than"3 , while the remaining jobs have proessing times not greater than max 1; 2"3 .
Proof. Let us fo us on instan e I with rounded release dates and delivery times, but where jobs are not yet merged together. Consider instan e I #
obtained from I by merging jobs as des ribed so far. The laim follows by
showing that there exists a s hedule for I # with value at most (1+10")OP T .
Let us onsider an optimal s hedule  for I of value OP T (I ). Denote
the starting time of job Jj in  as sj , for j = 1; :::; n. Modify I to obtain
instan e I~ in whi h the pro essing times of all jobs remain un hanged, while
release dates r~j and delivery times q~j are set as follows: for all jobs Jj with
pj < "3 , r~j := rj and q~j := qj , while for those jobs Jj with pj  "3 , r~j := sj
and q~j := OP T (I ) pj sj . It is easy to see that  is an optimal s hedule
for the modi ed instan e I~ and that OP T (I~) = OP T (I ). Moreover, any
s hedule that is optimal for I~ is also optimal for the original instan e I .
Now, onsider instan e I~# obtained from I~ by merging jobs as des ribed
in Se tion 3.2.1. Note that only jobs with pro essing times less than "3 an be
merged together. Furthermore, instan e I~ is obtained from I by hanging the
release dates and delivery times of only those jobs having pro essing times
greater or equal to "3 . By these arguments, it is easy to see that any s hedule
that is feasible for I~# is feasible also for I # (as well as for I ). Therefore, by
exhibiting a s hedule for I~# with value at most (1 + 10")OP T (I~), we show
that there exists a s hedule for I # with value at most (1 + 10")OP T (I ).
The laim follows by observing that OP T (I )  OP T .
Consider instan e I~, and let Ai denote the set of jobs from I~ with pro essing times greater or equal to "3 that are pro essed on ma hine Mi a ording
to , for i = 1; :::; m. Sin e I~# is obtained from I~ by merging only those jobs
with pro essing times less than "3 , we nd the jobs from Ai again also in I~# .
Likewise, let Bi denote the set of jobs from I~ with pro essing times less than
"3 , and that are pro essed on ma hine Mi a ording to , for i = 1; :::; m.
Let us use Bi;x;y to denote the set of jobs from Bi having release dates and
delivery times equal to x and y, respe tively, for x; y = 0; "; 2"; :::.
Now, we exhibit a s hedule for I~# with value at most (1+10")OP T (I~). In
the rst step, assign the jobs from Ai to ma hine Mi , for i = 1; :::; m. Let us
use B # to denote the set of jobs whi h remain unassigned after the rst step.
# denote the set of jobs from B # having release dates and delivery
Let Bx;y
times equal to x and y, respe tively, for x; y = 0; "; 2"; :::. In the se ond step,
for x; y = 0; "; 2"; ::: and for i = 1; :::; m, greedily assign to ma hine Mi a
# until the total size of assigned jobs ex eeds the size
number of jobs from Bx;y
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# denote
of jobs from Bi;x;y or there remain no jobs to be assigned. Let Bi;x;y
# assigned to ma hine Mi . It an be easily shown that
the set of jobs from Bx;y
all jobs are assigned in the se ond step. Furthermore, sin e the jobs that are
merged
togetherPannot have a total proPessing
time larger than
2"3 , we have
P
P
P
# pj  Jj 2Bi;x;y pj +2"3 , and x;y Jj 2B # pj  Jj 2Bi pj +8".
Jj 2Bi;x;y
i;x;y
The laim follows by showing that by these assignments of jobs to ma hines it
is possible to s hedule jobs su h that, for i = 1; :::; m, the maximum delivery
time L#
i on ma hine i is at most Li +10", where Li is the maximum delivery
time of ma hine i a ording to solution .
Consider the following algorithm for problem 1jrj jLmax, known as Extended Ja kson's Rule: whenever the ma hine is free and one of more jobs is
available for pro essing, s hedule an available job with largest delivery time.
Let us fo us on instan e I~# and assume that jobs are assigned to ma hines
as des ribed before. Then apply the Extended Ja kson's Rule to s hedule
the jobs within ea h ma hine. Let use #
i to denote the resulting s hedule
of ma hine i. Let us de ne a riti al job J as one that nishes last in #
i ,
i.e., its delivery is ompleted last. Asso iated with a riti al job J there is
a riti al sequen e onsisting of those jobs tra ing ba kward from J to the
rst idle time in the s hedule. Let us x a riti al job J and denote, if any,
the last job Jb in the riti al sequen e with q~ > q~b as interferen e job for
the riti al sequen e. Let C # denote the set of jobs pro essed after Jb in the
riti al sequen e. In the following we prove that if there is no interferen e
#
job then L#
i  Li + 8", otherwise Li  Li + 8" + pb .
To begin, we make two simple observations. First, in I~# for any set S #
of jobs pro essed by ma hine i, (and in parti ular for the set C # of jobs in
the riti al sequen e), there exists a set S of jobs in I~ pro essed by ma hine
Mi su h that
X

X

min r~j +
pj + min# q~j  min r~j +
pj + min q~j + 8":
Jj 2S
Jj 2S
Jj 2S #
Jj 2S
Jj 2S
J 2S #

(3.2)

j

Se ond,

Li  min r~j +
Jj 2S

X

Jj 2S

pj + min q~j :
Jj 2S

(3.3)

Assume that an interferen e job Jb exists.
Then, let sb denote the startP
ing time of job Jb , then L#
=
s
+
p
+
b
b
i
Jj 2C # pj + q . Noti e that for
Ja kson's rule to s hedule job Jb at time sb implies that no job Jj 2 C #
ould have been available at time sb , sin e otherwise su h a job Jj would
have taken priority over job Jb . Thus, sb < minJj 2C # r~j . Furthermore, by
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the way that Jb was hosen, learly q  minJj 2C # q~j . Now we an bound
the value of L#
i , using (3.2) and (3.3), as
X
L#
r
~
+
pj + min# q~j
j
i  pb + Jmin
Jj 2C
j 2C #
Jj 2C #
 pb + Li + 8".
If there is no interferen e job, let S # P
denote the riti al sequen e, and it
r
~
+
is easy to he k that L#
=
min
#
j
Jj 2S
Jj 2S # pj +minJj 2S # q~j  Li +8".
i
3
Then if there is no interferen e job or pb < 2"3 we have L#
i  Li +8" +2" 
Li + 10" (we are assuming that 0 < " < 1).
Otherwise, assume that pb  2"3 , then Jb 2 Ai and hen e r~b = sb and
q~b = OP T (I ) pb sb . By de nition of the extended Ja kson's rule, no job
Jj 2 C # ould have been available at the time when Jb is pro essed, sin e
otherwise su h a job Jj would have taken priority over job Jb . Thus, r~ > r~b
and q~ > q~b , but pb annot be  2"3 sin e by onstru tion if r~ > r~b then
q~b  q~ .
In the remainder of this paper, without loss of generality we shall restri t
our attention to those s hedules where jobs are lustered as des ribed so
far. Moreover, it is easy to he k that the number of jobs is now at most
minfn; O(m="3 )g. Indeed, by Lemma 3.1 and by inequalities (3.1) the length
of the optimal solution annot be larger than 4(1 + 10"). It follows that the
number of jobs with pro essing times larger or equal to "3 is bounded by
4(1 + 10")m="3 , whereas by Lemma 3.1 there are at most 4="2 jobs with
pro essing times less than "3 .

3.2.2 The Stru ture of Parallel S hedules

In this se tion we transform instan e I # with jobs merged as des ribed in
Se tion 3.2.1 into a more stru tured instan e: the jobs in the new transformed instan e may be slightly smaller and of prespe i ed values, than
their ounterparts in instan e I # .
Let us use N = Jj : pj < "3 to denote the set of negligible jobs. Then
we have the following

Lemma 3.2 With 1 + 5" loss, we an assume that the following onditions
hold:

 pj = 0, for Jj 2 N ;
 pj = "3(1 + ")j , where j 2 N

and for Jj 2= N .
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Proof. Set pj := 0, for every Jj 2 N . Repla ing jobs by smaller ones
annot in rease the obje tive fun tion value. Clearly, we an translate the
optimal solution of the transformed instan e ba k by repla ing the zero
pro essing times of negligible jobs with the original pro essing times. This
may potentially
in rease the optimal value of the transformed instan e by
P
at most Jj 2N pj (here pj denotes the original pro essing time value of job
JPj ). By Lemma
3.1, there are at most 4="2 negligible jobs and, therefore,
P
3
Jj 2N pj  Jj 2N "  4".
By de nition, every non negligible job Jj has pro essing times pj  "3 .
Round ea h pj down to the nearest lower value of "3 (1 + ")h , where h 2 N
and Jj 2= N . When the rounded values are repla ed with the original ones,
the obje tive fun tion value may potentially in rease by at most a fa tor of
1 + ".
By Lemma 3.1, the optimal value of the restri ted problem may potentially in rease up to OP T (1 + 10"). A ording to Lemma 3.2, we an transform the original instan e by repla ing jobs with smaller ones. Clearly, the
latter an only de rease the obje tive fun tion value (or leave it un hanged),
but an never in rease it. Therefore, with (3.1), we an assume that the
optimal solution of the transformed instan e always remains bounded by
4(1 + 10").
Now we de ne the job pro le of a job Jj to be a 3-tuple (; ; Æ) su h
that rj = ", pj = "3 (1 + ") and qj = Æ". We adopt the onvention that
 = 1 if pj = 0.
Corollary 3.1 The number of distin t job pro les is bounded by


 := 12" 2 log1+" (2=") :
Proof. Sin e we are assuming that there are at most 2=" distin t delivery
times, as well as 2=" release dates, the number of distin t job pro les an
be bounded by 4="2  x, where x is the number of di erent  values in
any job pro le. By Lemma 3.2, any pro essing time pj an
0 or
 be either
3
h
3
" (1 + ") , for some h 2 N . Sin e by Lemma 3.1 pj  max 1; 2" < 2, we
have "3 (1 + ")h < 2 and therefore h < log1+" (2="3 ). Thus, the number x of
di erent  values in any job pro le anbe bounded by
 x < 1+3 log 1+" (2=").
Sin e x must be integral, we have x  3 log1+" (2=") and the laim follows.
A ording to the previous orollary we an partition the set of jobs into
N1 ; :::; N subsets of jobs having the same job pro le. We use the following
notation to represent the input: the input jobs are represented as a ve tor
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n =P
(n1 ; :::; n ), where ni denotes the number of jobs in Ni . Noti e that
n  k=1 nk .
The assignment pro le of a ma hine is a ve tor a = (a1 ; a2 ; :::; a ), with
a  n, where ai is the number of jobs from Ni assigned to that ma hine.
Every ve tor a = (a1 ; a2 ; :::; a ) an be interpreted as an instan e of problem
1jrj jLmax having ai jobs with release, delivery and pro essing times as the
jobs from Ni , for i = 1; :::;  . The length of assignment a, denoted L(a),
is the optimal value of the orresponding instan e of problem 1jrj jLmax.
An assignment pro le a is said to be interesting if L(a)  4(1 + 10"). We
denote by A the set of all interesting assignment pro les. Observe that
we only need to onsider assignment pro les in A if we want to solve the
urrent transformed instan e to optimality. Furthermore, for every a 2 A,
the number of jobs
in the orresponding instan e of 1jrj jLmax is always
P
bounded by  = i=1 ai  4="2 + 4(1 + 10")="3 = O(1="3 ), sin e there are
at most 4="2 negligible jobs, and the remaining jobs have pro essing times
greater or equal to "3 . A simple al ulation shows that jAj3, the number of
all interesting assignment pro les, is at most   = 1="O(1=" ) , a onstant in
" that does not depend on the input. This property is important, as our
integer linear program will have 2jAj + 1 integer variables.
Consider the set of instan es of problem 1jrj jLmax orresponding to all
interesting assignment pro les. We ompute and memorize the optimal solutions of these instan es, together with their values L(a), in a look-up table S .
Thus, table S stores the set of all interesting ma hine s hedules, and it an
be determined in onstant time. Indeed, table S an be omputed by solving
a onstant number of instan es of problem 1jrj jLmax . Furthermore, ea h instan e has O(1="3 ) jobs, thus, it an be solved in O(1="3 !) = 1="O(1="3 ) time.
Therefore,
the set of all interesting ma hine s hedules an be omputed in
3)
O
(1
="
1="
time.
On e we have omputed a s hedule for ea h possible assignment, we an
now pursue an approa h similar to that used for problem P jjCmax by Shmoys
(see [32℄ p. 370) and by Alon, Azar, Woeginger and Yadid [1℄. An optimal
solution for the transformed instan e of problem P jrj jLmax is obtained by
determining, for ea h ve tor a 2A, the number xa of ma hines with assignment pro le a. In these terms, we have a feasible solution X = (x1 ; :::; xjAj )
to the problem if m ma hines are used and all jobs were assigned. We formulate this problem by using an integer linear program (ILP) formulation,
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min zP
s.t.

x =m
Pa2A a
x
a2A a a = n
ya x a m y a
z ya L(a)
xa 0; 1; :::; m
ya 0; 1


  
8a 2 A
 
8a 2 A
2f
g 8a 2 A
2f g
8a 2 A

The rst onstraint states that exa tly m ma hines must be used. The
se ond onstraint ensures that all jobs an be s heduled. In the third set
of onstraints, the 0-1 variables ya indi ate whether the assignment a is
used (ya = 1) or not (ya = 0). In the fourth set of onstraints, in ase the
assignment a is used, then the term ya  L(a) ontributes to the obje tive
fun tion.
The number of integer variables in (ILP) is 2jAj + 1, and we have
already observed that this is a onstant that does not depend at all on the
input size. We now apply Lenstra's algorithm [56℄ to solve (ILP). The time
omplexity of Lenstra's algorithm is exponential in the number of variables,
but polynomial in the logarithms of the oeÆ ients. The oeÆ ients in (ILP)
are at most max fn; m; 4(1 + 10")g, and so (ILP) an be solved within an
overall time omplexity of O(logO(1) n) [56℄. Note that here the additive
hidden onstant depends exponentially on 1=".
An optimal solution of the transformed instan e is obtained by rst
assigning jobs a ording to the optimal solution of (ILP), and then for ea h
ma hine assignment we s hedule the orresponding jobs to optimality (these
optimal s hedules have been already omputed and memorized in table S ).
By lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, the optimal solution of the transformed instan e
an be easily translated ba k to an approximate solution for the original
instan e. This an be a omplished in linear time. Furthermore, it is easy
to he k that the prepro essing steps require linear time, so the total running
time of the algorithm is O(n + f (1=")), where f (1=") is a onstant for xed
". To summarize,

Theorem 3.1 Problem P jrj jLmax admits a polynomial time approximation
s heme with linear running time.
Corollary 3.2 Problem P jrj jLmax belongs to EPTAS.
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Controllable Pro essing Times

In this se tion we onsider the identi al parallel ma hine s heduling problem
with ontrollable pro essing times. The problem an be stated as follows.
We have a set J of n jobs, J1 ; :::; Jn , and m identi al ma hines, M =
f1; :::; mg. Ea h job Jj must be pro essed without preemption on one of
the m ma hines, ea h of whi h an pro ess at most one job at a time. The
pro essing time of job Jj lies in an interval [`j ; uj ℄ (with 0  `j  uj ). For
ea h job Jj we have to hoose a ma hine mj 2 f1; : : : ; mg, and Æj 2 [0; 1℄
and get then pro essing time and ost that depends linear on Æj :

pj (Æj ) = Æj `j + (1 Æj )uj
`
u
j (Æj ) = Æj j + (1 Æj ) j
P

The makespan of P
the solution is given by max1im Jj 2J ;mj =i pj (Æj ) and
the total ost by j 2J j (Æj ).
Nowi ki and Zdrzalka [68℄ onsider the preemptive s heduling of m identi al parallel ma hines for jobs having pro essing osts whi h are linear
fun tions of ontrollable pro essing times. They provide a O(n2 ) greedy
algorithm whi h generates the set of Pareto-optimal points. A pair (; Æ) is
alled Pareto-optimal if there does not exist another pair (0 ; Æ0 ) that improves on (; Æ) with respe t to one of C (Æ) and T (; Æ), and stays equal
or improves with respe t to the other one. When preemption is not allowed and the ma hines are not identi al, Tri k [77℄ gave a polynomial-time
2.618-approximation algorithm to minimize a weighted sum of the ost and
the makespan (P3). The latter result was improved by Shmoys and Tardos [76℄ by providing a polynomial-time 2-approximation algorithm. When
pro essing times are xed, Ho hbaum and Shmoys [33℄ designed a PTAS
for the identi al parallel ma hine s heduling problem subje t to makespan
minimization.
In this se tion we settle the approximability of the des ribed problems
by obtaining the rst polynomial time approximation s hemes for P1, P2
and P3. We des ribe two new te hni al ideas.
Our rst idea on erns the pro essing times of jobs. We show how to
guess in polynomial time the pro essing times and osts by using a rounding
te hnique for large and ompa t representation for small pro essing times.
Using our guessing step and the algorithm des ribed in [33℄ for xed pro essing times, we obtain a PTAS for P2 whi h provides a solution with minimum
ost and makespan at most (1+ ) , for any xed " > 0. Note that for problem P2, de iding if there is a solution with T   is already NP- omplete,
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therefore the best that we an expe t, unless P=NP, is to nd a solution
with ost at most the optimal ost and makespan not greater than  (1 + ").
In Se tion 3.3.2, by using a PTAS for P2, we present a PTAS for P1 whi h
delivers a solution with ost C   and makespan at most (1 + ) times
greater then the minimum makespan subje t to C  . In Se tion 3.3.3 a
PTAS for P3 is proposed.
Our se ond idea shows that we an exploit ontinuous knapsa k problems
[50℄ to get \good" lower and upper bounds for our optimization problems
and to get fast optimal and approximative algorithms. Based on a modied version of list s heduling algorithm and a ontinuous relaxation of the
knapsa k problem we obtain a fast 2-approximation algorithm for problems
P2 and P1. In Se tion 3.3.4 we propose a linear time algorithm to solve
optimally problem P2 when preemption is allowed. This algorithm is again
based on a ontinuous knapsa k problem and M Naughton's rule [63℄. By
using a similar approa h we obtain exa t and approximate solutions for the
other two preemptive variants P1 and P3.

Remark 3.1 If `j  uj , then the ase with Æj = 1 (with pro essing time
equal to `j ) dominates the other hoi es. Furthermore, in ea h solution we
an repla e the pro essing time and ost of su h a job by pj (Æj = 1) and
j (Æj = 1), respe tively, without having a larger makespan or higher total
ost. In that ase, we revise the uj values, when `j  uj , by setting uj := `j .
Therefore, in the following, we will assume, without loss of generality, that
it is always `j  uj . Furthermore, if uj = `j then, without loss of generality,
we set uj := `j , for every job Jj .

3.3.1 A PTAS for P2
Our approximation s heme on eptually has the following two steps.
1. Guessing pro essing times: Identify pro essing times and osts for all
jobs su h that there is a feasible s hedule with minimum ost and
makespan at most  (1 + ").
2. S heduling jobs: when pro essing times and osts for all jobs are xed,
the problem turns out to be the lassi al identi al parallel ma hine
s heduling problem subje t to makespan minimization. The latter
an be solved approximately with any given a ura y in polynomial
time [33℄.
Therefore, the rst step of guessing the pro essing times immediately
gives a PTAS for P2.
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Without loss of generality, we may assume that the makespan must be at
most 1 by dividing all pro essing times by  . Furthermore, we may assume
that uj  1 for all jobs j 2 J ; otherwise we an de ne uj = 1 and adjust
the value of uj to get an equivalent instan e.

Guessing Step Our approa h is based on dynami programming. One
way to make the omputation more eÆ ient is to redu e the number of
distin t pro essing times that may o ur in any feasible solution. We begin
by transforming the given instan e into a more stru tured one in whi h
every job an assume at most O( 1" log n" ) distin t pro essing times whi h are
multiple of "=n. This is a omplished as follows.
1. Divide interval [0; 1℄ into subintervals of length "=n.
2. Let S be the set of values obtained by rounding the following values
"
" "
2
n ; n (1+"); n (1+") ; :::; 1 up to the nearest value among f"=n; 2"=n; :::; 1g.
3. For ea h job Jj onsider as possible pro essing times the set Sj of
values from S that fall in interval [`j ; uj ℄.

Lemma 3.3 Given an instan e I , we an obtain in polynomial time another
instan e I 0 su h that




Every possible pro essing time is equal to k("=n) for some k 2 f1; :::; n="g,
and there are O( 1" log n" ) di erent pro essing times.
If C  is the minimum ost for I when the makespan is at most 1 then
for I 0 there is a solution with ost and makespan at most C  and 1+2",
respe tively.

Proof. Let b the ardinality of S , then n" (1+")b 2 < 1 (and n" (1+")b 1 
2 n"  1 log n , for every "  1. We prove that
1) and therefore b 2 < loglog2 (1+
2"
"
")
our transformation may potentially in rease the makespan value by a fa tor
of 1 + 2" while the minimum ost is lower or the same. Indeed, let pj (Æj ) be
any feasible pro essing time for any given job Jj in instan e I . It is easy to
see that in instan e I 0 there exists a orresponding value p~j (Æ~j ) belonging
to the restri ted set Sj su h that p~j (Æ~jP
)  pj (Æj )(1 + ") + n" . Now, let H
be a set of jobs on one ma hine with Jj 2H pj (Æj )  1 in some optimal
solution and let Æj be the orresponding Æj -values, for Jj 2 H . Then, if
we repla e ea h pj (Æj ) with the orresponding value p~j (Æ~j ) in instan e I 0
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we obtain a solution
with ost at most the optimal ost and makespan
P
"


~
Jj 2H p~j (Æj )  Jj 2H (pj (Æj )(1 + ") + n )  1 + 2".
The above lemma allows us to work with instan es with O( 1" log n" ) distin t pro essing times1andn osts. A naive way of guessing the job pro essing
times requires O(nO( " log " ) ) time. In the following we show that we an
exploit the restri ted set of pro essing times to perform the guessing step in
polynomial time.
We all Jj a big job if the pro essing time of Jj is greater than ", and a
small job otherwise. Clearly, we have the following di erent ases:

P

(1) `j  " < uj . In this ase Jj an be small or big.
(2) `j  uj  ". In this ase Jj is small.

(3) " < `j  uj . In this ase Jj is big.



By our transformation, big jobs have  1" log 1" + 1 di erent proessing times. Let us denote these values by p1 ; p2 ; :::; p . Let xi denote the total number of big jobs with pro essing times equal to pi , for
i = 1; :::; . A on guration of the pro essing times for big jobs an be
given by a ve tor (x1 ; x2 ; :::; x ). Let us all (x1 ; x2 ; :::; x ) a - on guration.
Sin e there are m ma hines for whi h the maximum ompletion time must
be at most (1 + 2") by Lemma 3.3, a - on guration is said to be feasible if
P
= 1; :::; , a ne essary ondition of
i=1 xi pi  m(1+2"). Sin e pi > ", for iP
feasibility for any - on guration is that i=1 xi  m(1+2")=". Therefore,
the number h of feasible - on gurations is at most the number of -tuples
of non-negative integers with the sum at most m(1 + 2")=".  The number
h(d) of -tuples with the sum equals to d is h(d) = d+ 1 1 . Therefore,
m(1+2") + 

P m(1+2") d+ 1
. Sin e xy  ( exy )y and "  1, we see
h  d=0"
1 3m= 1 1"
1 1 

3m 
" log " +2  (3m+1)( " log " +2)  (4em) 1" log 1" +2 .
that h  " +  " 1+log
1 log 1 +2
1 +2
"
"
"
"
A feasible on guration = (x1 ; x2 ; :::; x ; x +1 ) is a ( +1)-dimensional
ve tor where (x1 ; x2 ; :::; x ) is a feasible - on guration and

x +1 2 f0; "=n; 2"=n; : : : ; "ng
represents the sum of the hosen pro essing times for small jobs. The number
of di erent on gurations is bounded by  h(n2 + 1).
To simplify the formulation of the dynami program we use a ve tor
representation of the redu ed set Sj of possible pro essing times for job Jj .
Vj is the set of ( +1)-dimensional ve tors de ned as follows: for ea h p 2 Sj
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with p = pi , for some i = 1; :::; , there is a ve tor v 2 Vj su h that the
i-th entry of v is set to 1, and the other entries are zeros; otherwise for ea h
small pro essing time p then the ( + 1)-st entry of v is p and the other
entries of v are set to zero. Let (v) denote the ost of v.
For every feasible on guration and for every j , 1  j  n, we denote by COST (j; ) the minimum total ost when jobs J1 ; :::; Jj have been
assigned pro essing times a ording to on guration ; in ase no su h assignment exists, COST (j; ) = +1. It is easy to see that the following
re urren e holds:


(v) if v 2 V1
+1 if v 2= V1
COST (j; ) =
min f (v) + COST (j
v2Vj : v

COST (1; v) =

1;

v)g for j = 2; :::; n

For ea h job we have to onsider at most O(  1" log n" ) ombinations.
1 1
Therefore, the running time of the dynami program is O(n3 log nmO( " log " ) ).
Now we show that among all the generated assignments of pro essing
times to jobs there exists an assignment A~ with minimum ost and having
a s hedule with makespan at most 1 + O(").
Consider the transformed instan e I 0 (see Lemma 3.3) and let A denote the assignment of pro essing times to jobs a ording to some optimal
solution S  for I 0 . Sin e we onsider all the di erent feasible on gurations,
one of them must be the on guration orresponding to A . Let us all
 this on guration. Let A~ denote the assignment of pro essing times to
jobs that respe ts  and that has been generated by our dynami program.
Let L and L~ be the sum of all pro essing times a ording to A and A~,
respe tively. The total ost of A~ is not greater than the ost of A . Furthermore, for ea h big job of A there is a big job of A~ having the same
pro essing time, and vi e versa. Finally, the sum of small job pro essing
times in A has the same value as in A~. It follows that L = L~ . Now, we
show that the optimal solution value that respe ts A~ is at most 1 + O(").
Indeed, onsider the solution obtained by s heduling rst the big jobs as in
S  and then by adding greedily the small jobs as in list-s hedule algorithm
[26℄. If the ma hine with the largest ompletion time nishes with a big job,
then we get an optimal solution for I 0 with makespan at most 1 + 2" (see
Lemma 3.3). Otherwise, let pk be the pro essing time of a small job Jk that
ends last. Then the makespan is equal to sk + pk , where sk is the starting

time of job Jk . We see that sk + pk < mL~ + pk = Lm + pk  1 + 3".
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Theorem 3.2 There is a PTAS for P2 that provides a solution with minimum ost and makespan at most (1 + ) , if a solution with makespan not
greater than  exists.

3.3.2 A PTAS for P1
Assume that a solution with ost at most  exists. A PTAS for P1 is obtained
by the following observations. If we know a makespan value  2 [T  ; T  (1 +
")℄, where T  is the optimal makespan, by solving approximately the problem
of minimizing the ost fun tion subje t to makespan at most  (see Se tion
3.3.1), then we get a solution with makespan at most  (1+ ")  T  (1+ O("))
and ost  . The algorithm of Se tion 3.3.1 an be used to determine
whether a s hedule with makespan at most  does not exist, or else produ e a
solution with makespan at most  (1+ "). Sin e  2 [0; numax ℄, where umax =
maxj uj , in order to nd a solution with makespan at most T  (1 + O(")) the
algorithm of Se tion 3.3.1 must be applied O(log numax) times. Therefore,
the resulting algorithm is polynomial in the binary en oding of the input
size. Clearly, an upper bound on T  better than numax helps us to improve
the eÆ ien y of the omputation.
In the next se tions we provide an approximation algorithm that delivers
a solution with makespan t  2T  and ost at most  in O(n ln m + m ln2 m)
time. A value  2 [T  ;T  (1 +")℄ an be found by applying a binary sear h
only on the following 1" log 2" values, 2t (1 + "); 2t (1 + ")2 ; :::; t. Therefore,
by exe uting the algorithm of Se tion 3.3.1 O(log( 1" log 1" )) times we get a
PTAS for P1.

Theorem 3.3 There is a PTAS for P1 that provides a solution with makespan
at most (1+ ) times the minimum makespan and ost at most , if a solution
with ost not greater than  exists.
Bounds
We begin by omputing lower (LB ) and upper (UB ) bounds for the optimum
makespan value  . Consider some optimal solution S  and let Æ1 ; :::; Æn
denote the orresponding
Æj -values. Let us write the orresponding ost
 ) = Pn j Æ + Pn u , where j = `
u . Let P  =
value
as
C
(
Æ
j
j
j
j =1 j
j =1 j
Pn


j =1 pj (Æj ) be the sum of pro essing times in S . Consider any n values
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Æ~1 ; :::; Æ~n , with Æ~j 2 [0; 1℄ for j = 1; :::; n, su h that
P~ =
n
X
j =1

P

n
X
j =1

pj (Æ~j )  P  ;
n
X

j Æ~j  

j =1

u:
j

(3.4)
(3.5)

P

n
u
Note that nj=1 uj is a onstant and 
j =1 j is non-negative, otherwise
no solution with ost at mostP
 exists. Furthermore Æ1 ; :::; Æn satisfy onn
u
straints (3.4) and (3.5). If 
j =1 j = 0 then the pro essing time of ea h
job Jj must be uj in any feasible solution with ost at most , and of ourse
we obtain
valid bounds by setting LB = P  =m and UB = P  . Otherwise, if
Pn
u 0, we simplify the problem instan e by dividing all pro essing

j =1 j >
Pn
u
osts by 
j =1 j .
Let xj (1  j  n) be a non-negative variable. We de ne ve tor Æ~
by setting Æ~j = xj , where x = (x1 ; :::; xn ) is the optimal solution of the
following linear program.

minimize P =
subje t to

n
X
j =1

n
X
j =1

[xj `j + (1 xj )uj ℄

~j xj  1

(3.6)
(3.7)

0  xj  1
j = 1; :::; n;
(3.8)
u
where ~j = j =(
j =1 j ). Note that the optimal solution of the linear
program (3.6), (3.7) and (3.8), de nes a ve tor Æ~ that satis es Ponstraints
(3.4) andP(3.5). The obje tive fun tion an be written as P = nj=1[(`j
uj )xj ℄+ nj=1 uj , where the se ond summation is a onstant. Let tj = uj `j .
An optimal solution of the previous linear program is optimal also for the
following linear program,
Pn

maximize
subje t to

n
X
j =1
n
X
j =1

tj x j
~j xj  1

0  xj  1; j = 1; :::; n

(3.9)
(3.10)
(3.11)
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The previous LP is a ontinuous relaxation of the lassi al knapsa k
problem that an be solved as follows [50℄: rst, sort the jobs in nonin reasing tj =~j ratio order, so that, without loss of generality,

t1
~1

 ~t2  :::  ~tn :

2
n
Then assign xj = 1 until either (a) the jobs are exhausted or (b) the
ost apa ity 1 is exa tly used up or ( ) it is ne essary to set xj to a value
that is less than 1 to use up the ost apa ity 1 exa tly. Let s the last job
that uses up the ost apa ity. Set xj = 0, when j > s. In all three ases an
optimal solution is obtained. The optimal solution of (3.6), (3.7) and (3.8)
an be arried out in O(n) time by partial sorting [50℄.
If we pla e all jobs on one ma hine with pro essing times a ording to
the optimal solution of (3.6), (3.7) and (3.8), then the makespan of the
s hedule is equal to P~ . Furthermore, we obtain a valid lower bound by
setting LB = P~ =m, sin e P~  P  . Therefore,  2 [P~ =m; P~ ℄. Dividing all
pro essing times by P~ , we have  2 [1=m; 1℄.
A 2-approximation Algorithm for P1
In the following we des ribe an algorithm that given  2 [1=m; 1℄ and ,
either de ides that there is no s hedule with makespan at most  and ost
 , or produ es a s hedule with makespan at most (2 m2+1 ) and ost
 . Therefore a value  2 [T ; 2T  ℄ an be found by binary sear h on the
following set of dm log me values, V = f m1 (1 + m1 ); m1 (1 + m1 )2 ; :::; 1g.
The algorithm works as follows. Sin e we are interested in some solution
with makespan at most  , transform the given instan e into an equivalent
one so that, for all jobs Jj 2 J , we have uj   . Then, as des ribed in the
previous se tion, solve the ontinuous relaxation of the lassi al knapsa k
problem and determine the ve tor Æ~ = (Æ~1 ; :::; Æ~n ) that minimize the sum P~
of pro essing times. If P~ > m then there is no solution with makespan
at most  and ost . Otherwise, a ording to Æ~ our algorithm works as
follows.
Algorithm A
1. Assign the m jobs with the largest pro essing times to di erent mahines. Let k = 1.
2. S hedule the remaining jobs as follows. Assign ea h job (one after
another in any arbitrary order) to ma hine k until either (a) the jobs
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are exhausted or (b) the ompletion time of the last added job Jf (k)
is greater than  .
3. If the jobs are not exhausted, then let k := k + 1. If k  m go to step
2, else go to step 4.
4. Remove jobs Jf (1) ; :::; Jf (m 1) from the s hedule and assign them one
after another to a ma hine with the urrently smallest load.
Sin e P~  m all jobs are s heduled by the algorithm above. The
algorithm runs in O(n + m log m) time.
Theorem 3.4 If P~  m then algorithm A provides a solution with makespan
T A  (2 m2+1 ) , where pro essing times are hosen a ording Æ~.
Proof. We assume that T A >  otherwise we are done. Let Jf be a
job with the largest ompletion time and let sf be the start time of job Jf .
Then no ma hine an be idle at any time prior to sf , sin e otherwise job Jf
would have been pro essed there. Two situations are possible:
1. Jf is one of the m biggest jobs. In that ase the s hedule is optimal
sin e pf (Æ~f )   .
2. Otherwise, assume, without loss of generality, that p1 (Æ~1 )  p2 (Æ~2 ) 
:::  pn (Æ~n ). The following inequalities hold,
pf (Æ~f )  min pi(Æ~i );
j =1;:::;m

pf (Æ~f )
pf (Æ~f )

m
X

 m
 m1

m
X
i=1

i=1

pi (Æ~i );

pi (Æ~i ):

P
1
~
pf (Æ~f )), hen e
It follows that pf (Æ~f )  Pm1 m
i=1 pi (Æi )  m (m
m
~
~
~
pf (Æf )  m+1 : Sin e P = i pi (Æi )  m , then
1X ~
p (Æ ) + pf (Æ~f )
T A = sf + pf (Æ~f ) 
m i6=f i i
  + (1 1=m)pf (Æ~f )
m 1
2
  + (1 1=m) mm
=+
 = (2
):
+1
m+1
m+1
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3.3.3 A PTAS for P3
Minimization of T + C , ( > 0) where T is the makespan and C are the
total ost of the s hedule. Using modi ed ost values 0j = j , we an
restri t us to the ase = 1.
The rst step is to obtain some lower bounds for the
minimum obje tive
P
`
u
value OP T . We de ne dj = min[ j + `j ; j + uj ℄, D = j 2J dj . Consider an
optimum s hedule with makespan T and total ost C (where OP T = T + C ).
In this s hedule we have Æj values with j (Æj ) + pj (Æj )  dj . Then,

D=

X

j 2J

dj 

X

j 2J



j (Æj ) +

X

j 2J

pj (Æj )  C + mT

 mOP T:

On the other hand, we an generate a feasible s hedule a ordingly to
the dj values. Indeed, a ordingly to dj , we hoose as pro essing time and
ost either (`j ; `j ) or (uj ; uj ) (where
Æj = 1 or P
Æj = 0, respe tively). Sin e
P
(
Æ
)

j
j
j (Æj )  dj , the total ost is
j 2J dj = D . If we pla e
j 2J
all
jobs
on
one
ma
hine,
then
the
makespan
of
the s hedule is equal to
P
j 2J pj (Æj )  D . Sin e j (Æj ) + pj (Æj ) = dj , the obje tive value of this
s hedule is exa tly D. Therefore, OP T  D  mOP T . This implies that
OP T 2 [D=m; D℄. Dividing all pro essing times and ost values by D, we
have that OP T 2 [1=m; 1℄.
Again, a makespan that is less or equal to T + OP T  " an be found
among the following O( 1" log m" ) values: m" ; m" (1 + "); m" (1 + ")2 ; :::; 1. To see
this we use a ase analysis with T  "=m and T > "=m. On e we have a
value that is at most T + OP T  " by applying the algorithm provided in
Se tion 3.3.1 we get a solution with ost at most C and makespan at most
(1 + ")(T + OP T  "). The obje tive value of this solution is bounded by
OP T (1+3"). The number of alls of the algorithm provided in Se tion 3.3.1
is O(log m).

3.3.4 Preemptive Problems
The preemptive problems are easy to solve. For instan e, an optimal solution
for problem P2 an be delivered as follows. First, solve the following linear
program whi h de nes the ost and the pro essing times of jobs.
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( uj xuij + lj xlij )

j =1 i=1
m
X
(xuij + xlij ) = 1 j = 1; :::; n
t.
i=1
n
X
(uj xuij + lj xlij )   i = 1; :::; m
j =1
m
X
(uj xuij + lj xlij )   j = 1; :::; n
i=1
xuij ; xlij  0 j = 1; :::; n i = 1; :::; m

P

u
Let Æj = m
i=1 xij , j = 1; :::; n. It is easy to see that a lower bound of
the length of a preemptive s hedule annot be smaller than

LB = maxfmax pj (Æj );
j

n
1X
p (Æ )g:
m j =1 j j

A s hedule meeting this bound an be onstru ted in O(n) time [63℄: ll the
ma hines su essively, s heduling the jobs in any order and splitting jobs
into two parts whenever the above time bound is met. S hedule the se ond
part of a preempted job on the next ma hine at zero time. Due to the fa t
that pj (Æj )  LB for all j , the two parts of preempted job do not overlap.
Similar arguments hold for P1 and P3.
The most time- onsuming part of the previous algorithms is the solution
of the linear program. As pointed out in [76℄ these linear programs fall into
the lass of fra tional pa king problems, and therefore a solution with ost
and makespan at most (1 + ") times the required values an be found by
a randomized algorithm in O(n2 log n) expe ted time, or deterministi ally,
in O(mn2 log n) time. In the following we present an alternative approa h
that nds the optimal solution for P2 in O(n) time. Regarding P1 and P3,
we des ribe an algorithm that nds solutions with only makespan in reased
by a fa tor (1 + ") and in O(n log log m) time.

Preemptive P2
In Se tion 3.3.2, we des ribed a linear program whi h nd pro essing times
of jobs su h that the sum of pro essing times is minimized and the ost
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is at most . Similarly, we an formulate a linear program whi h dene jobs pro essing times by determining the ve tor (Æ~j ) su h that the
total ost is minimized, the sum of pro essing times is at most m and
ea h pro essing timePis at most  . Therefore, by onstru tion, we have
maxfmaxj pj (Æ~j ); m1 nj=1 pj (Æ~j )g   , and again, a s hedule meeting this
bound an be onstru ted in O(n) time [63℄. Before de ning the linear program, sin e it does not make sense to onsider for any operation a pro essing
time larger than  , it is possible to build a new instan e by setting the upper
bound of the pro essing times to minf; uj g for ea h job Jj . Of ourse we
have to adjust the value of uj to re e t this hange. The linear program is
the following.
Minimize
s. t.

n
X

(

j =1
n
X
j =1

`
j

(uj

u )Æ~
j j

+

n
X

j =1
n
X

`j )Æ~j 

0  Æ~j  1

u
j

j =1

uj

m

j = 1; :::; n:

The previous LP is a ontinuous relaxation of the lassi al knapsa k
problem in minimization form. The minimization form of the problem an
easily be transformed into an equivalent maximization form and solved as
des ribed in Se tion 3.3.2. Therefore, for P2 we an nd the optimal solution
in O(n) time.

Preemptive P1
Assume that there is a s hedule with makespan and ost equal to T and ,
respe tively. Sin e it does not make sense to onsider for any operation a proessing time larger than T , it is possible to build a new instan e by setting the
upper bound of the pro essing times to minf1; uj g for ea h job Jj . Of ourse
we have to adjust the value of uj to re e t this hange. Let KP (T; ) denote the linear program (3.6), (3.7) and (3.8), de ned in Se tion 3.3.2 when
makespan and ost are assumed to be at most T and , respe tively, therefore after the prepro essing step des ribed before. If KP (T; ) is infeasible
then there is no solution with ost at
most . Otherwise, let (Æ~j ) denote the
Pn
1
optimal solution of KP (T; ). If m j =1 pj (Æ~j ) > T then there is no solution
with makespan at most T subje t to ost at most , P
respe tively. Therefore,
if su h a solution exists, then maxfmaxj pj (Æ~j ); m1 nj=1 pj (Æ~j )g  T , and
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again, a s hedule meeting this bound an be onstru ted in O(n) time [63℄.
From Se tion 3.3.2, we an guess the minimum value  of the makespan subje t to C  , by solving KP (T; ) with at most O(log P~ ) di erent values
of T , sin e  2 [P~ =m; P~ ℄. As in Se tion 3.3.2, we an nd a makespan that
is at most  (1 + ") by alling KP (T; ) with at most O(log log m) di erent
values of T .

Preemptive P3
To solve P3 rst guess the value of the makespan (as des ribed in se tion
3.3.3) and then solve a LP similar to the one provided for the preemptive P2
that nds a pro essing time assignment with minimum ost and makespan
at most equal to the guessed value. Therefore, we an obtain a s hedule
with obje tive fun tion value bounded by C + T (1 + ")  (C + T )(1 + ").
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Chapter 4

S heduling on Unrelated
Ma hines
4.1

Introdu tion

In this hapter we deal with the problem of s heduling a set J = fJ1 ; :::; Jn g
of n independent jobs on a set M = f1; :::; mg of m unrelated parallel
ma hines. Ea h ma hine an pro ess at most one job at a time, and ea h job
has to be pro essed without interruption by exa tly one ma hine. Pro essing
job Jj on ma hine i requires pij  0 time units when pro essed by ma hine
i and in urs a ost ij  0, i = 1; : : : ; m, j = 1; :::; n. The makespan is the
maximum job ompletion time among all jobs. We onsider the problem of
minimizing the obje tive fun tion that is a weighted sum of the makespan
and total ost.
When ij = 0 the problem turns into the lassi al makespan minimization form. Lenstra, Shmoys and Tardos [54℄ gave a polynomial-time 2approximation algorithm for this problem; and this is the urrently known
best approximation ratio a hieved in polynomial time. They also proved
that for any positive  < 1=2, no polynomial-time (1 + )-approximation
algorithm exists, unless P=NP. Furthermore, Shmoys and Tardos [76℄ gave
a polynomial-time 2-approximation algorithm for the general variant with
ost. Sin e the problem is NP- omplete even for m = 2, it is natural to ask
how well the optimum an be approximated when there is only a onstant
number of ma hines.
In ontrast to the previously mentioned inapproximability result for the
general ase, there exists a fully polynomial-time approximation s heme for
the problem when m is xed. Horowitz & Sahni [36℄ proved that for any
67
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" > 0, an "-approximate solution an be omputed in O(nm(nm=")m 1 )
time, whi h is polynomial in both n and 1=" if m is onstant. Lenstra,
Shmoys and Tardos [54℄ also gave an approximation s heme for the problem
with running time bounded by the produ t of (n + 1)m= and a polynomial
of the input size. Even though for xed m their algorithm is not fully
polynomial, it has a mu h smaller spa e omplexity than the one in [36℄.
Re ently, Jansen & Porkolab [42℄ presented a fully polynomial-time approximation s heme for the problem whose running time is n(m=")O(m) .
They ombine the previous (dynami [36℄ and linear [54℄ programming) approa hes. Their algorithm has to solve at least O((m3 ="2 )m ) many linear
programs. In order to obtain a linear running time for the ase when m is
xed, they use the pri e-dire tive de omposition method proposed by Grigoriadis and Kha hiyan [28℄ for omputing approximate solutions of blo k
stru tured onvex programs. The nal ingredient is an intri ate rounding
te hnique based on the solution of a linear program and a partition of the
job set.
In ontrast to the previous approa h [42℄, the algorithm proposed in
this hapter (that works also for the general variant with ost) is extremely
simple and even faster: rst we prepro ess the data to obtain a smaller
instan e with at most (log m=")O(m) grouped jobs. The prepro essing step
requires linear time. Then using dynami programming we ompute an
approximate solution for the grouped jobs in (log m=")O(m2 ) time. Both
steps together imply a fully polynomial-time approximation
s heme that
runs in O(n) + C time where C = (log m=")O(m2 ) . We remark that the
multipli ative onstant hidden in the O(n) running time of our algorithm is
reasonably small and does not depend on the a ura y ".

4.2

An Improved FPTAS

For simpli ity, let 0 < " < 1 be an arbitrary small rational number, and let
m  2 be an integral value. Throughout this se tion, the values " and m
are onsidered to be onstants and not part of the input.
The problem an be stated by using the following integer linear program
ILP that represents the problem of assigning jobs to ma hines (xij = 1
means that job Jj has been assigned to ma hine i, and  is any given positive
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weight):

P

P

n
min TP+  m
i=1 j =1 xij ij
s:t: Pnj=1 xij pij  T;
i = 1; : : : ; m;
m x = 1;
j = 1; :::; n;
i=1 ij
xij 2 f0; 1g ; i = 1; : : : ; m; j = 1; :::; n:
The rst set of onstraints relates the makespan T to the pro essing time
on ea h of the ma hines, while the se ond set ensures that every job gets
assigned.
We begin by omputing some lower and upper bounds for the minimum
obje tive value OP T . By multiplying ea h ost value by  we may assume, without P
loss of generality, that  = 1. Let dj = mini=1;:::;m(pij +
n d . Consider an optimum assignment (x ) of jobs to
),
and
D
=
ij
ij
j =1 j
 and total ost C  . Then, D = Pn dj 
ma
hines
with
makespan
T
j =1
Pm Pn
Pm Pn




i=1 j =1 xij ij + i=1 j =1 xij pij  C + m  T  m  OP T , where
OP T = T  + C  . On the other hand, we an generate a feasible s hedule
a ording to the dj values. Indeed, let mj 2 f1; :::; mg denote any ma hine
su h that dj = pmj ;j + mj ;j . Assign every job P
Jj to ma hinePmj . The obje tive value of this s hedule an be bounded by j 2J mj ;j + j 2J pmj ;j = D.
Therefore, OP T 2 [D=m; D℄, and by dividing all pro essing times and ost
values by D=m, we get dire tly the following bounds for the optimum value:

1  OP T

 m:

4.2.1 Fast, Slow, Cheap and Expensive Ma hines
For ea h job Jj , we de ne four sets of ma hines: the set of fast ma hines
o
n
Fj = i : pij  m" dj ;
the set of heap ma hines
n
o
Cj = i : ij  m" dj ;
the set of slow ma hines
o
n
Sj = i : pij  m" dj ;
and the set of expensive ma hines

Ej = f i :

ij

 dj ="g :

Then, we an prove the following lemma.
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Lemma 4.1 With 1 + 3" loss, we an assume that for ea h job Jj the following holds:

 pij = 0, for i 2 Fj , and ij = 0, for i 2 Cj ;
 pij = +1, for i 2 Sj , and ij = +1, for i 2 Ej ;
 for any other ma hine i, pij = m" dj (1 + ")i and ij = m" dj (1 + ") i ,
where i ; i 2 N .
Proof. Set pij = 0, for every i 2 Fj and j = 1; :::; n; onsider an
optimal assignment A : J ! M of jobs to ma hines. Clearly, the optimal

value orresponding to A annot be larger than OP T . Let F denote the
set of jobs whi h are pro essed on fast ma hines a ording to A. Now, if
we repla e the pro essing times of the transformed instan e by the original
pro essing times,
we may potentially in rease the makespan of A by at most
P
" d  Pn " d = " D  ". The other statement for the ost values
j =1 m j
Jj 2F m j
m
follows in a similar way.
Now we show that there exists an approximate s hedule where jobs are
s heduled neither on slow nor on expensive ma hines. This allows us to set
pij = +1, for i 2 Sj , and ij = +1, for i 2 Ej . Consider an optimal assignment A : J ! M of jobs to ma hines with T  and C  denoting the resulting
makespan and ost, respe tively. Let S and E represent, respe tively, the
set of jobs whi h are pro essed on slow and on expensive ma hines a ording
to A. Then, assign every job Jj 2 S [ E to ma hine mj (re all that mj 2
f1; :::; mg denote any ma hine su h that dj = pmj ;j + mj ;j ). Moving jobs
Jj 2 S [ E onto
ma hines mjPmay potentially P
in rease the obje tive value
P
by at most Jj 2S [E dj  m" Jj 2S pA(j );j + " Jj 2E A(i);j  "T  + "C  ,
sin e pA(j );j  m" dj for Jj 2 S , and A(j );j  dj =" for Jj 2 E .
By the above arguments, all the positive osts ij and positive pro essing
times pij are greater than m" dj . Round every positive pro essing time pij
and every positive ost ij down to the nearest lower value of m" dj (1 + ")h ,
for h 2 N ; i = 1; :::; m and j = 1; :::; n. Consider the optimal value of
the rounded instan e. Clearly, this value annot be greater than OP T . It
follows that by repla ing the rounded values with the original ones we may
in rease ea h value by a fa tor 1 + ", and onsequently, the solution value
potentially in reases by the same fa tor 1 + ".
We de ne the exe ution pro le of a job Jj to be an m-tuple < 1j ; :::; mj >
su h that pij = m" dj (1 + ")ij . We adopt the onvention that ij = +1 if
pij = +1, and ij = 1 if pij = 0. Likewise, we de ne the ost pro le of
a job Jj to be an m-tuple < 1j ; :::; mj > su h that ij = m" dj (1 + ") ij .
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Again, we adopt the onvention that ij = +1 if ij = +1, and ij = 1
if ij = 0. Let us say that two jobs have the same pro le if and only if they
have the same exe ution and ost pro le.

Lemma 4.2 The number ` of distin t pro les is bounded by


`  2 + 2 log1+" (m=") 2m
.

Proof. The number of distin t job pro les an be bounded by x2m ,
where x is the number of distin t elements in any job pro le. By Lemma 4.1,
any pro essing time pij (and ost ij ) an be either 0 or +1 or m" dj (1 + ")h ,
for some h 2 N . Sin e by Lemma 4.1 any nite pro essing time and ost is
less than m" dj , we have h < 2 log1+" ( m" ). Thus, the number x of di erent
values in any job pro le an be bounded by x < 3 + 2 log1+" ( m" ). Sin e x
must be integral, we have x  2 + 2 log1+" ( m" ) and the laim follows.

4.2.2 Grouping Jobs

Let Æ := m" , and partition the set of jobs in two subsets L = fJj : dj > Æg
and S = fJj : dj  Æg. Let us say that L is the set of large jobs, while S
the set of small jobs. We further partition the set of small jobs into subsets
Si of jobs having the same pro le, for i = 1; :::; `. Let Ja and Jb be two jobs
from Si su h that da ; db  Æ=2. We \group" together these two jobs to form
a omposed job J in whi h the pro essing time (and ost) on ma hine i is
equal to the sum of the pro essing times (and osts) of Ja and Jb on ma hine
i, and let d = da + db . We repeat this pro ess, by using the modi ed set
of jobs, until at most one job Jj from Si has dj  Æ=2. At the end, all jobs
Jj in group Si have dj  Æ. The same pro edure is performed for all other
subsets Si . At the end of this pro ess, there are at most ` jobs, one for
ea h subset Si , having dj  Æ=2. All the other jobs, have pro essing times
larger than Æ=2. Therefore, the number of jobs in the transformed instan e
is bounded by 2ÆD + `  2Æm + ` = (log m=")O(m) .
Note that the pro edure runs in linear time, and a feasible s hedule for
the original set of jobs an be easily obtained from a feasible s hedule for
the grouped jobs. We motivate the des ribed te hnique with the following

Lemma 4.3 With 1 + " loss, the number of jobs an be redu ed in linear
time to be at most minfn; (log m=")O(m) g.
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Proof. Consider the transformed instan e I 0 a ording to Lemma 4.1
(small jobs are not yet grouped). Assume, without loss of generality, that
there exists a solution SOL0 for I 0 of value OP T 0 . It is suÆ ient to show
that, by using the small jobs grouped as des ribed previously, there exists a
s hedule of value (1 + ")OP T 0 .
A ordingly to SOL0 we may assume that ea h ma hine exe utes the
large jobs at the beginning of the s hedule. Let denote the total ost of
large jobs when pro essed a ording to SOL0 , and let ti denote the time at
whi h ma hine i nishes to pro ess large jobs, for i = 1; :::; m. Now, onsider
the following linear program LP1 :
P

P

"
ij
min T + + m
i=1 Jj 2S xij m dj (1 + ")
P
i = 1; : : : ; m;
s:t: ti + Jj 2S xij m" dj (1 + ")ij  T;
Pm
Jj 2 S ;
i=1 xij = 1;
xij  0;
i = 1; : : : ; m; Jj 2 S:

Note that LP1 formulates the integer relaxation of the original problem
ILP for the subset of small jobs: we are assuming that ma hine i an start
pro essing small jobs only at time ti , and when the pro essing times and
osts are stru tured as in Lemma 4.1.
For ea h S,  = 1; :::; `, onsider a set of de ision variables yi 2 [0; 1℄
for i = 1; :::; m. The meaning of these variables is that yi represents the
fra tion of jobs from S pro essed on ma hine i. Consider the following
linear program LP2 :
P

P

P

`
"
ij
min T + + m
i=1 P =1 yi Jj 2S m dj (1 + ")
P`
s:t: ti + =1 yi Jj 2S m" dj (1 + ")ij  T;
i = 1; : : : ; m;
Pm
 = 1; : : : ; `;
i=1 yi = 1;
yi  0;
i = 1; : : : ; m;  = 1; : : : ; `:

P

xij dj

Jj 2S
, it is easy to he k that any feasible set of
By setting yi = P
Jj 2S dj
values (xij ) for LP1 gives a feasible set of values (yi ) for LP2 ; furthermore,
by these settings, the obje tive fun tion value of LP2 is equal to that of LP1 .
But LP1 is a relaxation of the original problem. Therefore, if we were able,
by using the grouped small jobs, to get a feasible s hedule of length at most
1 + " times the optimal value of LP2 , we would be done. In the remainder
we show how to generate su h a s hedule. This solution is obtained by using
the solution of LP2 and the small grouped jobs.
 denote the values of variables y a ording to the optimal soLet yi
 i, s hedule a subset of grouped
lution of LP2 . For every positive value yi
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jobs from S on ma hine i until either (a) the jobs from S are exhausted
 (if ne essary
or (b) the total fra tion of jobs assigned to i is equal to yi

fra tionalize one job to use up yi exa tly). We repeat this for the not yet
 . Note that if
assigned grouped small jobs and for every positive value yi
 is not fra tional, then the jobs from S are not preempted by the preyi
vious algorithm. In general,
jobs from S is at
o
n the number of preempted


most f 1, where f = j yi : yi > 0; i = 1; :::; m j. Now remove all the
preempted jobs Jj and s hedule them at the end on ma
hines mj . This
P`
in reases the makespan and the ost by at most  = Æ  =1 (f 1), sin e
every grouped small job has ost plus pro essing time bounded by Æ when
pro essed on ma hine mj . A basi feasible solution of LP2 has the property
that the number of positive variablesPis at most the number of rows in the
onstraint matrix, m + `, therefore `=1 (f 1)  m. In order to bound
the total in rease  by " we have to hoose Æ su h that Æ  m" , and the
laim follows.

4.2.3 Dynami Programming

The optimal solution for the transformed instan e with k = (log m=")O(m)
jobs an be omputed in mk = m(log m=")O(m) , by simply enumerating all
possible assignments and taking the smallest one. However, to avoid the exponential dependen e on 1=" (re all, our aim is to obtain a fully polynomial
approximation s heme), we will not treat separately all of these s hedules.
Furthermore, for our problem we do not need to nd an optimal solution
for the transformed instan e, an approximate solution suÆ es.
In the following, we show that an approximate s hedule for the transformed instan e an be omputed in (log m=")O(m2 ) time. The rst step is
to round down every pro essing time and ost to the nearest lower value of
("=k)i, for i = 0; 1; : : : ; k=; learly this does not in rease the obje tive fun tion value. Then, nd the optimal solution SOL of the resulting instan e by
using a dynami programming approa h. Finally, by repla ing the rounded
values with the originals, it is easy to he k that we may potentially in rease
the ost and the makespan of SOL by at most ", respe tively. This results
in a (1 + 2")-approximate solution for the transformed instan e.
We now present the dynami programming algorithm. Let us to denote
J1 ; :::; Jk the k jobs of the transformed instan e. Let a s hedule on guration
s =(t1 ; :::; tm ; ) be de ned as an (m+1)-dimensional ve tor, where ti denotes
the ompletion time of ma hine i and the total ost. For ea h job Jj let
Vj denote the set of (m + 1)-dimensional ve tors de ned as follows: for ea h
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i = 1; :::; m, there is a ve tor v 2 Vj whose entries are 0 ex ept for the ith
omponent whi h is pij , and the (m + 1)-st omponent whi h is ij . Let
T (j; s) denote the truth value of the statement: \there is a s hedule for
jobs J1 ; ::; Jj for whi h s is the orresponding s hedule on guration". The
values of all the T (j; s) an be viewed as being arranged in a table, and the
rux of the approa h lies in the following very simple pro edure that an be
used for lling in the table entries:


true if v 2 V1
false if v 2= V1
_
T (j; s) =
T (j 1; s v) for j = 2; :::; k.
v2Vj : vs

T (1; v) =

The reader should have no diÆ ulty to bound the time to ll in the table
entries by O(mN ), where N is the number of table entries. By the way we
have rounded the values, the number of di erent ompletion times for ea h
ma hine and di erent osts is bounded by mk=" + 1. It follows that the
total number of di erent s hedule on gurations is at most (mk=" + 1)m+1 .
By observing that it is suÆ ient to store the minimum ost value for ea h
di erent m-dimensional ve tor (t1 ; :::; tm ) of ompletion times, we have N =
k(mk=" + 1)m . Therefore, the total running
time of the dynami program
2)
m
O
(
m
is O(km(mk=" + 1) ) = (log m=")
.
By Lemma 4.3, and by using the des ribed dynami programming approa h, we have the following

Theorem 4.1 For the problem of minimizing the weighted sum of the ost
and the makespan in s heduling n jobs on m unrelated ma hines (m xed),
there exists a fully polynomial time approximation s heme that runs in O(n)+
(log m=")O(m2 ) time.
Corollary 4.1 For any xed m, there is a fully polynomial-time approximation s heme for the non-preemptive minimum makespan s heduling problem with n jobs
and m unrelated parallel ma hines that runs in O(n) +
2)
O
(
m
(log m=")
time.

Chapter 5

Job Shop S heduling
Problems
5.1

Introdu tion

In this hapter, we dis uss the job shop s heduling problem. We onsider
both, the problem with xed pro essing times, and the problem with ontrollable pro essing times.
In the job shop s heduling problem with xed pro essing times, there
is a set J = fJ1 ; : : : ; Jn g of n jobs that must be pro essed on a given
set M = f1; : : : ; mg of m ma hines. Ea h job Jj onsists of a sequen e
of  operations O1j ; O2j ; : : : ; Oj that need to be pro essed in this order.
Operation Oij must be pro essed without interruption on ma hine mij 2 M ,
during pij time units. Ea h ma hine an pro ess at most one operation at
a time, and ea h job may be pro essed by a most one ma hine at any time.
For any given s hedule, let Cij be the ompletion time of operation Oij . The
obje tive is to nd a s hedule that minimizes the makespan (the maximum
ompletion time Cmax = maxij Cij ).
The job shop problem with xed pro essing times is strongly NP-hard
even if ea h job has at most three operations and there are only two mahines [52℄. Williamson et al. [81℄ proved that when the number of mahines, jobs, and operations per job are part of the input there does not
exist a polynomial time approximation algorithm with worst ase bound
smaller than 45 unless P = NP . When m and  are part of the input the
best known result [23℄ is an approximation algorithm with worst ase bound
O((log(m) log(min(m; pmax ))= log log(m))2 ), where pmax is the largest
pro essing time among all operations. For those instan es where m and 
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are xed (the restri ted ase we are fo using on in this hapter), Shmoys et
al. [75℄ gave approximation algorithms that ompute (2 + ")-approximate
solutions in polynomial time for any xed " > 0. This result has re ently
been improved by Jansen, Solis-Oba and Sviridenko [45℄ who have shown
that (1 + ")-approximate solutions of the problem an be omputed in polynomial time. The main idea is to divide the set of jobs J into two groups
L and S formed by jobs with \large" and \small" total pro essing time,
respe tively. The total number of large jobs is bounded by a onstant exponentially in m,  and ". Then they onstru t all possible s hedules for the
large jobs. In any s hedule for the large jobs, the starting and ompletion
times of the jobs de ne a set of time intervals, into whi h the set of small
jobs have to be s heduled. Then for every possible job ordering of large
jobs, a linear program is used to assign small jobs to time intervals. The
rounded solution of the linear program in ombination with an algorithm
by Sevastianov [73℄, gives an approximate s hedule in time polynomial in
n. In order to speed up the whole algorithm, they suggest [44℄ a number
of improvements: they use the logarithmi potential pri e de omposition
method of Grigoriadis and Kha hiyan [28℄ to ompute an approximate solution of the linear program in linear time, and a novel rounding pro edure
to bring down to a onstant the number of fra tional assignments in any
solution of the linear program. The overall running time is O(n), where the
multipli ative onstant hidden in the O(n) running time is exponentially in
m,  and ".
In ontrast to the approximation s hemes introdu ed in [45, 44℄, we
present an algorithm that is extremely simple and even faster. We show that
we an prepro ess in linear time the input to obtain a new instan e with
a onstant number of grouped jobs. This immediately gives a linear time
approximation s heme with running time O(n) + C , where C is a onstant
that depends on m, " and . Again, we remark that the multipli ative
onstant hidden in the O(n) running time of our algorithm is reasonably
small and does not depend on the a ura y ".
In the se ond part of this hapter we onsider two variants of the job
shop problem with ontrollable pro essing times. The rst variant allows
ontinuous hanges to the pro essing times of the operations. The se ond assumes only dis rete hanges. In the ase of ontinuously ontrollable
pro essing times, we assume that the ost of redu ing the time needed to
pro ess an operation is a linear fun tion of the pro essing time. In the ase
of dis retely ontrollable pro essing times, there is a nite set of possible
pro essing times and osts for every operation Oij . We observe that, sin e
for problem P2 de iding whether there is a solution of length T (; Æ)   is
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already NP- omplete, the best result that we might expe t to obtain (unless P=NP) is a solution with ost at most the optimal ost and makespan
not greater than  (1 + "), " > 0. Nowi ki and Zdrzalka [66℄ show that the
version of problem P3 for the less general ow shop problem with ontinuously ontrollable pro essing times is NP-hard even when there are only two
ma hines.
We present the rst known polynomial time approximation s hemes for
problems P1, P2, and P3, when the number m of ma hines and the number
 of operations per job are xed. Our algorithms an handle both, ontinuously and dis retely ontrollable pro essing times, and they an be extended
to the ase of onvex pie ewise linear pro essing times and ost fun tions.
These results improve the 4=3-approximation algorithm for problem P3 des ribed in Nowi ki [65℄. Moreover, the linear time omplexity of our PTAS
for problem P3 is the best possible with respe t to the number of jobs.
Our algorithms are based on the approa h des ribed by Jansen, SolisOba and Sviridenko [45℄. However, a major diÆ ulty with using this approa h for our problems is that the pro essing times and osts of the operations are not xed, so we must determine their values before we an use the
above approa h. One possibility is to use a linear program to assign jobs
to gaps and to determine the pro essing times and osts of the operations.
But, we must be areful, sin e, for example, a natural extension of the linear
program des ribed in [44℄ de nes a polytope with an exponential number of
extreme points, and it does not seem to be possible to solve su h linear program in polynomial time. We show how to onstru t a small polytope with
only a polynomial number of extreme points that ontains all the optimum
solutions of the above linear program. This polytope is de ned by a linear
program that an be solved exa tly in polynomial time and approximately,
to within any pre-spe i ed pre ision, in strongly polynomial time.
Our approa h is robust enough so that it an be used to design polynomial time approximation s hemes for both the dis rete and the ontinuous
versions of problems P1-P3. In this paper we present polynomial time approximation s hemes for the ontinuous version of problems P1-P3, and a
PTAS for the dis rete version of problem P3. The polynomial time approximation s hemes for the dis rete version of P1 and P2 an be easily obtained
by ombining the des ribed te hniques.
Let " > 0 be an arbitrary small rational number, and let m  2 and
  1 be integral values. Throughout this hapter, the values ", m and 
are onsidered to be onstants and not part of the input.
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Fixed Pro essing Times

In this se tion we address the job shop s heduling problem with xed proessing times. We begin by providing some lower and upper bounds of the
minimum makespan. Then we show how to redu e the number of jobs to a
onstant: the redu ed set of jobs is omputed in linear time by stru turing
the input and grouping jobs that share the same stru ture. This dire tly
gives a linear time approximation s heme for the makespan minimization of
the job shop s heduling problem.
For a given instan e of the job shop s heduling problem,
the value of the
P
optimum makespan will be denoted as OP TP. Let dj = i=1 pij be the total
pro essing time of job Jj 2 J , and let D = Jj 2J dj . Clearly, D=m  OP T
and a s hedule of length at most D an be obtained by s heduling one job
D  OP T  D:
after the other. Then, we get dire tly the following bounds: m
By dividing all exe ution times pij by D=m, we assume, without loss of
generality, that D=m = 1 and
1  OP T

5.2.1 Negligible Operations
n

 m:
o

" d
Let us use Nj = Oij : i = 1; :::;  and pij  m
j to denote the set of
negligible operations for job Jj , j = 1; :::; n. Then we have the following

Lemma 5.1 With 1 + 2" loss, we assume that for ea h job Jj the following
holds:

 pij = 0, for Oij 2 Nj ;
 pij = m" dj (1 + ")i , where i 2 N

and for Oij 2= Nj .

Proof. Set pij = 0, for every Oij 2 Nj and j = 1; :::; n. Clearly, the
orresponding optimal makespan annot be larger than OP T . Furthermore,
if we repla e the zero pro essing times of the negligible operations with the
original
pro essing times,
we may potentially in rease the makespan by at
P
"
D
" d = Pn P
most Oij 2N m
j
j =1 Oij 2Nj m dj  " m = ".
Any non negligible operation Oij has pro essing times pij greater than
" d . Round ea h p down to the nearest lower value of " d (1 + ")h ,
ij
m j
m j
where h 2 N and Oij 2= Nj . By repla ing the rounded values with the
original ones we may potentially in reases the makespan by at most a fa tor
of 1 + ".
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Now we de ne the pro le of a job Jj to be a (  m)-tuple

< 1;1;j ; :::; 1;m;j ; 2;1;j ; :::; ;m;j >
" d (1 + ")i;h;j if m = h. We adopt the onvention that
su h that pij = m
ij
j
i;h;j = 1 if pij = 0 or if mij 6= h.


Lemma 5.2 The number of distin t pro les is bounded by ` := 2 + log1+" m
"
m .
Proof. Sin e ea h di erent operation an be pro essed by one given
ma hine, the number of distin t job pro les an be bounded by (x  m) ,
where x is the number of distin t values in any job pro le. By Lemma 5.1,
" d (1 + ")h , for some h 2 N .
any pro essing time pij an be either 0 or m
j
Sin e any pro essing time is less than D  1, we have h  log1+" ( m
" ).
Thus, the number x of di erent values in any job pro le anbe bounded by
x  2 + log1+" ( m" ). Sin e x must be integral, we have x  2 + log1+" m
"
and the laim follows.

5.2.2 Grouping Jobs

Let Æ := m( 44"m2 )m=" , and partition the set of jobs in two subsets of large
jobs L = fJj : dj > Æg and small jobs S = fJj : dj  Æg. Again, we further
partition the set of small jobs into subsets Si of jobs having the same pro le,
for i = 1; :::; `. For ea h subset Si , we group jobs from Si as des ribed for
the unrelated parallel ma hines s heduling problem, but with the following
di eren e: here grouping two jobs, Ja and Jb , means to form a omposed
job for whi h the pro essing time of the i-th operation is equal to the sum
of the pro essing times of the i-th operations of Ja and Jb .

Theorem 5.1 With 1 + 2" loss, the number of jobs an be redu ed in linear
time to be at most minfn; 2Æm + `g.
Proof. Consider the transformed instan e I 0 a ording to Lemma 5.1
(small jobs are not yet grouped). Assume, without loss of generality, that
there exists a solution SOL0 for I 0 of value OP T 0 . It is suÆ ient to show
that, by using the small jobs grouped as des ribed previously, there exists a
s hedule of value (1 + 2")OP T 0 .
Partition the set of large jobs into three subsets L1 ; L2 ; L3 as follows.
Set  = 44"m2 and let denote an integer de ned later and su h that
= 0; 1; :::; m="

1:
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Set L is partitioned in the following three subsets:

L1 = fJj : m < dj g;
L2 = fJj : m +1 < dj  m g;
L3 = fJj : mm=" < dj  m +1 g:
Note that ea h set size is bounded by a onstant, and sets L1 , L2 , L3 and
S establish a partition of all jobs. The number an be hosen so that
X

Jj 2L2

dj  ".

(5.1)

This is done as follows. Starting from := 0, he k ea h time whether the
set L2 orresponding to the urrent value of satis es inequality (5.1); if it
is not the ase, set := + 1 and repeat. Note that for di erent -values,
the orresponding L2 sets are disjoint. The total length of all jobs is m,
and so there exists a value 0  m=" 1 for whi h the orresponding set L2
satis es inequality (5.1). We set := 0 .
In the following we onsider an arti ial situation that we use as a tool
for proving Theorem 5.1. Fo us on solution SOL0 , remove from SOL0 all
the jobs ex ept those from L1 . Clearly, this reates gaps in the resulting
s hedule . The starting and nishing times of the operations from L1
divide the time into intervals: t1 ; t2 ; :::; tg , where t1 is the interval whose
right boundary is the starting time of the rst operation a ording to ,
and tg is the interval with left boundary de ned by the nishing time of
the jobs from L1 . Furthermore, let P
lv denotes the length of interval tv ,
0
1  v  g. It follows that OP T = gs=1 ls. Note that the number g of
intervals is bounded by 2jL1 j + 1  2= . Let G be the set of pairs (gaps
of ) (v; i) su h that no job from L1 is pro essed in interval v and by ma hine
i, for v = 1; :::; g and i = 1; :::; m.
Sin e the total length of jobs from L2 is at most ", we an get rid of
these jobs by assuming that they are pro essed at the end of the s hedule
one after the other; this in reases the s hedule by at most ".
Consider the problem of pla ing jobs from L3 [ S into the gaps of  and
su h that the length of the resulting s hedule is OP T 0 . In the following we
rst des ribe a linear program LP1 whi h is a relaxation of this problem.
Then we propose another linear program LP2 whi h is a relaxation of LP1 .
By using the solution of LP2 we show that the jobs from L3 and the grouped
small jobs an be s heduled into the gaps by in reasing the length of the
gaps a little; we show that the total in rease of the length an be bounded
by ", and the laim follows.
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We formulate LP1 as follows. Consider the set S of (not grouped) small
jobs. For ea h job Jj 2 S [ L3 we use a set of de ision variables xj; 2 [0; 1℄
for tuples  = (1 ; : : : ;  ) 2 A, where A = f(1 ; : : : ;  )j1  1  2  : : : 
  gg: The meaning of these variables is that xj; represents the fra tion
of job Jj whose operations are pro essed a ording to  = (1 ; : : : ;  ), i.e.,
the i-th operation is s heduled in interval k for ea h 1  k  . Note that
by the way in whi h we numbered the operations, any tuple (1 ; : : : ;  ) 2 A
represents a valid ordering for the operations. Let the load Lv;h on ma hine
h in interval v be de ned as the total pro essing time of operations from
small
jobsP
that are
exe uted by ma hine h during interval s, i.e., Lv;h =
P
P
Jj 2S [L3  2A k=1;:::;jk =v;mkj =h xj; pkj . Let us write the load Lv;h as
the sum of L3v;h + LSv;h , where L3v;h is the load of the jobs from L3 while LSv;h
is the load of jobs from S . By Lemma 5.1, we have that
XX
X
k;h;j
"
d
(1
+
"
)
:
x
LSv;h =
j
j;
k=1;:::;jk =v
m
 2A
J 2S
j

Then LP1 is the following
(v; h) 2 G;
(1) P
L3v;h + LSv;h  lv ;
(2)
x
=
1
;
J
j 2 S [ L3 ;
 2A j
(3) xj  0;
 2 A; Jj 2 S [ L3 :
Constraint (1) ensures that the total length of operations assigned to gap
(v; h) does not ex eed the length of the interval, while onstraint (2) ensures
that job Jj is ompletely s heduled.
Let S denote the set of small jobs having the same pro le, where  =
1; :::; `. For ea h S ( = 1; :::; `) we use a set of de ision variables y 2 [0; 1℄
for tuples  = (1 ; : : : ;  ) 2 A: The meaning of these variables is that
y represents the fra tion of jobs from S whose operations are pro essed
a ording to  = (1 ; : : : ;  ), i.e., the i-th operation is s heduled in interval
k for ea h 1  k  . Let

Lv;h =

XX

X̀

 2A

=1

k=1;:::;jk =v

y

Then LP2 is the following
(1) P
L3v;h + Lv;h  ts ;
(2) P 2A xj = 1;
(3)
 2A y = 1;
(4) xj  0;
(5) y  0;

X

Jj 2S

xj;


"
dj (1 + ") k;h;j :
m

(v; h) 2 G;
Jj 2 L3 ;
 = 1; :::; `;
 2 A; Jj 2 S ;
 2 A;  = 1; :::; `:
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PJ 2S xj; dj
= Pj J 2S dj

By setting y
it is easy to he k that any feasible set
j 
of values (xj; ) for LP1 gives a feasible set of values (y ) for LP2 . Sin e by
onstru tion a feasible solution for LP1 exists, a feasible solution for LP2
exists as well. We show now that by using the optimal solution of LP2 we
an derive a s hedule without in reasing too mu h the makespan.
 (x ) denote the values of variables y (x ) a ording to the
Let y
j
 j
 , s hedule a subset
optimal solution of LP2 . For every positive value y
H of grouped jobs from S on ma hine i until either
PJ 2H(a)djthe jobs from
S are exhausted or (b) the total fra tion (i.e. PJj 2Sdj ) of jobs as
 (if ne essary fra tionalize j one
signed to i is equal to y
job to use up

y exa tly). We repeat this for the not yet assigned grouped small jobs
 . Note that if y is not fra tional, then
and for every positive value y

the jobs from S are not preempted by the previous algorithm. In general, the
jobs from S is at most f 1, where
o
n number of preempted


f = j y : y > 0;  2 A j. A ording to the optimal solution of LP2 ,
let us say that job Jj 2 L
is preempted if the
orresponding (xj )-values
n3
o
are fra tional. Let fj = j xj : xj > 0;  2 A j, for Jj 2 L3 , then we have
that the number of preemptions
of job Jj 2 L3P
is fj 1. Therefore, the total
P`
number of preemptions is f = =1 (f 1)+ Jj 2L3 (fj 1), and this gives
also an upper bound on the number of preempted jobs. Now remove all the
preempted jobs Jj from S [ L3 , and s hedule these set of jobs at the end of
the s hedule, one after the other. Sin e every job from S has a smaller total
pro essing time than any job from L3 , we an bound the total in rease of
the s hedule length by  = f  m +1 . A basi feasible solution of LP2 has
the property that the number of positive variables is at most the number of
rows in the onstraint matrix, mg + ` + jL3 j, therefore f  mg  2m= ,
and  = f  m +1  2m2 . By the previous algorithm, we have assigned
all the jobs from S [ L3 to gaps with a total in rease of the s hedule length
of 2m2 . Now we onsider the problem of s hedule jobs from S [ L3 within
ea h interval. This is simply a smaller instan e of the job shop problem, and
by using Sevastianov's algorithm [73℄ it is possible to nd a feasible s hedule
for ea h interval tv of length at most lv + 3 m  m +1 ; this in reases the total
length by at most 3 mg  m +1  2m2 4 . Therefore, the total in rease is
2m2  + 2m2 4   4m2 4 , and by setting  = 4m"2 4 the laim follows.
By the previous Theorem a (1+ ")-approximate s hedule an be obtained
by nding the optimum s hedule for the redu ed set of jobs. It follows that:
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Theorem 5.2 There exists a linear time PTAS for the job shop s heduling
problem whose multipli ative onstant hidden in the O(n) running time is
reasonably small and does not depend on the error ", whereas the additive
onstant is exponential in m,  and 1=".
5.3

Controllable Pro essing Times

In this se tion we dis uss the job shop s heduling problem with ontrollable
pro essing times. In Se tions 5.3.1, 5.3.2 and 5.3.3 we present polynomial
time approximation s hemes for problem P1, P2 and P3, respe tively, with
ontinuous pro essing times. In Se tion 5.3.4 we study problem P3 with
dis rete pro essing times, and show how to design a linear time PTAS for
it.

5.3.1 Problem P1 with Continuous Pro essing Times
In the ase of ontinuously ontrollable pro essing times, we assume that
for ea h job Oij there is an interval [`ij ; uij ℄, 0  `ij  uij , spe ifying its
possible pro essing times. The ost for pro essing operation Oij in time `ij
is denoted as `ij  0 and for pro essing it in time uij the ost is uij  0.
For any value Æij 2 [0; 1℄ the ost for pro essing operation Oij in time pÆijij =
Æij `ij + (1 Æij )uij is Æijij = Æij `ij + (1 Æij ) uij . We assume that `ij , uij , `ij ,
u and Æ are rational numbers. Moreover, without loss of generality, we
ij
ij
assume that for every operation Oij , uij  `ij , and if uij = `ij then uij = `ij .
Let us onsider an instan e of problem P1. Divide all uij and `ij values
by  to get an equivalent instan e in whi h the bound on the total ost of
the solution is one, i.e. C (Æ)  1. If `ij > 1 for some operation Oij , we
set `ij = 1 and make `ij = (uij ( `ij 1) `ij ( uij 1))=( `ij uij ) to get an
equivalent instan e of the problem in whi h `ij  1 for all operations Oij .

A Simple m-approximation Algorithm
We begin by showing that it is possible to ompute in linear time an mapproximate solution for problem P1. This allows us to ompute upper
and lower bounds for the minimum makespan that we use in the following
se tions.
P
P
Let U = nj=1 i=1 uij ; note that U is a onstant value. Consider an
optimal solution ( ; Æ ) of problem P1 andlet us use OP T to denote the
P
P
P
P
Æ
optimum makespan. Let P  = nj=1 i=1 pijij = nj=1 i=1 (`ij uij )Æij +U
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be the sum of the pro essing times
of all jobs in this optimum solution.
Pn P
`
u

De ne ij = ij ij , so C (Æ ) = j =1 i=1 ( ij Æij + uij )  1. Let x~ be an
optimal solution for the following linear program and P (~x) the orresponding
value.
P
P
min P
P = Pnj=1 i=1 (`ij uijP)xij +PU
 u

n
n
s.t.
j =1 i=1 ij :
j =1 i=1 xij ij  1
0  xij  1
j = 1; :::; n and i = 1; :::; :
Observe that P (~x)  P  and C (~x)  1. Note that this linear program is
equivalent to the knapsa k problem when the integrality onstraints have
been relaxed, and thus it an be solved in O(n) time [50℄. If we s hedule all
the jobs one after another with pro essing times as de ned by x~, we obtain
a feasible s hedule for the jobs J with makespan at most P (~x). Sin e
OP T  P  =m (this is the makespan of a s hedule whi h leaves no idle times
in the ma hines), the obtained s hedule has ost at most 1 and makespan
P (~x)  m  OP T . Therefore, OP T 2 [P (~x)=m; P (~x)℄, and by dividing all
`ij and uij values by P (~x), we get the following bounds for the optimum
makespan:
1=m  OP T  1:
(5.2)

Large, Medium, and Small Jobs
We partition the set of jobs in three groups in the following way. Let Pj =
P
Æij
p
i=1 ij be the sum of the pro essing times of the operations of job Jj
a ording to an optimum solution ( ; Æ ). Let k and q be two onstants, to
be de ned later, that depend on m,  and ". We de ne the set L of large
2
1)k
jobs onsisting of the k longest jobs a ording to Æ . The next ( qm
"
longest jobs de ne the set M of medium jobs. The remaining jobs form
the set S of small jobs. Even when we do not know an optimum solution
( ; Æ ) for the problem, we show in Se tion 5.3.1 how to sele t the set of
long and medium jobs in polynomial time. Hen e, we assume that we know
sets L, M and S . An operation that belongs to a large, medium, or small
job is alled a large, medium, or small operation, respe tively, regardless of
its pro essing time.
In the following we simplify the input by reating a well-stru tured set of
possible pro essing times. We begin by showing that it is possible to bound
" .
from above the possible pro essing times of small operations by qkm
Lemma 5.3 With no loss, for ea h small operation Oij we an set uij
` u
" g.
and uij uijij `ijij (uij uij ) + uij , where uij = minfuij ; qkm

uij
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Proof. By Inequality (5.2), the optimal makespan is at most 1, and
therefore the sum of all pro essing times annot be larger than m. Let p the
length of the longest small
job a ording to Æ . By de nition of L and M,
P
2
qkm
" . Therefore,
jM [ Lj  p = " p  Jj 2M[L Pj  m, and so p  qkm
the length of the s hedule is not in reased if the largest pro essing time uij
" g. It is easy
of any small operation Oij is set to be uij = minfuij ; qkm
to he k that, in order to get an equivalent instan e it is ne essary to set
` u
ij ij
u
ij )+ uij (this is the ost to pro ess operation Oij in time
ij
uij `ij (uij u
uij ).
In order to ompute a 1+ O(")-approximate solution for P1 we show that
it is suÆ ient to take into onsideration only a onstant number of di erent
pro essing times and osts for medium jobs.
Lemma 5.4 There exists a (1 + 2")-optimal s hedule where ea h medium
" (1 + ")i , for i 2 N .
operation has pro essing time equal to mjMj


Proof. Let us use ( ; Æ ) to denote an optimal solution. Let A be
Æ
" . Sin e u  ` , we
the set of medium operations for whi h pijij  mjMj
ij
ij

observe that by in reasing the pro essing time of any operation then the
orresponding ost annot in rease. Therefore, if we in rease the pro essing
" , the makespan may potentially
times for the operations in A up to mjMj

"
in rease by at most jAj mjMj

"=m
,
and
by Inequality (5.2) the s hedule

length may be in reased by a fa tor of 1 + ". Now, onsider
the remaining

Æij
medium operations and round every pro essing time pij up to the nearest
" (1+")i , for some i 2 N . Sin e ea h pro essing time is in reased
value of mjMj

by a fa tor 1 + ", the value of an optimum solution potentially in reases by
the same fa tor 1 + ".
Re all that by Inequality (5.2), every pro essing time annot be greater
than 1. Then, by the previous lemma, the number of di erent pro essing
times for medium operations an be bounded by O(log(mjMj)=") ( learly,
the same bound applies to the number of di erent osts, sin e pro essing
times and osts are losely related). Sin e there is a onstant number of
medium operations, there is also a onstant number of hoi es for the values
of their pro essing times and osts. We onsider all these hoi es (thus,
we also onsider the ase where the pro essing times pij and osts ij for
the medium operations are hosen as in the (1 + 2")-optimal s hedule of
the previous lemma). In the following we show that when the medium
operations are pro essed a ording to these (pij ; ij )-values, it is possible
to ompute a 1 + O(")-approximate solution for P1 in polynomial time.
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Clearly, a 1 + O(")-approximate algorithm is obtained by onsidering all
possible hoi es for pro essing times for the medium operations, and by
returning the solution that is of minimum length. From now on, we assume,
without loss of generality, that we know these (pij ; ij )-values for medium
operations. In order to simplify the following dis ussion, for ea h medium
operation Oij we set `ij = uij = pij and `ij = uij = ij (this settings x the
pro essing time and ost of Oij to be pij and ij , respe tively).

Computing Pro essing Times and Assigning Operations to Snapshots
A relative s hedule for the large operations is an ordering of the starting
and ending times of the operations. A feasible s hedule S for the large
operations respe ts a relative s hedule R if the starting and ending times of
the operations as de ned by S are ordered as indi ated in R (breaking ties
in an appropriate way).
Fix a relative s hedule R for the large operations. The starting and
nishing times of the operations de ne a set of intervals that we all snapshots. Let M (1); M (2); : : : ; M (g), be the snapshots de ned by R. Snapshots
M (1) and M (g) are empty. The number of snapshots g an be bounded by
g  2k + 1:

Lemma 5.5 The number of di erent relative s hedules for the large jobs is
at most (2ek)2k .
Proof. The number of possible starting times for the operations of a
large job Jj is at most the number of subsets of size  that an be hosen from a set of (2k 1) positions (there are 2k 1 hoi es for the
starting times of ea h operations of Jj ). Sin e ea h large operation an
end in the same snapshot in whi h it starts, the number of ways of hoosing the starting and ending times of the operations of a large job is at
most the number of subsets of size 2 that an be hosen from a set of
2(2k 1) positions (we onsider two positions asso iated to ea h snapshot, one to start and one to end an operation, but both positionsdenote
the same snapshot). For ea h large job Jj there are at most 4k2 2 di erent hoi es of snapshots where operations of Jj an start and end. Sin e
4k 2 = (4k 2)(4k 3):::(4k 2 1)  (4k)22 = (2ek)2 and the number of
2
(2)!
(2=e)
large jobs is k, then there are at most (2ek)2k di erent relative s hedules.
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By the previous lemma the number of di erent relative s hedules is
bounded by a onstant. Our algorithm onsiders all relative s hedules for
the large jobs. Therefore, one of them must be equal to the relative s hedule
R de ned by some optimum solution. In the following we will show that
when R is taken into onsideration we are able to provide in polynomial
time a 1 + O(")-approximate solution.
Given a relative s hedule R as des ribed above, to obtain a solution
for problem P1 that respe ts R we must sele t the pro essing times for
the operations and s hedule the medium and small operations within the
snapshots de ned by R . We use a linear program to ompute the pro essing
times and for de iding the snapshots where the small and medium operations
must be pla ed. Then we nd a feasible s hedule for the operations in every
snapshot.
To design the linear program, we reate a variable x`ij for ea h large
operation Oij ; this variable de nes the pro essing time and ost of operation
Oij . For onvenien e we de ne another variable xuij with value 1 x`ij .
The pro essing time of operation Oij is then x`ij `ij + xuij uij , and its ost is
x`ij `ij + xuij uij . Let ij be the snapshot where the large operation Oij starts
pro essing in the relative s hedule R and let ij be the snapshot where it
nishes pro essing.
Let F ree(R ) = f(`; h) j ` = 1; :::; g, h = 1; :::; m and no long operation is
s heduled by R in snapshot M (`) on ma hine hg be the set of snapshots and
ma hines not used by the large jobs in relative s hedule R . We represent the
pro essing times and osts for the medium and small operations as follows.
For every job Jj 2 S [ M, let j be the set of tuples of the form j =
f(s1 ; s2; : : : ; s) j 1  s1  s2  : : : ;  s  g; and (si; mij ) 2 F ree(R ), for
all i = 1; : : : ; g. Set j de nes the set of -snapshots where it is possible
to put the operations of job Jj .
Let  = f(Æ1 ; Æ2 ; : : : ; Æ ) j Æk 2 f0; 1g for all k = 1; : : : ; g. For ea h job
Jj 2 S [ M we de ne a set of at most (2g) variables xj;(s;Æ) , where s 2 j
and Æ 2 . To explain the meaning of these variables, let us de ne

xij (w; 1) =
xij (w; 0) =

X

(s;Æ)2j  j si =w; Æi =1
X

(s;Æ)2j  j si =w; Æi =0

xj;(s;Æ) ;
xj;(s;Æ) ;

for ea h operation i, job Jj , and snapshot w. Given a set of values for
the variables xj;(s;Æ) , they de ne the pro essing times and an assignment
of medium and small operations to snapshots in whi h the amount of time
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that operation Oij is pro essed within snapshot M (w) is xij (w; 1)  `ij +
xij (w; 0)  uij , and the fra tion of Oij that is assigned to this snapshot is
xij (w; 0) + xij (w; 1).
For ea h snapshot M (`) we use a variable t` to denote its length. For
any (`; h) 2 F ree(R ), we de ne the load L`;h on ma hine h in snapshot
M (`) as the total pro essing time of the operations from small and medium
jobs that get assigned to h during M (`), i.e.,
1

0

L`;h =

X

X

Jj 2S[M (s;Æ)2j 

B
B
B
B



X
i=1
si =`;mij =h
Æi =1

xj;(s;Æ) `ij +


X
i=1
si =`;mij =h
Æi =0

C
C
xj;(s;Æ) uij C
C:
A

Let the ost be
0

C=

X

X

Jj 2S[M (s;Æ)2j 

B



X
i=1
Æi =1

xj;(s;Æ)

`
ij

+


X
i=1
Æi =0

1

xj;(s;Æ)

uC
ij A +


XX
Jj 2L i=1

(x`ij

`
ij

+ xuij uij ).

We use the following linear program LP (R ) to determine pro essing times
and to allo ate operations to snapshots.
P

min T = g`=1 t`
s.t. C  1;
P ij
`
u
`= ij t` = xij `ij + xij uij ,
x`ij + xuij = 1,
P
(s;Æ)2j  xj;(s;Æ) = 1,
L`;h  t`,
x`ij ; xuij  0,
xj;(s;Æ)  0,
t`  0,

(1)
Jj 2 L, i = 1; : : : ; ,
(2)
Jj 2 L, i = 1; : : : ; ,
(3)
Jj 2 S [ M,
(4)
(`; h) 2 F ree(R ),
(5)
Jj 2 L, i = 1; : : : ; ,
(6)
Jj 2 S [ M, (s; Æ) 2 j  , (7)
` = 1; : : : ; g:
(8)

In this linear program the value of the obje tive fun tion T is the length
of the s hedule, whi h we want to minimize. Constraint (1) ensures that
the total ost of the solution is at most one. Condition (2) requires that the
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total length of the snapshots where a long operation is s heduled is exa tly
equal to the length of the operation. Constraint (4) assures that every small
and medium operation is ompletely assigned to snapshots, while onstraint
(5) he ks that the total load of a ma hine h during some snapshot ` does
not ex eed the length of the snapshot.
Let ( ; Æ ) denote an optimal s hedule when the pro essing times and
osts of medium jobs are xed as des ribed in the previous se tion.

Lemma 5.6 The optimal solution of LP (R ) has value no larger than the
makespan of ( ; Æ ).
Proof. We only need to show that for any job Jj 2 S [ M there is a
feasible solution of LP (R ) that s hedules all operations Oij in the same
snapshots and with the same pro essing times and osts as the optimum
s hedule ( ; Æ ).
Æ
For any operation Oij , let pijij (w) be the amount of time that Oij is assigned to snapshot M (w) by the optimum s hedule ( ; Æ ). Let xij (w; 1) =
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æij pijij (w)=pijij and xij (w; 0) = (1 Æij )pijij (w)=pijij . The pro essing time
Æ
Æ
pijij (w) and ost ijij (w) of Oij an be written as xij (w; 1)  `ij + xij (w; 0)  uij
and xij (w; 1)  `ij + xij (w; 0)  uij , respe tively.
Now we show that
there is a feasible solution of LP (R ) su h that
P
(i) xij (w; 1) = P(s;Æ)2j  j si =w; Æi =1 xj;(s;Æ) and
(ii) xij (w; 0) = (s;Æ)2j  j si =w; Æi =0 xj;(s;Æ) .
Æ
Æ
Therefore, for this solution pijij (w) and ijij (w) are linear ombinations
of the variables xj;(s;Æ) . We assign values to the variables xj;(s;Æ) as follows.
1. For ea h job Jj 2 S [ M do
2. (a) Compute Sj = f(i; `; d) j xij (`; d) > 0; i = 1; : : : ; ; ` = 1; : : : ; g; d =
0; 1g.
3. (a) If Sj = ; then exit.
4. (a) Let f = min fxij (`; d) j (i; `; d) 2 Sj g and let i0 ; `0 , and d0 be su h
that xi0 j (`0 ; d0 ) = f .

5. (a) Let s = (s1 ; s2 ; : : : ; s ) 2 j and Æ = (d1 ; d2 ; : : : ; d ) 2  be su h
that si0 = `0 , di0 = d0 and xij (si ; di ) > 0, for all i = 1; : : : ; .
6. (a) xj;(s;Æ)

f
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xij (si ; di ) f for all i = 1; 2; : : : ; .

8. (a) Go ba k to step 2.
With this assignment of values to the variables xj;(s;Æ) , equations (i) and
(ii) hold for all jobs Jj 2 S [ M, all operations i, and all snapshots w.
Therefore, this solution of LP (R ) s hedules the jobs in the same positions
and with the same pro essing times as the optimum s hedule.

Finding a Feasible S hedule
Linear program LP (R ) has at most 1+2k + n k + mg k onstraints. By
ondition (3) every large operation Oij must have at least one of its variables
x`ij or xuij set to a non-zero value. By ondition (4) every small and medium
job Jj must have at least one of its variables xj;(s;Æ) set to a positive value.
Furthermore, there is at least one snapshot ` for whi h t` > 0. Sin e in
any basi feasible solution of LP (R ) the number of variables that re eive
positive values is at most equal to the number of rows of the onstraint
matrix, then in a basi feasible solution there are at most mg variables with
fra tional values. This means that in the s hedule de ned by a basi feasible
solution of LP (R ) at most mg medium and small jobs re eive fra tional
assignments, and therefore, there are at most that many jobs from M [ S for
whi h at least one operation is assigned to at least two di erent snapshots.
Let F be the set of jobs that re eived fra tional assignments. For the time
being let us forget about those jobs. We show later how to s hedule them.
Note that this s hedule is still not feasible be ause there might be ordering on i ts among the small or medium operations assigned to a snapshot.
To eliminate these on i ts, we rst remove the set V of jobs from M [ S
whi h have at least one operation with pro essing time larger than 3 m" 2 g a ording to the solution of the linear program. Sin e the sum of the pro essing
times omputed by the linear program is at most m, then jVj  3 m3 g=",
so we remove only a onstant number of jobs.
Let O(`) be the set of operations from M [ S that remain in snapshot
M (`). Let pmax (`) be the maximum pro essing time among the operations
in O(`). Every snapshot M (`) de nes an instan e of the lassi al job shop
problem, sin e the solution of LP (R ) determined the pro essing time of
every operation. Hen e, we an use Sevastianov's algorithm [74℄ to nd in
O(n2 2 m2 ) time a feasible s hedule for the operations in O(`); this s hedule
has length at most t` = t` + 3 mpmax (`). We must in rease the length
of every snapshot M (`) to t` to a ommodate the s hedule produ ed by
Sevastianov's algorithm. Summing up all these snapshot enlargements, we
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get a solution of length at most the value of the solution of LP (R ) plus
"=m.
It remains to show how to s hedule the jobs V [ F . First we hoose the
value for parameter q:
q = 64 m3 =:
(5.3)
Then the number of jobs in V [ F is
jV [ Fj  3m3 g= + mg  qk:
(5.4)
P

Æ

Lemma 5.7 Consider solution ( ; Æ ). Let Pj = i=1 pijij denote the
length of job Jj a ording to Æ . There exists a positive onstant k su h that
if the set of large jobs ontains the k jobs Jj with the largest Pj value, then
P

Jj 2V[F Pj  "=m:
Proof. Let us sort the jobs Jj non-in reasingly by Pj values, and assume for onvenien e that P1  P2  :::  Pn . Partition the jobs into
groups GP
1 ; G2 ; :::; Gd as follows Gi = fJ(1+qb)i 1 +1 ; :::; J(1+qb)i g, and let
P (Gj ) = Ji 2Gj Pj . Let G+1 be the rst group for whi h P (G+1 )  "=m.
P
P
2
Sin e Jj 2J Pj  m and i=1 P (Gi ) > "=m then  < m" . We hoose
L to ontain all jobs in groups G1 to G , and so k = (1 + q) . Sin e
jV [ P
Fj  qk, then with
this hoi e of L, jG+1 j = qk  jV [ Fj and thereP

fore Jj 2V[F Pj  Jj 2G Pj  "=m.
We hoose the set of large
jobs by onsidering all subsets of k jobs, for
2
all integer values 1  k  m" . For ea h hoi e of k the set of medium jobs
is obtained by onsidering all possible subsets of qm2 =" 1 k jobs. Sin e
there is only a polynomial number of hoi es for large and medium jobs, we
require only a polynomial number of attempts before dete ting the set of
large and medium jobs as de ned by an optimum solution.
The pro essing time of every small operation Oij in V [ F , is hosen
as pij = uij and so its ost is ij = uij . Furthermore, re all that we are
assuming that ea h medium operation Oij isP
pro essed in timePpij = pij and
 p . Then
ost
=

(see
se
tion
5.3.1).
Let
P
=
ij
ij
j
i=1 ij
Jj 2V[F Pj =
P
P
P + Jj 2S\(V[F ) Pj . Note that by Lemma 5.3 and inequality
Jj 2M\
P (V[F ) j
(5.4), Jj 2S\(V[F ) Pj  qk"=(qkm) = "=m. By the arguments of se tion

P
Æij
5.3.1,
p


max
f
p
ij
ij (1+"); "=(mjMj) g and, therefore, Jj 2M\(V[F ) Pj 
P

Jj 2M\(V[F ) Pj (1 + ") + "=m  "(2 + ")=m, by Lemma 5.7. Therefore, we
an s hedule the jobs from V [ F one after the other at the end of the
s hedule without in reasing too mu h the length of the s hedule.
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Theorem 5.3 For any xed m and , there exists a polynomial-time approximation s heme for P1 that omputes a feasible s hedule with makespan
at most (1 + ) times the optimal makespan and ost not greater than , for
any xed  > 0.

5.3.2 Problem P2 with Continuous Pro essing Times

Given a value   0, let ( ; Æ ) be an optimum solution for problem P2, if
su h a solution exists. Note that for some values of  problem P2 might not
have a solution. Given a value " > 0, we present an algorithm that either
nds a s hedule for J of length at most (1 + ") and ost at most C (Æ ), or
it de ides that a s hedule of length at most  does not exist.
We embed the PTAS for P1, des ribed in the previous se tion, within
a binary sear h pro edure. Assume, without
loss of generality,P
that the
input
P
P
P
instan e has integral data. Let C` = nj=1 i=1 `ij and Cu = nj=1 i=1 uij .
Clearly, the value of the optimum solution for problem P2 is in the interval [Cu ; C` ℄. Thus we an use UB := C` and LB := Cu as initial upper
and lower bounds, respe tively, for the binary sear h; in ea h iteration the
algorithm performs the following steps:
a) it uses the PTAS for P1 to nd a s hedule of length T (H ) at most
1 + " times the minimum length and ost at most H = (LB + UB )=2;
b) if T (H )  (1 + ") then update the upper bound to H , otherwise
update the lower bound to H + 1.
The algorithm terminates when LB = UB , and outputs the best s hedule found. A straightforward proof by indu tion shows that, throughout the
exe ution of the binary sear h, the inequality LB  C (Æ ) always holds,
and if no s hedule with length at most (1 + ") is found then a s hedule of
length at most  does not exist. After log2 (C` Cu ) iterations the sear h
onverges and we have obtained PTAS for P2.

5.3.3 Problem P3 with Continuous Pro essing Times
Our PTAS for problem P1 an be modi ed to work also for P3. It is enough
to provide the following observations.
For ea h operation Oij , let dij = min 0Æij 1 fpÆijij + Æijij g = minf`ij +
` ; u + u g. For every job J let d = P d . We partition the set of
j
j
ij ij
ij
i=1 ij
jobs into large L and small S jobs. Di erently from before, there is no set of
medium job and L and S an be omputed in linear time. The set L of large
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jobs in ludes the k jobs of largest
value dj , where k is a onstant hosen as
P
in Lemma 5.7 to ensure that Ji2L di  "=m. omputed by using similar
arguments as before. By using normalization ( ij
ij = ), we assume,
without loss of generality, that the obje tive fun tion is min T (; Æ) + C (Æ).
Let T  + C  be the optimum
obje tive fun tion value. It is easy to see that
P
T  + C   D, where D = j dj . Furthermore, T  + C   D=m sin e

T  + C

i
X
 Xh  `
Æij ij + (1 Æ ) uij
Æij `ij + (1 Æij )uij +
 m1

ij




ij

1 Xh 
Æ (` + ` ) + (1 Æij )(uij +
m ij ij ij ij

1 X 
D
Æij dij + (1 Æij )dij = :
m ij
m

i

u)
ij

By dividing all exe ution times and osts by D, we may assume that D = 1
and m1  T  + C   1.
The linear program LP (R) P
has to be modi ed as follows. The obje tive fun tion is hanged to min g`=1 t` + C and we dis ard onstraint (1).
Again, the number of fra tional values an be bounded by a onstant and
the algorithm is as before.
We observe that the most time onsuming part of this approa h is solving
the linear program. However, sin e we want to get an approximate solution,
it is not ne essary to nd an optimum solution for LP (R), an approximate
solution would suÆ e. To speed up our algorithm to run in linear time we
an use the ideas des ribed in Se tion 5.3.4.

5.3.4 Problem P3 with Dis rete Pro essing Times
In the ase of dis retely ontrollable pro essing times, the possible pro essing
times
and osts of an operation Oij are spe i ed by a set of values ij =

Æ1 ; Æ2 ; : : : ; Æw(i;j ) , 0  Æk  1 for all k = 1; 2; : : : ; w(i; j ). When the
pro essing time for operation Oij is pÆijk = Æk `ij + (1 Æk )uij , the ost is
equal to Æijk = Æk `ij + (1 Æk ) uij .
For ea h operation
Oij , let dij = minPÆij 2ij fpÆijij + Æijij g. For every
P
job Jj let dj = i=1 dij , and let D = j dj . We partition the set of
jobs into large L and small S jobs, where the set L in ludes the k jobs
with the largest dj values, and k is a onstant omputed as in Lemma
5.7 so that the set T ontaining the qk jobs with the next dj values has
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P

 "=m. The set of large jobs an be omputed in O(njmaxj)
time, where jmax j = maxij jij j.
Jj 2T dj

By dividing all Æijij values by parameter , we an assume without loss of
generality
that the
obje tive fun tion for problem P3 is: min T (; Æ) + C (Æ).

Æij
Æij
Let pij and ij be the pro essing time and ost of operation Oij in an
optimal solution. Let F  be the value of an optimal solution
for P3. It is

P Æij P Æij
D
1


easy to see that F  D and F  m ij pij + ij ij  m : By dividing
all exe ution times and osts by D, we may assume that D = 1 and
1
m

 F   1:

(5.5)

The following lemma shows that with 1 + 2" loss we an redu e the
number of di erent osts and pro essing times for ea h operation (proof in
appendix).

Lemma 5.8 With 1 + 2" loss, we assume that jij j = O(log n) for every
Oij .
Proof. To prove this laim, divide the interval [0; 1℄ into b subintervals
" ℄; I = ( " ; " (1 + ")℄; :::; I = ( " (1 + ")b 1 ; 1℄;
as follows, I1 = [0; nm
2 nm nm
b
nm
" (1 + ")b 1 < 1. Clearly b =
where b is the largest integer su h that nm
O(log n). We say that d is a hoi e for operation Oij if d 2 ij . For ea h
operation Oij , partition the set of hoi es ij into b groups g1 ; g2 ; :::; gb ,
su h that d 2 ij belongs to group gh if and only if dij falls in interval Ih ,
h 2 f1; :::; bg.
For ea h group take the hoi e (if any) with the lowest pro essing time
and delete the others. The new set of hoi es has at most O(min fjij j; log ng)
elements and by using arguments similar to those used in the proof of Lemma
5.4 we an prove that with this transformation the ost of an optimum solution an be up to 1 + 2" times the optimum value for the original problem.
The transformed instan e an be omputed in O(njmaxj) time.
By using arguments similar to those used to prove Lemma 5.8 we an
obtain, with 1 + 2" loss, a new instan e with O(log k) di erent osts and
pro essing times for ea h large operation. Sin e there is a onstant number
of large operations, there is only a onstant number of possible assignments
of osts and pro essing times for them.
By trying all possible assignments of ost and pro essing times, we an
nd for ea h large operation Oij a pro essing time pij and ost ij su h that
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Æ

pij  maxf pijij (1 + "); "=(mk) g and ij  ijij . Let us use the same de nition of relative s hedule given for the ontinuous ase. Let R denote a relative s hedule that respe ts the ordering of the large operations in some optimal s hedule. For ea h small job Jj we de ne a set of at most O((g log n) )
variables xj;(s;Æ) , where s 2 j and Æ 2 j = f(Æ1j ; Æ2j ; : : : ; Æj ) j Æij 2 ij
for all i = 1; : : : ; g.
As in the ontinuous ase we de ne a linear program LP 0 (R) to ompute the pro essing times and snapshots for the small jobs. LP 0 (R) is
obtained from LP (R) by deleting onstraints (1), (3), and (6), and onsidering the following hanges. Variable xj;(s;Æ) takes value 0  f  1
to indi ate that a fra tion f of operation Oij , i = 1; : : : ;  is s heduled
in snapshot si with pro essing time pÆiji . Let C be the ost fun tion, i.e.,
P
P
P
P
P
C = Jj 2S (s;Æ)2j  i=1 xj;(s;Æ) Æijk + Jj 2L i=1 ij . The obje tive
P
fun tion is now to minimize g`=1 t` + C . Constraint (2) is repla ed with
ij
X

`= ij

t` = pij ; for all Jj 2 L; i = 1; : : : ; :

As in Lemma 5.6, we an prove that any optimum solution of problem P3 is
a feasible solution for LP 0 (R). The rest of the algorithm is as that des ribed
in the previous subse tion 5.3.1.
By using interior point methods to solve the linear program, we get a
total running time for the above algorithm that is polynomial in the input
size [2℄. It is easy to he k that similar results an be obtained if, instead
of nding the optimum solution of the linear program, we solve it with a
given a ura y " > 0. In the following se tion we show that we an solve
approximately the linear program in O(njmax j) time. Therefore, for every
xed m,  and , all omputations (in luding Sevastianov's algorithm [44℄)
an be arried out in time O(njmax j + n minflog n; jmaxjg  f ("; ; m)),
where f ("; ; m) is a fun tion that depends on ",  and m. This running
time is linear in the size of the input.

Theorem 5.4 For any xed m and , there exists a linear time approximation s heme for P3 with dis retely ontrollable pro essing times.
Approximate Solution of the Linear Program
In this se tion we show how to nd eÆ iently a solution for LP 0 (R) of value
no more than 1 + O() times the value of the optimum solution for problem
P3. To nd an approximate solution for the linear program we rewrite it as a
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onvex blo k-angular resour e-sharing problem, and then use the algorithm
of [28℄ to solve it with a given a ura y. A onvex blo k-angular resour e
sharing problem
n P has the form:
o
j (xj )  ; 8i = 1; : : : ; N; and xj 2 B j ; j = 1; : : : ; K , where

 = min  K
f
j =1 i
j
j
+
fi : B ! R are N non-negative ontinuous onvex fun tions, and Bj
are disjoint onvex ompa t nonempty sets alled blo ks. The algorithm in
[28℄ nds a (1 + )-approximate solution for this problem for any  > 0
in O(N ( 2 ln  1 + ln N )(N ln ln(N=) + KF )) time, where
F is the time
o
nP
needed to nd a -approximate solution to the problem: min Ni=1 pi fij (xj ) xj 2 Bj ,
for some ve tor (p1 ; : : : ; pN ) 2 RN .
We an write LP 0 (R) as a onvex blo k-angular resour e sharing problem
as follows. First we guess the
value V of an optimum solution of problem
Pg
P3, and add the onstraint: `=1 t` + C +1 V  , to the linear program,
where  is a non-negative value. Sin e 1=m  V  1, we an use binary
sear h on the interval [1=m; 1℄ to guess V with a given a ura y " > 0. This
sear h an be ompleted in O(log( 1" log m)) iterations by doing the binary
sear h on the values: m1 (1 + "); m1 (1 + ")2 ; :::; 1. We repla e onstraint (5) of
LP 0 (R) by

(5')

L`;h + 1 t`  ,

for all (`; h) 2 F ree(R)

where

L`;h =

X

X

Jj 2S (s;Æ)2j 


X
q=1

sq =`;mqj =h

xj;(s;Æ) pÆqjq :

This new linear program, that we denote as LP (R; V; ), has the above
blo k-angular stru ture. The blo ks Bj = fxj;(s;Æ) j (s; Æ) 2 j  , onstraints (4) and (8) holdg, for Jj 2 S are (gjmax j) -dimensional simpli ies.
The blo k B0 = f< t1 ; t2 ; ::; tg >j onstraints (2) and (9) holdg has onstant
dimension. Let f`;h = L`;h + 1 t` . Sin e t`  V  1, these fun tions are
non-negative.
P
P
For every small job Jj , let f0j (xj ) = (s;Æ)2j  i=1 xj;(s;Æ) Æiji : For
P
j (x j ) = P
every (`; h) 2 F ree(R), let f`h
xj;(s;Æ) pÆqjq :
q=1
(s;Æ)2j 
P
P
Psq =`;mqj =h
For every x0 2 B0 let f00 (x0 ) = Jj 2L i=1 ij + g`=1 t` + 1 V , and
0 (x0 ) = 1 t` : All these fun tions are
for every (`; h) 2 F ree(R), let f`h
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nonnegative. Now LP (R; V; ) is to nd the smallest value  su h that

f0j (xj ) + f00 (x0 )  ;
for all xk 2 Bk ;
P
j j
k
k
0 0
Jj 2S f`h (x ) + f`h (x )  ; for all (`; h) 2 F ree(R) and x 2 B :
P

Jj 2S

Using the algorithm in [28℄, a 1+ ,  > 0 approximation for the problem
an be obtained by solving on ea h blo k Bj a onstant number of blo k
optimization problems of the form: minfpT f j (x) j x 2 Bj g, where p is a
(gjmax j + 1)-dimensional positive pri e ve tor, and f j is a (gjmax j + 1)j.
dimensional ve tor whose omponents are the fun tions f0j ; f`h
Note that B0 has onstant dimension, and the orresponding blo k optimization problem an be solved in onstant time. But, the blo ks Bj for
Jj 2 S do not have a onstant dimension. To solve the blo k optimization
problem on Bj we must nd a snapshot where to pla e ea h operation of
Jj and determine its pro essing time, so that the total ost plus pro essing
time of all operations times the pri e ve tor is minimized. To hoose the
snapshots we sele t for ea h operation the snapshot in whi h the orresponding omponent of the pri e ve tor is minimum. Then we sele t for ea h Oij
the value Æij that minimizes its ost plus pro essing time. This an be done
in O(jmaxj) time for ea h blo k, so the algorithm of [28℄ nds a feasible
solution for LP (R; V; 1 + ) in O(nw) time. Linear program LP (R; V; 1 + )
in reases the length of ea h snapshot by , and therefore the total length of
 , where V  is the optimal
the solution is V + g  (1 + 2")V  , for  = mg
solution value.
There is a problem with this method: we annot guarantee that the
solution found by the algorithm is basi feasible. Hen e it might have a
large number of fra tional assignments. In the following we show that the
number of fra tional assignments is O(n). Sin e the number of fra tional
assignments is O(n), using the rounding te hnique des ribed in [44℄, we an
obtain in linear time a new feasible solution with only a onstant number of
fra tional assignments.
The algorithm in [28℄ works by hoosing a starting solution x0 2 Bj and
then it repeats the following three steps for at most O(mg log(mg)) times:
(step 1) use a deterministi or randomized pro edure to ompute a pri e
ve tor p; (step 2) use a blo k solver to ompute an optimal solution of ea h
blo k problem, (step 3) repla e the urrent solution by a onvex ombination
of the previous solutions. By starting from a solution x0 in whi h every
ve tor xj0 2 Bj is an integer ve tor, for j 6= 0, we get at the end at most
O(n  mg log(mg)) fra tional assignments. To a hieve the promised running
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time we additionally need that (x0 )   [28℄, where is a onstant and
(x0 ) is the value of  orresponding to x0 . This is a omplished as follows.
For onvenien e, let us rename jobs su h that J1 ; :::; Jn are the small jobs,
where n = n k. Choose the pro essing time pÆijij and ost Æijij for every
small operation Oij so that dij = pÆijij + Æijij . Put the small jobs one after the
P
P
other in the last snapshot. Set tg = Jj 2S i=1 pÆijij . The large operations
are s heduled as early as possible, a ording to the optimal relative s hedule
R. Set ea h t` 2 ft1 ; t2 ; :::; tg 1 g equal to the maximum load of snapshot
`Pa ording
to the des ribed s hedule. By P
inequality P
(5.5), we
know that
P
P
g 1t +
d

1.
Furthermore,
we
have
ij
`
Jj 2S i=1
Jj 2L i=1 ij  V ,
`=1
Pg 1
sin e by onstru tion `=1 t` annot be greater than the optimal length and
the osts
of large operations are P
hosen a ording to the optimal solution.
P
Hen e, g`=1 t` + C  1+ V , and g`=1 t` + C +1 V  2, L`;h +1 t`  1;
so (x0 )  2. Sin e  = 1, it follows that (x0 )  2 .

Chapter 6

Flexible Job Shop Problems
6.1

Introdu tion

In this hapter we study a generalization of the job shop s heduling problem
(see Chapter 5) alled the exible job shop problem [62℄, whi h models a wide
variety of problems en ountered in real manufa turing systems [18, 78℄. In
the exible job shop problem an operation Oij an be pro essed by any
ma hine from a given group Mij  M . The pro essing time of operation
Oij on ma hine k 2 Mij is pkij . The goal is to hoose for ea h operation Oij
an eligible ma hine and a starting time so that the maximum ompletion
time Cmax over all jobs is minimized. Cmax is alled the makespan or the
length of the s hedule.
The exible job shop problem is more omplex than the job shop problem
be ause of the additional need to determine the assignment of operations to
ma hines. Following the three- eld j j notation suggested by Vaessens
[78℄ and based on the one given by Graham et al. [25℄, we denote our
problem as m1mj hain; op  jCmax. In the rst eld m spe i es that the
number of ma hines is a onstant, 1 spe i es that any operation requires at
most one ma hine to be pro essed, and the se ond m gives an upper bound
on the number of ma hines that an pro ess an operation. The se ond eld
states the pre eden e onstraints and the maximum number of operations
per job, while the third eld spe i es the obje tive fun tion. The following
spe ial ases of the problem are already NP-hard (see [78℄ for a survey): 2
1 2j hain; n = 3jCmax , 3 1 2j hain; n = 2jCmax , 2 1 2j hain; op  2jCmax .
The exible job shop problem is equivalent to the problem of s heduling
jobs with hain pre eden e onstraints on unrelated parallel ma hines. For
this later problem, Shmoys et al. [75℄ have designed a polynomial-time
99
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randomized algorithm that, with high probability, nds a s hedule of length
 ), where C  is the optimal makespan.
at most O((log2 n= log log n)Cmax
max
In this work we study the preemptive and non-preemptive versions of the
exible job shop s heduling problem when the number of ma hines m and
the number of operations per job  are xed. We generalize the te hniques
des ribed in [44℄ for the job shop s heduling problem and design a linear time
approximation s heme for the exible job shop problem. Our algorithm
works also for the ase when ea h job Jj has a delivery time qj . If in
some s hedule, job Jj ompletes its pro essing at time Cj , then its delivery
ompletion time is equal to Cj + qj . The problem now is to nd a s hedule
that minimizes the maximum delivery ompletion time Lmax . If in addition
ea h job has a release time rj when it be omes available for pro essing, our
algorithm nds in linear time a solution of length no more than (2+ ") times
the length of an optimum s hedule.
We present a linear time approximation s heme for the preemptive version of the exible job shop problem without migration. No migration means
that ea h operation must be pro essed by a unique ma hine. Hen e if an
operation is preempted, its pro essing an only be resumed on the same
ma hine on whi h it was being pro essed before the preemption. We also
study the preemptive exible job shop problem with migration and in whi h
every operation has both a release time and a delivery time. We present a
(2 + ")-approximation algorithm for it. Both algorithms produ e solutions
with only a onstant number of preemptions.
The job shop problem with multi-purpose ma hines is a spe ial instan e
of the exible job shop problem in whi h the pro essing time of an operation
is the same regardless of the ma hine in whi h it is pro essed. We present a
linear time approximation s heme for this problem that works for the ase
when ea h operation has a release time and a delivery time.
6.2

Preliminaries

Consider an instan e of the exible job shop problem with release and delivery times. Let Lmax be the length of an optimum s hedule. For every job
Jj , let

X

[ min psij ℄
(6.1)
s2Mij
i=1
P
denote its minimum pro essing time. Let P = Jj 2J Pj . Let rj be the
release time of job Jj and qj be its delivery time. We de ne tj = rj + Pj + qj
for all jobs Jj and tmax = maxj tj .

Pj =
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Lemma 6.1



P
;t
max
m max
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 Lmax  P + tmax:

P , sin e P is the length of a s hedule with no idle
Proof. Lmax  m
m
times, in whi h every operation is pro essed on the fastest ma hine, and in
whi h all release and delivery times are 0. Clearly, Lmax  tmax. To show
that Lmax  P + tmax we des ribe a simple algorithm that nds a s hedule
of length L  P + tmax: take the operations in non-de reasing order of
release time, and s hedule ea h operation Oij on the fastest ma hine mij
that an pro ess it as soon as mij be omes available after time rij . Let
Jk be the job with largest delivery ompletion time in this s hedule, i.e.,
L = sk + Pk + qk , where sk is the time when job Jk starts its pro essing.
Then, L = sk + Pk + qk  rk + P + Pk + qk  P + tmax.
P
Let us divide all pro essing, release, and delivery times by max m
; tmax ,
thus by Lemma 6.1,

1  Lmax  m + 1; and tmax  1:

(6.2)

We observe that Lemma 6.1 holds also for the preemptive version of the
problem with or without migration.
6.3

Non-preemptive Problem

In this se tion we des ribe our linear time approximation s heme for the
exible job shop problem with delivery times. We assume that all release
times are zero. The algorithm works as follows. First we show how to
transform an instan e of the exible job shop problem into another instan e
without delivery times. Then we de ne a set of time intervals and assign
operations to the intervals in su h a way that operations from the same
job that are assigned to di erent intervals appear in the orre t order, and
the total length of the intervals is no larger than the length of an optimum
s hedule. We perform this step by rst xing the position of the operations
from a onstant number of jobs (whi h we all the long jobs), and then using
linear programming to determine the position of the remaining operations.
Next we use an algorithm by Sevastianov [74℄ to nd a feasible s hedule for the operations within ea h interval. Sevastianov's algorithm nds
for ea h interval a s hedule of length equal to the length of the interval
plus m3 pmax, where pmax is the largest pro essing time of any operation
in the interval. In order to keep this enlargement small we remove from
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ea h interval a subset V of jobs with the largest operations before running
Sevastianov's algorithm. Those operations are s heduled at the beginning
of the solution, and by hoosing arefully the set of long jobs we an show
that the total length of the operations in V is very small ompared to the
overall length of the s hedule.

Getting Rid of the Delivery Times We an use a te hnique by Hall
and Shmoys [29℄ to transform an instan e of the exible job shop problem into another instan e with only a onstant number of di erent delivery
times. Any solution for this later problem an be easily transformed into a
solution for the former one, and this transformation in reases the length of
the solution by only "=2.
Let qmax be the maximum delivery time and let " > 0 be a onstant
value. The idea is to round ea h delivery time down to the nearest multiple
of 2" qmax to get at most 1 + 2=" distin t delivery times. Next, apply a
(1+ "=2)-approximation algorithm for the exible job shop problem that an
handle 1 + 2=" distin t delivery times (this algorithm is des ribed below).
Finally, add 2" qmax to the ompletion time of ea h job; this in reases the
length of the solution by 2" qmax. The resulting s hedule is feasible for the
original instan e, so this is a (1+ ")-approximation algorithm for the original
problem. In the remainder of this paper, we shall restri t our attention to
instan es of the problem in whi h the delivery times q1 ; :::; qn an take only
  1 + 2" distin t values, whi h we denote Æ1 > ::: > Æ .
The delivery time of a job an be interpreted as an additional delivery
operation that must be pro essed on a non-bottlene k ma hine after the
last operation of the job. A non-bottlene k ma hine is a ma hine that an
pro ess simultaneously any number of operations. Let D = fd1 ; :::; d g be a
set of delivery operations ; ea h operation di has pro essing time Æi and it
must be pro essed by a non-bottlene k ma hine. Moreover, every feasible
s hedule for the jobs J an be transformed into another feasible s hedule,
in whi h all delivery operations nish at the same time, without in reasing
the s hedule length: simply shift the delivery operations to the end of the
s hedule. Be ause of the above interpretation, for every instan e of the
exible job shop problem we an get an equivalent instan e without delivery
times: just add to the set of ma hines a non-bottlene k ma hine, and add
to every job a delivery operation of length equal to the delivery time of the
job. For the rest of this se tion we assume that every job has a delivery
operation, all delivery operations end at the same time, and there is a nonbottlene k ma hine to pro ess the delivery operations. Let m + 1 be the
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non-bottlene k ma hine.

Relative S hedules Assume that the jobs are indexed so that P1  P2 
:::  Pn . Let L  J be the set formed by the rst k jobs, i.e., the k jobs
with longest minimum pro essing time, where k is a onstant to be de ned
later. We all L the set of long jobs. An operation from a long job is alled
a long operation, regardless of its pro essing time. Let S = J n L be the
set of short jobs. We reate a set JD of  delivery jobs su h that every job
Jj 2 JD onsists of a single delivery operation dj .
Consider any feasible s hedule for the jobs in J . This s hedule assigns
a ma hine to every operation and it also de nes a relative ordering for the
starting and nishing times of the operations. A relative s hedule R for [JD
is an assignment of ma hines to long operations and a relative ordering of the
starting and nishing times of the long and delivery operations, su h that
there is a feasible s hedule for J that respe ts R. This means that for every
relative s hedule R there is a feasible s hedule for J that assigns the same
ma hines as R to the long operations, that s hedules the long operations in
the same relative order as R, and in whi h all delivery operations end at the
same time.
Note that sin e there is a onstant number of long and delivery jobs,
there is only a onstant number of di erent relative s hedules.
Lemma 6.2 The number of relative s hedules for L [ JD is at most
mk (2k)!(2k + 1) :
Proof. Fix the position of a long operation. The start and nishing
times of this operation divide the time into three intervals. Take a se ond
long operation: there are at most 32 hoi es for the starting and nishing
intervals of the operation. These two operations de ne ve time intervals,
and so for the next long operation there are at most 52 possibilities for
hoosing its starting and ending intervals, and so on. Moreover, for every
long operation there are at most m ma hines that an pro ess it, therefore
the number of relative s hedules is at most
mk (1  32  52    (2k 1)2 )(2k + 1)  mk (2k)!(2k + 1) :
If we build all relative s hedules for L[ JD , one of them must be equal to
the relative s hedule de ned by some optimum solution. Sin e it is possible
to build all relative s hedules in onstant time, we might assume without
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loss of generality that we know how to nd a relative s hedule R su h that
some optimum s hedule for J respe ts R.
Fix a relative s hedule R as des ribed above. The ordering of the starting
and nishing times of the long operations divide the time into intervals that
we all snapshots. We an view a relative s hedule as a sequen e of snapshots
M (1); M (2); : : : ; M (g), where M (1) is the unbounded snapshot whose right
boundary is the starting time of the st operation a ording to R, and
M (g) is the snapshot with right boundary de ned by the nishing time of
the delivery operations. Note that the number of snapshots g is

g  2k + 1 +   (2 + 1 + )k

(6.3)

for ea h k  1.

6.3.1 S heduling the Small Jobs
Given a relative s hedule R as des ribed above, to obtain a solution for the
exible job shop problem we need to s hedule the small operations within
the snapshots de ned by R. We do this in two steps. First we use a linear
program LP (R) to assign small operations to snapshots, and se ond, we nd
a feasible s hedule for the small operations within every snapshot.
To formulate the linear program we need rst to de ne some variables.
For ea h snapshot M (`) we use a variable t` to denote its length. For
ea h Jj 2 S we de ne a set of de ision variables xj;(i1 ;:::;i );(s1 ;:::;s) with the
following meaning: xj;(i1 ;:::;i );(s1 ;:::;s) = f if and only if for all q = 1; : : : ; ,
an f fra tion of the q-th operation of job Jj is ompletely s heduled in the
iq -th snapshot on ma hine sq .
Let j be the snapshot where the delivery operation of job Jj starts.
For every variable xj;(i1 ;:::;i );(s1 ;:::;s ) we need 1  i1  i2      i < j
to ensure that the operations of Jj are s heduled in the proper order. Let
Aj = f(i; s) j i = (i1 ; : : : ; i ) 1  i1  : : :  i < j , s = (s1 ; : : : ; s ) sq 2
Mqj and no long operation is s heduled by R at snapshot iq on ma hine sq ,
for all q = 1; : : : ; g.
The load L`;h on ma hine h in snapshot M (`) is the total pro essing
time of the operations from small jobs assigned to h during M (`), i.e.,

L`;h =

X

X

Jj 2S (i;s)2Aj


X
q=1

iq =`;sq =h

xjispsqjq ;

(6.4)

where iq and sq are the q-th omponents of tuples i and s respe tively.
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For every long operation Oij let ij and ij be the indi es of the rst and
last snapshots where the operation is s heduled. Let pij be the pro essing
time of long operation Oij a ording to the ma hine assignment de ned by
the relative s hedule R. We are ready to des ribe the linear program LP (R)
that assigns small P
operations to snapshots.
g t
Minimize
`
P`=1
ij
t` = pij ;
for all Jj 2 L, i = 1; : : : ; ,
s.t. (1)
Pg`= ij
(2)
t` = Æj ;
for all dj , j = 1; : : : ; 
P `= j
(3)
x
=
1
,
for
all Jj 2 S ,
(i;s)2Aj jis
(4) L`;h  t`,
for all ` = 1; : : : ; g; h = 1; : : : ; m,
(5) t`  0 ,
for all ` = 1; : : : ; g,
(6) xjis  0 ,
for all Jj 2 S , (i; s) 2 Aj .

Lemma 6.3 An optimum solution of LP (R) has value no larger than the
length of an optimum s hedule S  that respe ts the relative s hedule R.
Proof. To prove the lemma we only need to show how to build a feasible
solution for LP (R) that s hedules the jobs in exa tly the same way as S  .
First we assign to ea h variable t` value equal to the length of snapshot M (`)
in s hedule S  . Then, we assign values to the variablesxjis as follows.
1. For ea h operation Okj , snapshot M (`), ` = 1; : : : ; g, and ma hine
h = 1; : : : ; m, initialize fkj (`; h) to be the fra tion of operation Okj
that is s heduled in snapshot M (`) and on ma hine h a ording to S  .
Initialize the variables xjis to 0.
2. For ea h job Jj and ea h (i; s) 2 Aj :
3.

set xjis = f , where f := minffkj (ik ; sk ) j k = 1; : : : ; g, and

4.

set fkj (ik ; sk ) := fkj (ik ; sk ) f for ea h k = 1; : : : ; .
P

P

First, note that for any given feasible solution it is g`=1 m
h=1 fkj (`; h) =
1, for ea h Jj 2 J and 1  k  . Ea h time steps (2), (3) and (4) are
ompleted, the same fra tion f of every operation of job Jj is assigned to the
same snapshot and ma hine as in S  ; furthermore for at least
one operation
P
Okj the new value of fkj (ik ; sk ) will be set to zero. Hen e, (i;s)2Aj xjis 
1. To show that at the end of the above pro edure minffkj (ik ; sk ) j k =
1; : : : ; g = 0 for all (i1 ; : : : ; i ); (s1 ; : : : ; s ) 2 Aj , suppose the ontrary, i.e.
that there is a fra tion f^ > 0 of an P
operation of job Jj that is not assigned
to any snapshot and ma hine, i.e., (i;s)2Aj xjis < 1. But then, the same
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fra tion f^ of every operation of job Jj is not assigned by this pro edure to
any snapshot and to any ma hine, and therefore, there is at least a pair
(i1 ; : : : ; i ); (s1 ; : : : ; s ) 2 Aj for whi h minffkj (ik ; sk ) j k = 1; : : : ; g > 0,
whi h is a ontradi tion.
One an solve LP (R) optimally in polynomial time and get only a onstant number of jobs with fra tional assignments sin e a basi feasible solution of LP (R) has at most k + n k + mg +  variables with positive
value. By onstraint (3) every small job has at least one positive variable
asso iated with it, and so there are at most mg + k +  jobs with fra tional assignments. We show later how to get rid of any onstant number of
fra tional assignments by only slightly in reasing the length of the solution.
The drawba k of this approa h is that solving the linear program might
take a very long time. Sin e we want to get an approximate solution to the
exible job shop problem, it is not ne essary to nd an optimum solution
for the linear program. An approximate solution for LP (R) would suÆ e
for our purposes. We an use an algorithm by Grigoriadis and Kha hiyan
[28℄ to nd an approximate solution for LP (R) in linear time.

Approximate Solution of the Linear Program
A onvex blo k-angular resour e sharing problem has the form:
(

min 

K
X
k=1

fmk (xk )  ; for

all m = 1; : : : ; M; and

xk

2 Bk; k

)

= 1; : : : ; K

where fmk : B k ! <+ are M non-negative ontinuous onvex fun tions,
and B k are K disjoint onvex ompa t sets alled blo ks. The Potential Pri e
Dire tive De omposition Method of Grigoriadis and Kha hiyan [28℄ an be
used to nd a (1 + )-approximate solution to this problem for any value
 > 0. This algorithm needs O(M ( 2 ln  1 + ln M )(M ln ln(M=) + KF ))
time, where F is the time needed to nd a -approximate solution to the
following problem on any blo k B k :
min

(
M
X

i=1

pi fik (xk ) xk 2 B k

)

(6.5)

for some ve tor (p1 ; : : : ; pM ) 2 <M .
We an write LP (R) as a onvex blo k-angular resour e sharing problem
as follows. First we guess the value s of an optimum solution for LP (R),
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P

and add the onstraint: g`=1 t`  s to the linear program. Note that
s  m + 1. Then we repla e onstraint (4) by onstraint (40 ), where  is a
non-negative value:

(4')

L`;h t` + m + 1  ,

for all ` = 1; : : : ; g; h = 1; : : : ; m.

This new linear program, that we denote as LP (R; s; ), has the above
blo k-angular stru ture. The blo ks Bj = f< xjis >(is)2Aj j onstraints
(3) and
(6) holdg, are (mg) -dimensional simpli ies. The blo k BjSj+1 =
Pg
ft` j `=1 t`  s and onstraints (1), (2), and (5) holdg has also onstant
dimension. Let f`;h = L`;h t` + m +1. Sin e t`  s  m +1, these fun tions
are non-negative.
Ea h blo k Bi has onstant dimension, and so the blo k optimization
problem (6.5) an be solved in onstant time. Therefore, the algorithm of
[28℄ nds a (1 + )-approximate solution for LP (R; s; ) in O(n) time for
any value  > 0. By hoosing  = m + 1 and  = 0 =(m + 1) we get
a feasible solution of LP (R; s; (m + 1 + 0 )). Or in other words we get a
feasible assignment of operations of small jobs to snapshots in whi h the
total load on any ma hine in any snapshot M (`) is at most t` + 0 .
Let Lmax be the length of an optimum s hedule and let us assume that
R is a relative s hedule for L in an optimum s hedule. By Lemma 2, 1 
Lmax  m + 1. Thus we an use binary sear h on the interval [1; 1 + m℄
to nd a value s  (1 + 8" )Lmax su h that LP (R; s; (m + 1 + 0 )) has a
solution for 0 = 8"g . This sear h an be done in O(log( 1" log m)) iterations
by performing the binary sear h only on the following values,
"
"
"
(6.6)
(1 + ); (1 + )2 ; :::; (1 + )b 1 ; m + 1
8
8
8
where b is the smallest integer su h that (1 + "=8)b  m + 1. Thus, b 
ln(m +1)= ln(1+ "=8)+1 = O( 1" log m), sin e ln(1+ "=8)  1+"="=8 8 . To see that
this sear h yields the desired value for s, note that there exists a nonnegative
integer i  b su h that Lmax 2 [(1 + 8" )i ; (1 + 8" )i+1 ℄ and therefore with the
above sear h we nd a value s  (1 + 8" )Lmax for whi h LP (R; s; m + 1 + 0)
has a feasible solution. Linear program LP (R; s; m + 1 + 0 ) assumes that
the length of ea h snapshot is in reased by 0 , and therefore the total length
of the solution is (1 + 8" )Lmax + g0  (1 + 4" )Lmax .

Lemma 6.4 A solution for LP (R; s; m + 1 + 0 ), with s  (1 + 8" )Lmax and
0 = 8"g , of value at most (1 + 4" )Lmax an be found in linear time.
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Rounding Step
In this se tion we show how we an modify any feasible solution for LP (R; s; m+
1 + 0 ) to get a new feasible solution in whi h all but a onstant number
of variables xj;(i1 ;:::;i );(s1 ;:::;s ) have value 0 or 1. Moreover we an do this
rounding step in linear time. Let n0 = jSj.
Let us write the linear program LP (R; s; m + 1 + 0 ) in matrix form as
Bx = b, x  0. We arrange the olumns of B so that the last g olumns
ontain the oeÆ ients for variables t` and the rst n0 (mg) olumns have
the oeÆ ients for variables xj;(i1 ;:::;i );(s1 ;:::;s) . The key observation that
allows us to perform the rounding step in linear time is to note that matrix
B is sparse. In parti ular, ea h one of the rst n0 (mg) olumns has at most
 + 1 non-zero entries: one entry omes from onstraint (3) and at most 
entries ome from onstraint (4')), and we show below that there exists a
onstant size subset B 0 of these olumns in whi h the number of non-zero
rows is smaller than the number of olumns. The non-zero entries of B 0
indu e a singular matrix of onstant size, so we an nd a non-zero ve tor
y in the null spa e of this matrix, i.e., B 0y = 0.
Let Æ > 0 be the smallest value su h that some omponent of the ve tor
x+Æy is either zero or one (if the dimension of y is smaller than the dimension
of x we augment it by adding an appropriate number of zero entries). Note
that the ve tor x + Æy is a feasible solution of LP (R; s; m +1+ ). Let x0 and
x1 be respe tively the zero and one omponents of ve tor x + Æy. We update
the linear program by making x = x + Æy and then removing from x all
variables in x0 and x1 and all olumns
of B orresponding to su h variables.
P
If x1 6= ; then ve tor b is set to b
i2x1 B [; i℄, where B [; i℄ is the olumn
of B orresponding to variable i.
This pro ess rounds the value of at least one variable xj;(i1 ;:::;i );(s1 ;:::;s)
to either 0 or 1 and it an be arried out in onstant time sin e the sizes of
the submatroids involved are onstant. We note that the value of Æ an be
found in onstant time also sin e y has onstant size. We an repeat this
pro ess until only a onstant number of variables xj;(i1 ;:::;i );(s1 ;:::;s ) have
fra tional values. Sin e there is a linear number of these variables then the
overall time is linear.
Now we des ribe the rounding algorithm in more detail. Let us assume
that the rst n0 (mg) olumns of B are indexed so that the olumns orresponding to variables xj;(i1 ;:::;i );(s1 ;:::;s ) for ea h job Jj appear in adja ent
positions. We might assume that at all times during the rounding pro edure ea h job Jj has asso iated at least two olumns in B . This assumption
an be made sin e if job Jj has only one asso iated olumn, then the or-
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responding variable xj;(i1 ;:::;i );(s1 ;:::;s ) must have value either zero or one.
Let B 0 be the set formed by the rst 2mg + 1 olumns of B . Note that
at most 2mg rows of B 0 have non-zero entries. To see this observe that at
most mg + 1 of these entries ome from onstraint (3) be ause of the above
assumption on the number of olumns for ea h job, while at most mg 1
non-zero entries ome from onstraint (40 ) be ause only a delivery operation
an be s heduled in the last snapshot.
To avoid introdu ing more notation let B 0 be the matrix indu ed by the
non-zero rows of the rst 2mg + 1 olumns of B . Sin e B 0 has at most 2mg
rows and exa tly 2mg + 1 olumns then B 0 is singular and hen e its null
spa e has at least one non-zero ve tor y su h that B 0 y = 0. Sin e the size
of B 0 is onstant, ve tor y an be found in onstant time by using simple
linear algebra.
After updating x, B , and b as des ribed above, the pro edure is repeated.
This is done until there are at most 2mg olumns in B orresponding to
variables xj;(i1 ;:::;i );(s1 ;:::;s) . Hen e the total number of iterations is at most
n0 (mg) 2mg and ea h iteration an be done in onstant time.

Lemma 6.5 A solution for LP (R; s; m +1+ 0 ) an be transformed in linear
time into another feasible solution for LP (R; s; m + 1 + 0 ) in whi h the set
of jobs F that have fra tional assignments in more than one snapshot has
size jFj  mg:
Proof. By the above argument at most 2mg variables xj;(i1 ;:::;i );(s1 ;:::;s )
might have value di erent from 0 and 1. Sin e at the end of the rounding
pro edure ea h job has either 0 or at least 2 olumns in B , then at most mg
jobs re eive fra tional assignments.

6.3.2 Generating a Feasible S hedule
We assume, without loss of generality, that our solution for LP (R; s; m +
1 + 0 ) has value no larger than m + 1, otherwise the solution obtained by
s heduling the jobs sequentially on the ma hines with the smallest pro essing
time has a better makespan in the worst ase. To get a feasible s hedule
from the solution of the linear program we rst need to remove all jobs F
that re eived fra tional assignment. These jobs are pla ed sequentially at
the beginning of the s hedule.
For every operation of the remaining small jobs, onsider its pro essing
time a ording to the ma hine sele ted for it by the solution of the linear
program. Let V be the set formed by all operations of small jobs with
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pro essing time larger than  = 83"mg . Note that
3 2
jVj  m(m + 1) = 8 m ("m + 1)g :
(6.7)
We remove from the snapshots all operations in V and pla e them sequentially at the beginning of the s hedule.
Let O(`) be the set of operations from small jobs that remain in snapshot
M (`). Let pmax (`) be the maximum pro essing time among the operations in
O(`). Observe that the set of jobs in every snapshot M (`) de nes an instan e
of the job shop problem, sin e the linear program assigns a unique ma hine
to every operation of those jobs. Hen e we an use Sevastianov's algorithm
[74℄ to nd in O(n2 2 m2 ) time a feasible s hedule for the operations O(`);
this s hedule has length at most t` = t` + 0 + 3 mpmax (`). We must
further in rease the length of every snapshot M (`) to t` to a ommodate
the s hedule produ ed by Sevastianov's algorithm. Summing up all these
enlargements, we get:

Lemma 6.6

g
X

"
3 mpmax (`)  3 mg =
8
`=1

 8" Lmax:

(6.8)

Note that the total length of the snapshots M ( ij ); : : : ; M ( ij ) ontaining a long operation Oij might be larger than pij . This reates some idle
times on ma hine mij . We start operations Oij for long jobs L at the beginning of the enlargedPsnapshot M ( ij ). The resulting s hedule is learly
feasible. Let S (J 0 ) = Jj 2J 0 Pj be the total pro essing time of all jobs in
some set J 0  J when the operations of those jobs are assigned to their
fastest ma hines.

Lemma 6.7 A feasible s hedule for the jobs J of length at most (1 +
3 
2
8 ")Lmax + S (F [ V ) an be found in O(n ) time.
Proof. The small jobs F that re eived fra tional assignments and the
jobs in V are s heduled sequentially at the beginning of the s hedule on their
fastest ma hines. By Lemmas 6.4 and 6.6 the laim follows.
Now we show that we an hoose the number k of long jobs so that
S (F [ V )  8" Lmax.
P
Lemma 6.8 [43℄ Let fd1 ; d2 ; : : : ; dn g be positive values and nj=1 dj  m.
1
Let q be a nonnegative integer, > 0 , and n  (q + 1)d e . There exists an
1
integer k  1 su h that dk+1 + : : : + dk+qk  m and k  (q + 1)d e :
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 3

Let us hoose = 8"m and q = 8 m("m+1) + 1 m(2 + 1 + ). By
3 2
Lemma 6.5 and inequalities (6.3) and (6.7) , jF [ Vj  mg + 8 m "(m+1) g 
1
qk. By Lemma 6.8 it is possible to hoose a value k  (q + 1)d e so that
the total pro essing time of the jobs in F [ V is at most 8"  8" Lmax . This
value of k an learly be omputed in onstant time. We sele t the set L
of longPjobs as the set onsisting of the k jobs with largest pro essing times
Pj = i=1 [mins2Mkj psij ℄.

Lemma 6.9

"
S (F [ V )  Lmax :
8

(6.9)

Theorem 6.1 For any xed m and , there is a linear-time approximation
s heme for the exible job shop s heduling problem that omputes for any
value " > 0, a feasible s hedule with maximum delivery ompletion time of
value at most (1 + ")Lmax in O(n) time.
Proof. By Lemmas 6.7 and 6.9, the above algorithm nds in O(n2 ) a
s hedule of length at most (1 + 21 ")Lmax . This algorithm an handle 1 + 2"
distin t delivery times. By the dis ussion at the beginning of Se tion 3.1
it is possible to modify the algorithm so that it handles arbitrary delivery
 . For every xed
times and it yields a s hedule of length at most (1 + ")Cmax
m and ", all omputations an be arried out in O(n) time, with ex eption
of the algorithm of Sevastianov that runs in O(n2 ) time. The latter an
be sped up to get linear time by \merging" pairs of small jobs together as
des ribed in [44℄.
We note that our algorithm is also a (2 + ")-approximation algorithm
when jobs have release and delivery times. Indeed by adding release times
to jobs in the s hedule found by the algorithm, the maximum delivery ompletion time annot in rease by more than rmax, where rmax is the maximum
release time. Hen e the length of the s hedule is at most (2 + ") times the
optimal value, sin e rmax  Lmax.
6.4

Preemptive Problem without Migration

In the preemptive exible job shop problem without migration the pro essing of an operation may be interrupted and resumed later on the same
ma hine. We des ribe our algorithm only for the ase when all release times
are zero. As in the non-preemptive ase we divide the set of jobs J into
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long jobs L and short jobs S , with set L having a onstant number of jobs.
One an asso iate a relative s hedule to ea h preemptive s hedule of L by
assigning a ma hine to ea h long operation, and by determining a relative
order for the starting and nishing times of operations from L [ JD . The
only di eren e with the non-preemptive ase is that some unfeasible relative
s hedules for the non-preemptive ase are now feasible. Namely, onsider
two long operations a and b assigned to the same ma hine a ording to R.
Now, R is feasible even if a starts before b but ends after b.
By looking at every time in the s hedule when an operation from L[ JD
starts or ends we de ne a set of time intervals, similar to those de ned in the
non-preemptive ase by the snapshots. For onvenien e we also all these
time intervals snapshots. Sin e L [ JD has a onstant number of operations
(and hen e there is a onstant number of snapshots), we an build all relative
s hedules for L [ JD in onstant time. Thus we might assume without loss
of generality that we know how to nd a relative s hedule R that s hedules
the long operations within the same snapshots as in an optimum s hedule.
An operation of a long job is s heduled in onse utive snapshots i; i +
1; : : : ; i + t, but only a fra tion (possibly equal to zero) of the operation might
be s heduled in any one of these snapshots. However, and this is ru ial for
the analysis, in every snapshot there an be at most one operation from any
given long job.
Now we de ne a linear program as in the ase of the non-preemptive
exible job shop. For ea h long operation Oij we de ne variables yij` for
every ij  `  ij , where relative s hedule R pla es operation Oij within
the snapshots ij to ij . Variable yij` denotes the fra tion of operation Oij
that is s heduled in snapshot `. Let g be the number of snapshots, t` be
the length of the `-th snapshot, and let Oh denote the set of long operations
pro essed by ma hine h a ording to the relative s hedule R. Let L`;h be
de ned as in Se tion 6.3.1 and let L0`;h denote the total pro essing time of
operations fromPlong jobs that are exe uted by ma hine h during snapshot
`, i.e., L0`;h = Oij 2Oh j ij ` ij yij`phij . To avoid that some operation Okj
of a short job is s heduled on a ma hine sk 2= Mkj that annot pro ess
it, we set the orresponding variable xjis to 0 where i = (i1 ; : : : ; i ) and
s = (s1 ; : : : ; s ). Furthermore, we make xjis = 0 if the last operation of job
Jj ends after the starting time of its delivery operation, i.e., if i  j where
j is the snapshot where the delivery operation starts pro essing. We let
Zj be the set of variables xjis that are set to zero. The linear program to
assign operations to snapshots is the following.
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Minimize
s.t. (1')
(2)
(3)
(4')
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
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Pg

t`
P ij`=1
yij` = 1
Pg`= ij
t` = Æj ;
P `= j
(i;s)2Aj xjis = 1,

L`;h + L0`;h  t` ,
t`  0 ,
xjis  0 ,
xjis = 0;
yij`  0;

for all Jj 2 L, i = 1; : : : ; ,
for all dj , j = 1; : : : ; 
for all Jj 2 S ,
for all ` = 1; : : : ; g; h = 1; : : : ; m,
for all ` = 1; : : : ; g,
for all Jj 2 S , (i; s) 2 Aj ,
for all xijs 2 Zj and Jj 2 S ,
for all 1  i  , Jj 2 L, ij  ` 

Lemma 6.10 An optimum solution of this linear program has value no
larger than the length of an optimum s hedule S  that respe ts the relative
s hedule R.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.
Note that in any solution of this linear program the s hedule for the long
jobs is always feasible, sin e there is at most one operation of a given job in
any snapshot. We nd an approximate solution for the linear program using
the algorithm of Se tion 6.3.1, and then we apply our rounding pro edure
to this solution. After rounding there are at most mg small jobs that are
preempted (see Se tion 6.3.1). These jobs are pla ed at the beginning of the
s hedule, as before.
Let  = 83"mg . As for the non-preemptive ase, onsider the set V
of small jobs ontaining at least one operation with pro essing time larger
than  a ording to the ma hine assigned to it by the linear program. The
ardinality of this set is bounded by m(m +1) . Removing all jobs in V so the
pro essing times of the remaining operations of small jobs are not larger than
 . The jobs in V are pla ed sequentially at the beginning of the s hedule.
Next nd a feasible s hedule for the jobs in every snapshot using Sevastianov's algorithm, but sin e the length of the s hedule produ ed by this
algorithm depends on the value of the largest pro essing time, it might be
ne essary to split operations from long jobs into small pie es. So we split
ea h long operation Oij into pie es of size at most  and then apply Sevastianov's algorithm. This yields a feasible s hedule for the snapshot be ause
there is at most one operation of ea h long job in it.
In this s hedule the number of preemptions is a onstant equal to the
number of times that long operations are preempted, and this number that

ij :
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 X
ij
XX
Jj 2L i=1 `= ij

(

yij`phij
+ 1)


 m(m + 1) + kg;

sin e in ea h snapshot ` there are at most k di erent operations from long
jobs, and the sum of the pro essing times yij`phij annot be more than m(m +
1) (see Lemma 6.1). Hen e, our solution has O(1) preemptions. Choosing
the size of L as we did for the non-preemptive ase we ensure that the length
of the s hedule is at most 1 + " times the value of an optimum s hedule.
This algorithm runs in linear time.

Theorem 6.2 For any xed m and , there is a linear-time approximation
s heme for the preemptive exible job shop s heduling problem without migration that omputes for any xed " > 0, a feasible s hedule with maximum
delivery ompletion time (1 + ")  Lmax.
Note that the algorithm des ribed is also a (2 + ")-approximation algorithm for the exible job shop problem with release and delivery times.
6.5

Preemptive Problem with Migration

In the preemptive exible job shop problem with migration the pro essing of
an operation may be interrupted and resumed later on any eligible ma hine.
We onsider the problem when ea h job Jj has a release time rj and a
delivery time qj :
In this se tion we des ribe a linear time (2+ ") -approximation algorithm
for the problem,when the number of ma hines and operations per job are
xed.

Finding a S hedule When Release Times are Zero In the rst step
we use linear programming to assign operations to ma hines and to snapshots assuming that all release times are zero. We wish to make this assignment in su h a way that the total length of the solution is minimized. We
also assume that we have redu ed the number of di erent delivery times to
a onstant  as in the non-preemptive ase. Let t denote the value of the
obje tive fun tion of the linear program (de ned below). De ne  snapshots
as follows: [0; t Æ1 ℄; [t Æ1 ; t Æ2 ℄; :::; [t Æ 1 ; t Æ ℄ where Æ1 > Æ2 > ::: > Æ
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are the delivery times. For ea h job Jj we use a set of de ision variables
xjis 2 [0; 1℄ for tuples (i; s) 2 Aj .
The meaning of these variables is that xjis = 1 if and only if, for ea h
1  k  , operation Okj is s heduled on ma hine sk , and in snapshot
[0; t Æ1 ℄ if ik = 1,or in snapshot [t Æik 1 ; t Æik ℄ if 1 < ik  . Let the
load L`;h on ma hine h in time interval ` be de ned as the total pro essing
time of all operations that are exe uted by ma hine h during time interval
`.
To avoid that some operation Okj is s heduled on a ma hine sk 62 Mkj
that annot pro ess it, we set the orresponding variable xjis to 0. Furthermore, if the last operation of job Jj ends after the starting time of its
delivery operation we make the orresponding variable xjis = 0. We let Zj
be the set of variables xijs that are set to zero. The linear program LP is
as follows.
Minimize tP
(1)
(i;s)2Aj xjis = 1 , for all Jj 2 J ,
(2) L1;h  t Æ1 ,
for all h = 1; : : : ; m,
(3) L`;h  Æ` 1 Æ` ,
for all h = 1; : : : ; m; ` = 2; : : : ; ,
(4) xjis  0 ,
for all Jj 2 J , (i; s) 2 Aj ,
(5) xjis = 0;
for all xijs 2 Zj and Jj 2 J .

Lemma 6.11 An optimum solution of LP has value no larger than the
maximum delivery time of an optimum s hedule for J .
Proof. Consider an optimum s hedule S  for J . We only need to show
that for any job Jj 2 J there is a feasible solution of the linear program
that s hedules all operations of Jj in the same positions as S  . The proof is
similar to that of Lemma 3.
We guess the value s of an optimum s hedule. Let LP (s; ) be the linear
program with obje tive fun tion: Minimize , and onstraints (1), (4), and
(5) from the above linear program plus the following two
(2')
(3')

L1;h
s Æ1  ,
L`;h
Æ` 1 Æ`  ,

for all 1  h  m,
for all 1  h  m, ` = 2; 3; :::; .

The linear program LP (s; ) has the stru ture required by the algorithm
of Grigoriadis and Kha hiyan [28℄. The blo ks Bj = f< xjis >(is)2Aj j
onditions (1), (4), and (5) are satis ed g for every Jj 2 J are (m) dimensional simpli ies. Linear inequalities (20 ) and (30 ) form a set of so
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alled oupling onstraints. Note that fun tions sL1;hÆ1 and Æ` L1`;h Æ` are nonnegative.
Using the algorithm [28℄ and binary sear h on the interval [1; 1 + m℄, we
an nd in linear time a value s  (1 + 8" )t , where t is the value of an
optimum solution of LP , su h that LP (s; 1 + ) is feasible for  = 1 + 8+" " .
For this value s a solution of LP (s; 1 + ) has L1;h  (s Æ1 )(1 + ) and
L`;h  (Æ` 1 Æ` )(1 + ). Sin e P= 1 + 8+" " the total enlargement of all
snapshots is at most (s Æ1 )+ `=2 (Æ` 1 Æ` ) = (s Æ )  s 
(1 + 8" )t = (1 + 4" )t .
Lemma 6.12 A solution for LP (s; 1+), with s  (1+ 8" )t and  = 1+ 8+" " ,
of value at most (1 + 4" )t an be found in linear time.
Using a pro edure similar to that of Se tion 6.3.1 it is possible to modify
any feasible solution of LP (s; 1 + ) to get a new feasible solution with
at most m variables xjis with fra tional values. Moreover we an do this
rounding step in linear time.

Lemma 6.13 Any feasible solution of LP (s; 1 + ) an be transformed in
linear time into another feasible solution in whi h the set of jobs F that
re eive fra tional assignments has size jFj  m:
Let P denote the set of jobs from J nF for whi h at least one operation,
a ording to the ma hine assignment omputed in step 1, has pro essing
time greater than 43 m"s(1+ " ) . Let L = F [ P and S = J nL. We remove
8
from the snapshots the jobs in L and then use Sevastianov's algorithm to nd
a feasible s hedule S for S . The enlargement in the length of the s hedule
aused by Sevastianov's algorithm is at most 3 mpmax, where pmax is the
maximum pro essing time of operations in S .
Sin e pmax  43 m"s(1+ " ) , the length of the resulting s hedule is (1 +
8
" )t + 3 mp
" )t + "s "  (1 + " )t  (1 + " )L .

(1
+
max
4
4
2
2 max
4(1+ 8 )
Note that by onsidering release times di erent from zero this algorithm
yields a s hedule for S that is at most (2 + 2" ) times the length of an optimal
one, sin e the maximum release time annot be more than Lmax . The algorithm of Sevastianov takes O(n2 ) time, but it an be sped up to get linear
time by \merging" pairs of jobs as des ribed in [44℄.
The ardinality of set L is bounded by a onstant sin e jPj < m(1 +
"
"
"
" )t 43 m(1+ 8 )  43 m2 (1+ 8 )(1+ 4 ) = O ( 3 m2 ), and so jLj = jFj[jPj =
4 3 2 "s
"
"2
O(  "m2 ).
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S heduling the Jobs in L Now we ignore the delivery times and onsider
only the release times. In the following we show how to ompute a s hedule
L that minimizes the makespan for the jobs from L.
As for the delivery times, the release time of a job an be interpreted
as an additional operation of the job that it has to pro ess on a nonbottlene k ma hine before any of its other operations. Be ause of this interpretation, we an add to the set OL of operations from jobs L, a set
R = fO01 ; O02 ; : : : ; O0 g of release operations. The pro essing time of operation O0j is rj .
Let us de ne a snapshot as a subset of operations from OL [R su h that
two di erent operations of the same job do not belong to the same snapshot.
A relative order of L is an ordered sequen e of snapshots whi h de nes for
every operation Oij 2 OL [ R the rst ij and the last ij snapshots in
whi h operation Oij an start and nish, respe tively. Let g be the number
of snapshots. A relative order is feasible if 1  ij  ij  g for every
operation Oij , and for two operations Oij and Oi+1j of the same job Jj 2 L,
we have ij + 1 = i+1j . Furthermore, every release operation starts in the
rst snapshot, i.e., 0j = 1 for every Jj 2 L.
We observe that g an be bounded by ( + 1)jLj, and therefore g =
4 2

O( "m2 ). Note that a relative order is de ned without assigning operations
of long jobs to ma hines.
Sin e L has a onstant number of jobs (and hen e there is a onstant
number of snapshots), we an onsider all relative orders for L. Any operation is s heduled in onse utive snapshots i; i + 1; : : : ; i + t, but only a
fra tion (possibly equal to zero) of that operation might be s heduled in any
of these snapshots. In every snapshot there an be at most one operation
from any given job of L.
Now we de ne a linear program. For ea h operation Oij we de ne variables xij`h for every ij  `  ij and every h 2 Mij . Variable xij`h denotes
the fra tion of operation Oij that is s heduled in snapshot ` on ma hine
h. Let t` be the length of snapshot `. The load on ma hine h in snapshot
` is equal
to the
total pro essing time of the operations of jobs in L, i.e.,
P
P
L`;h = Jj 2L i=1;:::;j ij ` ij ;h2Mij xij`hphij . The linear program for a
given relative order R is the following.
Minimize

Pg

`=1 t`

s.t. (1) t`  0,
(2)

P

h2Mij

1`g

P ij

`= ij xij`h

= 1,

1  i  , Jj 2 L,
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(3) L`;h  t` ,
(4)

P

h
h2Mij xij`h pij

(5) xij`h  0;
(6)

P 0j

`=1 t`

= rj ;

 t` ;
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1  `  g, 1  h  m,

1  `  g, Jj 2 L,

 `  ij ,
1  i  , Jj 2 L, ij  `  ij ;
Jj 2 L.
ij

Consider any feasible s hedule of L a ording to a relative order R, and
let xij`hphij be the total amount of time that ma hine h works on operation
Oij in snapshot `, and let t` denote the length of snapshot `. It is lear that
this assignment of values to t` and xij`h onstitutes a feasible solution of the
above linear program. We show now that for any feasible solution of the
linear program, there is a feasible solution with the same values of t` and
xij`h. It is suÆ ient to note that any feasible solution of the linear program
de nes in ea h snapshot an instan e of the preemptive open shop s heduling
problem. Hen e, from results in [24, 51℄ the laim follows. Furthermore,
by using the same pro edure des ribed in [51℄ it is possible to onstru t a
4 4
s hedule with no more than O(  "m2 ) preemptions.
For ea h relative order R we solve the linear program above, and then
sele t the solution with the smallest length. All the algorithms used in this
step require polynomial time in the size of the input, therefore the overall
time is O(1) sin e the input size is O(1). Note that if we onsider non-zero
delivery times then the maximum delivery ompletion time of the resulting
s hedule L is at most 2Lmax .

Combining the S hedules The output s hedule is obtained by appending S after L. The length of the solution is at most (2 + 2" )Lmax sin e the
maximum ompletion time of s hedule L is not greater than Lmax and the
length of the s hedule S is at most (1 + 2" )Lmax .
Theorem 6.3 For any xed m and , there is a polynomial-time approximation algorithm for the preemptive exible job shop s heduling problem
with migration that omputes for any xed " > 0, a feasible s hedule with
maximum delivery ompletion time (2 + ")  Lmax in O(n) time.
6.6

Multi-Purpose Ma hines Job Shop

The job shop s heduling problem with multi-purpose ma hines [9℄ is a speial ase of the exible job shop problem, in whi h the pro essing time of
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ea h operation pij does not depend anymore on the ma hine on whi h it is
pro essed. For the non-preemptive version of this problem, our te hniques
an also handle the ase in whi h ea h job Jj has a release time rj and a
delivery time qj . The main di eren e with the previous algorithm is that
we put ea h job Jj from the set F [ V (this set is de ned as before) after
their orresponding release operations and before their delivery operations.
More pre isely, the algorithm works as follows.
We use the te hnique by Hall and Shmoys [29℄ to obtain a problem instan e with only a onstant number of delivery and release times. We divide
the set of jobs J into long jobs L and short jobs S as before. Then, we ompute all the relative s hedules of the long jobs; a relative s hedule is de ned
as before, but we add also a onstant number of release operations. For ea h
relative s hedule we de ne a linear program as in the non-preemptive ase.
We solve and round the solution of the linear program to get a solution with
a onstant number of fra tional variables.
The solution of the linear program has a onstant number of jobs with
fra tional assignments (set F ), and a onstant number of jobs (set V ) with
at least one operation with large pro essing time. We now use a very simple
rounding pro edure to obtain an integral (and possibly infeasible) solution
for the linear program. If job Jj has more than one nonzero variable asso iated with it we set one of them to be one and others to be zero in an
arbitrary manner.
The nal s hedule is built as follows. Assign jobs from F [ V to mahines and snapshots a ording to the new integral solution. Build a left
justi ed (that means without leaving idle times) feasible s hedule for the
jobs from F [ V . Assign the remaining small jobs a ording to the linear
programming solution, and for ea h snapshot M (`), ` 2 f1; : : : ; gg, s hedule
operations assigned to M (`) after the maximum nishing time in M (`) of
operations of jobs from F [ V (if any), by using Sevastianov's algorithm.
Again, from Lemma 6.8 it is possible to hoose the number of long jobs su h
that the enlargement due to the jobs from F [ V is \small" enough, and by
using similar arguments as before, it is possible to show that the des ribed
algorithm is a polynomial time approximation s heme whi h runs in linear
time.

Theorem 6.4 For any xed m and , there is a polynomial-time approximation s heme for the MPM job shop s heduling problem with release and
delivery times that omputes for any xed real number ", with " > 0, a feasible s hedule with maximum delivery ompletion time of at most (1+ ")  Lmax
in O(n) time.
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By using similar arguments as before, it is possible to provide a linear time approximation s heme also when preemption without migration is
allowed.

Theorem 6.5 For any xed m and , there is a polynomial-time approximation s heme for the preemptive MPM job shop s heduling problem without
migration with release and delivery times that omputes for any xed real
number ", with " > 0, a feasible s hedule with maximum delivery ompletion
time of at most (1 + ")  Lmax in O(n) time.

Chapter 7

Cardinality Constrained
Knapsa k Problems
7.1

Introdu tion

In the lassi al Knapsa k Problem (KP) we have a set N := f1; : : : ; ng
of items and a knapsa k of limited apa ity. To ea h item we asso iate a
positive pro t pj and a positive weight wj . The problem alls for sele ting
the set of items with maximum overall pro t among those whose total weight
does not ex eed the knapsa k apa ity > 0. KP has the following Integer
Linear Programming (ILP) formulation:
maximize
subje t to

X

j 2N

pj xj

X

j 2N

wj xj 

xj 2 f0; 1g; j 2 N;

(7.1)
(7.2)
(7.3)

where ea h binary variable xj , j 2 N , is equal to 1 if and only if item j is
sele ted. In general, we annot take all items be ause the total weight of the
hosen items annot ex eed the knapsa
k apa ity . In the sequel, without
P
loss of generality, we assume that j 2N wj > and wj  for every j 2 N .
The k-item Knapsa k Problem (kKP), is a KP in whi h an upper bound
of k is imposed on the number of items that an be sele ted in a solution.
The problem an be formulated as (7.1)-(7.3) with the additional onstraint
121
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j 2N

xj  k;
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(7.4)

with 1  k  n.
KP has widely been studied in the literature, see the book of Martello
and Toth [57℄ for a omprehensive illustration of the problem. kKP is the
subproblem to be solved when instan es of the Cutting Sto k Problem with
ardinality onstraints are ta kled by olumn generation te hniques. kKP
also appears in pro essor s heduling problems on omputers with k proessors and shared memory. Furthermore, kKP ould repla e KP in the
separation of over inequalities, as outlined in [10℄.
Throughout this hapter let P
OP T denote the optimal
solution value to
P
the given instan e and w(F ) = j 2F wj and p(F ) = j 2F pj , where F 
N . An algorithm A with solution value z A is alled an "-approximation
algorithm, " 2 (0; 1), if z A  (1 ")OP T holds for all problem instan es.
We will also all " the performan e ratio of A.

Known Results It is well known that KP is NP-hard but pseudopolynomially solvable through dynami programming, and the same properties
hold for kKP [10℄. Basi ally, the developed approximation approa hes for
KP and kKP an be divided into three groups:
1. Approximation algorithms. For KP the lassi al 21 -approximation algorithm (see e.g. [50℄) needs only O(n) running time. A performan e
ratio of 12 an be obtained also for kKP by rounding the solution of the
linear programming relaxation of the problem (see [10℄); this algorithm
an be implemented to run in linear time when the LP relaxation of
kKP is solved by using the method by Megiddo and Tamir [64℄.
2. Polynomial time approximation s hemes (PTAS) rea h any given performan e ratio and have a running time polynomial in the length of
the en oded input. The best s hemes urrently known requiring linear
spa e are given in Caprara et al. [10℄: they yield a performan e ratio
of " within O(nd1="e 2 ) and O(nd1="e 1 ) running time, for KP and kKP
respe tively.
3. Fully polynomial time approximation s hemes (FPTAS) also rea h any
given performan e ratio and have a running time polynomial in the
length of the en oded input and in the re ipro al of the performan e
ratio. This improvement ompared to 1. and 2. is usually paid o by
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larger spa e requirements, whi h in reases rapidly with the a ura y
". The rst FPTAS for KP was proposed by Ibarra and Kim [37℄,
later on improved by Lawler [50℄ and Kellerer and Pfers hy [48℄. In
Caprara et al. [10℄ it is shown that kKP admits an FPTAS that runs
in O(nk2 =") time.

New Results Rounding the input is a widely used te hnique to obtain
polynomial time approximation s hemes [32℄. Among the developed rounding te hniques, arithmeti or geometri rounding are the most su essfully
and broadly used ways of rounding to obtain a simpler instan e that may
be solved in polynomial time (see Se tions 7.2.1 and 7.2.2 for an appli ation
of these te hniques to kKP). We ontribute by presenting a new te hni al
idea. We show that appropriate ombinations of arithmeti and geometri
rounding te hniques yield novel and powerful rounding methods. To the
best of our knowledge, these te hniques have never been ombined together.
By using the des ribed rounding te hniques, we present a PTAS for kKP
requiring linear spa e and running time O(n + k  (1=")O(1=") ). Our algorithm
is learly superior to the one in [10℄, and it is worth noting that the running
time ontains no exponent on n dependent on ". Sin e KP is a spe ial ase
of kKP, we also improve the previous result for KP. Finally we present a
faster FPTAS for kKP that runs in O(n + k="4 +1="5 ) time and has a bound
of O(n + 1="4 ) on spa e requirements.
7.2

Rounding Te hniques for kKP

The aim of this se tion is to transform any input into one with a smaller size
and a simpler stru ture without dramati ally de reasing the obje tive value.
We dis uss several transformations of the input problem. Some transformations may potentially de rease the obje tive fun tion value by a fa tor of
1 O("), so we an perform a onstant number of them while still staying
within 1 O(") of the original optimum. Others are transformations whi h
do not in rease the obje tive fun tion value. When we des ribe the rst type
of transformation, we shall say it produ es 1 O(") loss, while the se ond
produ es no loss.
Let P H denote the solution value obtained in O(n) time by employing
1
the 1=2-approximation algorithm H 2 for kKP des ribed in [10℄. In [10℄, it
is shown that
2P H  P H + pmax  OP T  P H ;
(7.5)
where pmax = maxj pj .
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Throughout this se tion we restri t our attention to feasible solutions
with at most items, where is a positive integer not greater than k. The
rst observation is that at most an "-fra tion of the optimal pro t OP T
is lost by dis arding all items j where pj  "P H = , sin e at most items
an be sele ted and P H  OP T . From now on, onsider the redu ed set of
items with pro t values greater than "P H = .
In order to redu e further the set of items, a useful insight is that
when pro ts are identi al we pi k items in non-de reasing order of weight.
Sin e the optimal pro t is at most 2P H , amongnalljitemskowith pro t value
H
items with the
p 2 fp1 ; :::; pn g, we an keep the rst n = min ; 2Pp
smallest weights, and dis ard the others with no loss. Of ourse, we annot
hope to obtain a smaller instan e if all pro ts are di erent. In the following,
we show how the number of di erent pro ts an be redu ed by rounding
the original pro ts. We revise two rounding te hniques and show that an
appropriate ombination
of both yields to a better result. We all a pro t
H
value p large if p > 2P , and small otherwise.

7.2.1 Arithmeti Rounding

A sequen e a1 ; a2 ; ::: is alled an arithmeti sequen e if, and only if, there is a
onstant d su h that ai = a1 + d  (i 1), for all integers i  1. Let us onsider
the arithmeti sequen e Sa ( ) obtained by setting a1 = d = "P H = . We
transform the given instan e into a more stru tured one by rounding ea h
pro t down to the nearest value in Sa ( ). Sin e in the rounded instan e
the pro t of ea h item is de reased by at most "P H = , and at most items
an be sele ted, the solution value of the transformed instan e potentially
de reases by "P H . Of ourse, by restoring the original pro ts we annot
de rease the obje tive fun tion value, and therefore, with
1 " loss, we an
H
"P
 i for some i  1.
assume that every possible pro t is equal to ai =
H
Furthermore, sin e pmax =maxj 2N pj  P , the number of di erent pro ts
pmax 
is now bounded by "P
H
" .
 
The largest number ni of items with pro t ai , for i = 1; :::; " , that an
be involved in any feasible solution is bounded by
$

OP T
ni  minf ; "P H
i

%



g  minf ; 2"i



g;

and we an keep the rst ni items with the smallest weights, and dis ard the
others with no loss. Now, the number of items
with pro t aji iskat most ,

2
if ai is a small pro t (i.e. when i = 1; :::; " ), and at most 2"i otherwise
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(i = 2" + 1; :::; " ). Thus, by applying the des ribed arithmeti rounding
j k
P
we have at most b2=" items with small pro ts and bi="b 2 +1 2"i with
" P
large pro ts. Re all that when a summation an be expressed as yk=x f (k),
where f (k) is a monotoni ally de reasing fun tion, we an approximate it
by an integral (see, e.g. [14℄ p. 50):

Z y+1

x

f (k)dk 

y
X
k=x

f (k ) 

Z y

x

1

f (k)dk:

Furthermore, we are assuming that 0 < " < 1, and re all that ln(1 + x) 
x=(1 + x), for x > 1. Therefore, the total number of items in the transformed instan e is bounded by

 

2
"

+

bX
"
i=b 2" +1



2
"i





2
2
+
"
"

bX
"
1
i
i=b 2" +1

Z
"
 2" (1 + 2 dii ) = 2" (1 + ln



"

1

ln (2 "))

2
(1 + ln ) = O( ln ):
"
"

We see that by applying the des ribed arithmeti rounding we have at most
2 =" items with small pro ts and 2" ln with large pro ts.
A natural question is to see if the provided bound
is tight. Consider an

H
instan e having items for ea h distin t pro t "P  i, where i = 1; :::; " .
Observe that by applying the des ribed arithmeti
rounding, we have exa tly
j k
Pb "
2
b2=" items with small pro ts and i=b 2" +1 "i with large pro ts. What
remains to be shown is to bound the number of items to be ( " ln ):
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" 1
X

2
"

1+

2
"

2
1+
"

i= 2 +1

(

"

Z
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2
"i

" 1
X

i= 2" +1

1)
1
i

(

"

2)

 " (1 + 2 2 " dii ) = " (1 + 2 ln
" +1
=

2 ln (2 + "))

( ln ):
"

7.2.2 Geometri Rounding
A sequen e a1 ; a2 ; ::: is alled a geometri sequen e if, and only if, there is
a onstant r su h that ai = a1  ri 1, for all integers i  1. Let us onsider
the geometri sequen e Sg ( ) obtained by setting a1 = "P H = and r = 1 1 " .
We round ea h pro t down to the nearest value among those of Sg ( ). Sin e
ai = (1 ")ai+1 , for i  1, ea h item pro t is at most de reased by a fa tor
of 1 ", and onsequently, the solution value of the transformed instan e
potentially de reases by the same fa tor of 1 ". Therefore, Hwith 1 " loss,
we an assume that every possible pro t is equal to ai = "P  ( 1 1 " )i 1 for
some i  1. Furthermore, sin e pmax  P H , the number of di erent pro ts
is bounded by the biggest integer su h that

"P H

 (1 1 ") 1  P H:

ln( =")  1 ln . In any feasible solution,
Sin e ln( 1 1 " )  ", we have
1  ln(
1
1 ") " "
the largest number ni of items with pro t ai , for i = 1; :::; , is bounded by
$

OP T
ni  minf ; "P H 1 i 1
 (1 ")

%





g  minf ; 2" (1 ")i 1 g;

and we an keep the rst ni items
j with kthe smallest weights, and dis ard
ln("=2) + 1. Again, the number of items
the others with no loss. Let = ln(1
")
with pro t ai is at most , if ai is a small pro t (i.e. when i = 1; :::; ),
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k

and at most 2" (1 ")i 1 otherwise (i = + 1; :::; ). Therefore, the total
number of items in the transformed instan e is bounded by
+

X 2

")i

(1

1



 ( 1" ln(2=") + 1) + + 2"" 2 = O( " ln 1" ):

+1 "
Moreover, we an easily show that this bound
is tight. Consider an instan e
H
having items for ea h distin t pro t "P  ( 1 1 " )i 1 , where i = 1; :::; .
By applying the des ribed geometri rounding
te hnique,
j
k we have exa tly
P
2
i
1
items with small pro ts and i= +1 " (1 ")
with large pro ts.
What remains to be shown is to bound the number of items to be ( " ln 1" ):
i=

+

X 2

i=

+1 "

(1

")i

1



1
ln("=2)
= ( ln ):
 ln(1
")
" "

We see that by applying the geometri rounding we have at most ="
items with large pro t, while O( " ln 1" ) items with small pro ts. Contrary
to arithmeti rounding, the set of items that has been redu ed most is the
set with large pro ts. This suggests us to ombine the des ribed rounding
te hniques as des ribed in the following subse tion.

7.2.3 Parallel Arithmeti & Geometri Rounding
We use arithmeti rounding for the set of items with small pro ts and geometri rounding for large items. Let us say that these two te hniques are
applied in \parallel". More formally, let us onsider the Parallel Arithmeti
& Geometri sequen e Sag ( ) = (a1 ; a2 ; :::) de ned by setting

ai =

"P H


for i = 1; :::; b2=" ,
 i( 1 ) +i b2=" 1 otherwise.
1 "

We round ea h pro t down to the nearest value among those of Sag ( ). Now,
onsider every set Ni of items with the same rounded pro t value ai , and
take the rst
(

ni =

j

2 (1 ") +i b2=" 1
"

k

for i = 1; :::; b2=" ,
otherwise,

items with the smallest weight. Sele ting the rst ni items with the smallest
weight an be done in O(jNi j) time. That is, O(jNi j) time is suÆ ient to
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sele t the ni -th item with the smallest weight (see [7℄) and only O(jNi j)
omparisons are needed to extra t the ni 1 items with smaller weight.
Therefore the amortized time is linear.
By using the arithmeti rounding te hnique for small items, we have
at most 2 =" small items with 1 " loss (see Se tion 7.2.1). While, by
using the geometri rounding te hnique des ribed in Se tion 7.2.2 for large
items, we have at most =" large items with 1 " loss. The resulting
transformed instan e has at most 3 =" items with 1 2" loss. Furthermore,
let =
+ b2=" + 1. Observe that the -th element of Sag ( ) is not
smaller than P H , i.e., a  P H . Consider any subset S  N of items with
at most items, and let xi denote the total number of items from S with
pro t in interval [ai ; ai+1 ), i = 1; 2; ::: . Let us all ve tor (x1 ; x2 ; :::; x ) an
S - on guration. It is easy to see that by using the redu ed set of items it is
always possible to ompute a solution having the same S - on guration, as
any set S  N with items. Summarizing:

Lemma 7.1 For any positive integer  k, it is possible to ompute in
linear time a redu ed set N  N of items with at most 3 =" items, su h
that, for any subset S  N with at most items, there exists a subset
S  N su h that S is the subset of N having the same on guration as
S and with the least weights.
Corollary 7.1 For any subset S  N with at most items, there exists a
subset S  N with w(S )  w(S ), jS j = jS j and p(S )  p(S ) 2"  OP T .
7.3

An Improved PTAS for kKP

Our PTAS for kKP improves the s heme of Caprara et al. [10℄, and in
fa t it strongly builds on their ideas. However, there are several di eren es
where a major one is the use of two redu ed sets of items instead of the
entire set N : let ` := minfd1="e 2; kg, where "  1=2 is an arbitrary small
rational number; our algorithm uses sets Nk and N` omputed by using the
Arithmeti & Geometri rounding te hnique (see Lemma 7.1) when := k
and := `, respe tively.
For any given instan e of kKP, the approximation s heme performs the
following ve steps (S-1)-(S-5).
(S-1) Initialize the solution A to be the empty set and set the orresponding
value P A to 0.
(S-2) Compute the redu ed sets Nk and N` .
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(S-3) Consider ea h L  N` su h that jLj  ` 1. If w(L)  and p(L) > P A
let A := L, P A := p(A).
(S-4) Consider ea h L  N` su h that jLj = `. If w(L)  , onsider
sequen e Sag (`) = (a1 ; a2 ; :::) and let h be an integer su h that ah 
1
minj 2L pj < ah+1 . Apply algorithm H 2 to the subinstan e S de ned
by item set fi 2 Nk nL : pi < ah+1 g, by apa ity
w(L) and by
ardinality upper bound k `. Let T and P H (S ) denote the solution
1
and the solution value returned by H 2 when applied to S . If p(L) +
P H (S ) > P A let A := L [ T and P A := p(L) + P H (S ).
(S-5) Return solution A of value P A .
Observe that in steps (S-3) and (S-4), subsets L are omputed by onsidering just the items from N` . On the other hand, in step (S-4), we remark
that the subinstan es S are de ned by using items from Nk .

7.3.1 Analysis of the Algorithm
Step (S-2) an be performed in O(n) time by Lemma 7.1. In step (S-3) the
algorithm onsiders O(jN` j` 1 ) subsets, for ea h one performing operations
that learly require O(`) time. In step (S-4) the algorithm onsiders O(jN` j` )
subsets L. For ea h L the de nition of subinstan e S requires O(jNk j  `)
1
time. Algorithm H 2 applied to subinstan e S runs in O(jS j) = O(jNk j)
time [10℄. By Lemma 7.1, jNk j = O(k=") and jN` j = O(`="). Therefore,
step (S-4) is performed in O(jN` j` jNk j `) = O(k  ( "` )`+1 ) = k  (1=")O(1=") . It
follows that the overall running time of the algorithm is O(n + k  (1=")O(1=") ),
and it is not diÆ ult to he k that steps (S-1)-(S-5) require linear spa e.
What remains to be shown is that steps (S-1)-(S-5) return a (1 O("))approximate solution.
If an optimal solution ontains at most ` items, the solution returned is
(1 2")-approximate solution. Indeed, by Corollary 7.1 the redu tion of N
to N` results in at most (1 2") loss of pro t, and steps (S-3)-(S-4) onsider
all subsets of N` having at most ` items.
Otherwise, let fj1 ; :::; j` ; :::g be the set of items in an optimal solution
ordered so that pj1  :::  pj`  :::, and let L = fj1 ; :::; j` g be the subset
obtained by pi king the rst ` items with the largest pro t. Consider subinstan e S  de ned by item set fi 2 N nL : pi  minj 2L pj g, by apa ity
w(L ) and by ardinality upper bound k `. Clearly,
p(L ) + OP TS  = OP T;
(7.6)
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where OP TS  denotes the optimal value of instan e S  . Now, onsider the
redu ed set Nk and subinstan e Sk de ned by item set fi 2 Nk nL : pi 
minj 2L pj g, by apa ity
w(L ) and by ardinality upper bound k `.
By Corollary 7.1, we have

OP TSk  OP TS 

2"OP T;

(7.7)

where OP TSk denotes the optimal value of instan e S  .
Let us use L to denote the set of items having the same on guration as

L and the least weight. By Lemma 7.1, in one of the iterations of step (S-4),
set L is onsidered. In the remainder, let us fo us on this set L, and onsider
the orresponding subinstan e S de ned in step (S-4). By Corollary 7.1, we
have
p(L)  p(L ) 2"OP T:
(7.8)
We need to show that the optimal solution value OP TS of instan e S annot
be smaller than OP TSk .

Lemma 7.2 OP TS  OP TSk .
Proof. Re all that the subinstan e S is de ned by item set IS = fi 2
Nk nL : pi < ah+1 g, where ah+1 is a term of sequen e Sag (`) = (a1 ; a2 ; :::)
su h that ah  minj 2L pj < ah+1 (see step (S-4)). On the other hand, the
subinstan e Sk is de ned by item set ISk = fi 2 Nk nL : pi  minj 2L pj g.
Sin e we are assuming that L has the same on guration as L , there are
no items from L with pro t in intervals [ai ; ai+1 ), for i < h. Therefore, we
have minj 2L pj  ah and fi 2 Nk nL : pi  ah g = fi 2 Nk nL : pi  ah g.
Furthermore, sin e there is an item from L with pro t in interval [ah ; ah+1 ),
and sin e L has the same on guration as L, there exists an item from L
with pro t pj < ah+1 and, therefore, minj 2L pj < ah+1 . It follows that
ISk  fi 2 Nk nL : pi < ah+1 g.
By the previous arguments, the items of Sk , ex ept those belonging to
Ah = fi 2 Nk \ L : ah  pi < ah+1 g, are also items of S , i.e.,
ISk  IS [ Ah :

If there exists an optimal solution for Sk su h that no one of the items
from Ah is sele ted, then OP TS  OP TSk , sin e the knapsa k apa ity of
w(L) 
w(L ) (re all that
Sk is not greater than the one of S , i.e.
L is the subset having the same on guration as S  with the least weight).
Otherwise, let G1 be the subset of items from Ah in an optimal solution
for Sk , and let g := jG1 j. Let G2 be any subset of fi 2 L nL : ah 
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pi < ah+1 g ontaining exa tly g items. It is easy to see that G2 exists.
Furthermore, sin e G2  L and G1  ISk , we have
min pj  max pj :
j 2G1

(7.9)

j 2G2

Observe that w(L ) w(L)  w(G2 ) w(G1 ). Therefore, the knapsa k
apa ity
w(L) of S annot be smaller than
w(L ) + w(G2 ) w(G1 ).
The solution G12 obtained from the optimal solution for Sk by repla ing the
items from G1 with those from G2 , requires a knapsa k of apa ity bounded
by
w(L ) + w(G2 ) w(G1 ). Therefore, G12 is a feasible solution for
S sin e the apa ity of S is greater than the apa ity of Sk by at least
w(G2 ) w(G1 ). Finally, from inequality (7.9), the solution value of G12 is
not smaller than OP TSk and the laim follows.
1
Let P H (S ) denote the solution value returned by H 2 when applied to
S . Then we have the following

Lemma 7.3 p(L) + P H (S )  (1 4")OP T .
Proof. Observe that by Lemma 7.2 and inequality (7.7), we have
OP TS  OP TS 

2"OP T:

(7.10)

We distinguish between two ases.
1. If p(L )  (1 ")OP T then by inequalities (7.6), (7.8) and (7.10), we
have

p(L) + P H (S )

 p(L ) 2"OP T + 12 OP TS
 (1 ")OP T 2"OP T = (1 3")OP T:

2. If p(L ) < (1 ")OP T then the smallest item pro t in L , and hen e
every item pro t in S  , is smaller than (1 ` ") OP T . The largest pro t
H
in S is at most (1 ` ") OP T + "P` . Indeed, sin e ah  (1 ` ") OP T 
 
 
H
H
2(1 ") P`  ( 2"
1) "P` , it turns out that h  2"
1, and by
H
"P
de nition of Sag (`), we have that ah+1 = ah + ` . Therefore, for
ea h item j belonging to S , pro t pj is bounded by

pj 

OP T
:
`
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P H (S )  maxj 2S pj (see inequality (7.5)), we have

p(L) + P H (S ) +

OP T
`

 p(L) + OP TS
 p(L ) + OP TS 4"  OP T = (1 4")OP T:

By the previous lemma, steps (S-1)-(S-5) return a solution that annot
be worse than (1 4")OP T . Thus, we have proved the following

Theorem 7.1 There is an PTAS for the k-item knapsa k problem requiring
linear spa e and O(n + k  (1=")O(1=") ) time.
To ompare our algorithm with the one provided in [10℄ noti e that the
running time omplexity of the latter is O(nd1="e 1 ), whereas our s heme
is linear. As in [10℄, our algorithm an be easily modi ed to deal with the
Exa t k-item Knapsa k Problem, that is a kKP in whi h the number of
items in a feasible solution must be exa tly equal to k. The time and spa e
omplexities, and the analysis of the resulting algorithm are essentially the
same as the one des ribed above.
7.4

An Improved FPTAS for kKP

The main goal of this se tion is to present a di erent ombination of arithmeti and geometri rounding te hniques. Moreover we propose an improved
fully polynomial time approximation s heme that runs in O(n + k="4 +1="5 )
time. First we dis uss separately the di erent steps in details, then we state
the main algorithm and summarize the results in Se tion 7.4.2.

We start
the set of items in two subsets L = j : pj > "P H
 partitioning
and S = j : pj  "P H . Let us say that L is the set of large items, while
S the set of small items. Observe that the number of large items in any
feasible solutions is not greater than  = min fk; b2=" g, sin e OP T  2P H .

7.4.1 Dynami Programming for Large Items
In prin iple, an optimal solution ould be obtained in the following way.
Enumerate all di erent solutions for items in L, i.e., onsider all di erent
sets U  L su h that w(U )  and jU j  k. For ea h of these U , ompute a
set T  S su h that w(T ) + w(U )  , jU j + jT j  k and p(T ) is maximized.
Sele t from these solutions one with the largest overall pro t. One of the
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problems with this approa h is that onstru ting all possible solutions for
items in L would require onsidering nO(1=") ases. To avoid the exponential
dependen e on 1=" (our aim is to obtain a fully polynomial approximation
s heme), we will not treat separately all of these solutions. We begin with
the des ription of a basi pro edure that generates a list of all \interesting"
feasible ombinations of pro t and number of sele ted large items. Ea h su h
ombination is represented by a pair (a; l), for whi h there is a subset of items
U  L with p(U ) = a, jU j = l and w(U )  . Moreover w(U ) is the smallest
attainable weight for a subset of large items with pro t at least equal to a
and ardinality at most l. This list of all \interesting" feasible ombinations
is omputed by using a pseudopolynomial dynami programming s heme.
Clearly, an optimal solution an be omputed by using only the subsets U
of large jobs asso iated to ea h pair (a; l). The time omplexity will be then
redu ed, with 1 O (") loss, by applying arithmeti and geometri rounding
te hniques, as des ribed in Se tion 7.4.1.
Let be the number of large items, and let denote the number of all
distin t feasible solution values obtained by onsidering only large items, i.e.
is the size of set

V = fp(U )jU

 L and w(U )  and jU j  kg :

A straightforward dynami programming re ursion whi h has time omplexity O( ) and spa e omplexity O(2 ) (see [10℄), an be stated as follows.
Let us renumber the set of items su h that the rst 1; :::; jLj items are large.
Denote by fun tion gi (a; l) for i = 1; :::; jLj, a 2 V , l = 1; :::; , the optimal
solution of the following problem:

gi (a; l) = min

8
i
<X
:

j =1

wj xj :

i
X
j =1

pj xj = a;

i
X
j =1

9
=

xj = l; xj 2 f0; 1g ; j = 1; :::; i :
;

One initially sets g0 (a; l) = +1 for all l = 0; :::; , a 2 V , and then g0 (0; 0) =
0. Then, for i = 1; :::; jLj the entries for gi an be omputed from those of
gi 1 by using the formula

gi (a; l) = min



gi 1 (a; l);
gi 1 (a pi ; l 1) + wi if l > 0 and a  pi



:

Sin e = O(P H ) the des ribed dynami programming algorithm is only
pseudopolynomial. In order to redu e the time omplexity, we rst preproess large items by using a ombination of arithmeti and geometri rounding te hniques, then we apply the above dynami programming s heme. We
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start analyzing the two rounding te hniques separately, then we show how
to ombine them.

Geometri Rounding
The time omplexity of the des ribed dynami programming an be redu ed
by de reasing the number of large items and the number of distin t
solution values.
We observed in Se tion 7.2 that if we want to redu e as mu h as possible
the number of large items it is onvenient to use geometri rounding. Consider the geometri sequen e Sg ( ) des ribed in Se tion 7.2.2. By applying
the geometri rounding te hnique with = , the number of large items
an be redu ed from O(n) to O(1="2 ) with 1 " loss.
The next step is to ompute the number of possible solution values after
geometri rounding, i.e. the ardinality of set V after that all pro t
values of large items have been geometri ally rounded. The main result of
this se tion is stated as follows.

Theorem 7.2 The number of solution values after geometri rounding an
be exponential in 1" .
By the above theorem it follows that the running time of dynami programming after geometri rounding is a onstant that may depend exponentially on 1" . Therefore, to avoid this exponential dependen e on 1" , we will
look at other rounding te hniques.
In the remaining part of this subse tion we prove Theorem 7.2. The
goal is to derive a lower bound on the number of possible solution values
after geometri rounding, i.e. a lower bound on jV j. Re all that we de ned
H
the geometri sequen e ai = "P ( 1 1 " )i 1 in Se tion 7.2.2, and here we
assume that = . We fo us on worst- ase analysis. With this aim
let us
 H
onsider an instan e I that after geometri rounding has at least P =ai
items for ea h distin t pro t value ai . Moreover, we assume that wj = pj
for every j 2 L, = P H and k  1=". By de nition of instan e I we see
that every subset U with p(U ) < P H is a feasible solution. Indeed, we have
w(U ) < P H = and jU j < p(U )=(minj 2L pj ) < 1="  k. By the previous
arguments we
see that jV j is bounded by below by the number of solution
P
1
H
1
values y = 1
i=0 i ai+1 < P with = ( 0 ; 1 ; :::) 2 IN0 , where IN0 is
the set of sequen es with non-negative integer omponents. Inserting ai and
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0

" = 1+" "0 this is equivalent to
1
X
i=0

Clearly

0

0 i < (1 + "0 ):

(7.11)

0 i < 1:

(7.12)

i " (1 + " )

1
X
i=0

0

i " (1 + " )

implies (7.11), sin e (1 + "0 ) > 1.
For simpli ity of notation we repla e "0 with ", and we fo us on the
ardinality of sets of the form
(

R"d

:=

y<1:y=

d 1
X
i=0

i

"(1 + ")i ;

2 IN d

)

0 ;

where IN0d is the set of d-dimensional ve tors = ( 0 ; 1 ; :::; d 1 ) with nonnegative integer omponents. It is more easy to nd lower bounds on the
set of ve tors
)
(
d 1
X
(7.13)
S"d :=
2 IN0d : i "(1 + ")i < 1
i=0
itself. To onsider jS"d j instead of jR"d j is justi ed by the following Lemma.

Lemma 7.4 For rational and for trans endental " > 0, the sets R"d and
SP"d have the same ardinality, i.e. the mapping f : S"d ! R"d with f ( ) =
d 1 "(1 + ")i is one-to-one and onto.
i=0 i
Proof for trans endental ".
d 1
X
bi xi = 0 with bi :=
y = y0 ,
i=0

i

0

i

2 ZZ and x := 1 + "

A real number is said to be trans endental if it is not the root of a polynomial
with integer oeÆ ients. For trans endental " also x is trans endental, whi h
implies bi  0. Hen e, y = y0 implies = 0 . Obviously = 0 implies y = y0 .
This proves that S"d has the same ardinality as R"d for trans endental ".
Proof for rational ". Assume by ontradi tion that there are two
di erent ve tors 6= 0 2 IN d0 with same solution value y = y0 . Let n be the
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largest index i su h that i 6= 0i . Furthermore, let " = pq 1 > 0 be rational
0 we have
with p > q 2 IN having no ommon fa tors. With b :=
d 1
X
bi "(1 + ")i
0 = [y y0 ℄ =
i=0
= "

n
X
i=0

pi
bi i
q

P

=

z
nX1

h

integer
}|

"
b pn + q [bi pi qn
qn n
i=0

{

i

1℄

i

Sin e the last term q [:::℄ is a multiple of q, y y0 an only be zero if also
bn pn is a multiple of q. With p also pn has no ommon fa tor with q, hen e
bn must itself be a multiple of q. The sum in (7.13) an only be less than 1
if ea h term is less than 1, i.e. i "(1 + ")i < 1. This implies
1
i
1 for all i:
(7.14)
i < " (1 + ")  "
Together we get

q
1
<q
0  (n0 ) < =
" p q

) jbn j = j n

0j<q
n

) bn = 0 )

n

= 0n

whi h ontradi ts our assumption n 6= 0n . Hen e, y = y0 implies = 0 .
Again, that = 0 implies y = y0 is obvious. This shows that S" has the
same ardinality as R" for rational ".
We don't know whether Lemma 7.4 also holds for algebrai ". The
following Lemma lower bounds S"1 .

Lemma 7.5 jS"1 j

 CeB="

with B = 0:3172::: and C = 0:3200:::

Proof. >From (7.14) we see that all i are zero for too large i ( i =
ln(1=") e). This shows that jS 1 j  jS 2 j  :::  jS dmax j =
0 8i  dmax := d ln(1+
"
"
"
")
1
d
+1
max
j = ::: = jS" j. The main idea in the following is to relate S"d to
jS"
the volume of a d-dimensional simplex with volume larger than CeB=" for
suitable d.
We de ne a d-dimensional subset U"d  IRd , whi h is the disjoint union
of unit ubes [ 0 ; 0 + 1)  :::  [ d 1 ; d 1 + 1) for every 2 S"d . This set
an be represented in the following form
)
(
d 1
X
U"d := r 2 [0; 1)d : bri "(1 + ")i < 1
i=0
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The volume Vol(U"d ) oin ides with the ardinality of set S"d sin e ea h point
in S"d orresponds to exa tly one unit ube in U"d , ea h having volume 1.
Furthermore, let us de ne the d-dimensional (irregular) tetrahedron
(

T"d

:=

r 2 [0; 1)d

:

d 1
X
i=0

)

ri

"(1 + ")i

<1

Obviously T"d  U"d , sin e bri  ri . So we have jS"1 j  jS"d j = Vol(U"d ) 
Vol(T"d ): The tetrahedron T"d is orthogonal at the vertex r = 0. The edges
r = (0; :::; 0; ri ; 0; :::; 0) have lengths ["(1 + ")i ℄ 1 , i = 0:::d 1. Hen e, the
volume of the tetrahedron is
Vol(T"d ) =



1 dY1
["(1 + ")i ℄ 1 = [d! "d (1 + ")d(d 1)=2 ℄ 1
d! i=0
1 2
e[ (d") ln(d") 2 (d") ℄=" = ef (d")="

with f (x) := x ln x 12 x2 . In the inequality we repla ed d 1 by d and
used d!  dd and 1 + "  e" . The best bound is found by maximizing
ef ("d)=" w.r.t. d, or equivalently by maximizing f (x) w.r.t. x. We have
f 0(A) = ln A + 1 + A = 0 for A = 0:2784:::. Hen e, d should be hosen as
A , but sin e d is integer we have to round somehow, for instan e d = b A .
"
"
Note that jS"d j in reases with d, but our approximation be omes rude for d
near dmax . This is the reason why the maximizing d is less than dmax . For
small " we have f ("b A" )  f (" A" ) = f (A) = A ln A 12 A2 = A(1 + 21 A) =:
B = 0:3172::: with orre tions of order O("). This establishes an asymptoti
bound  eB=" . More exa tly, one an show that f ("b A" )  f (A)(1 A" ) for
all ". This yields the bound
"
jS"1j  max
Vol(T"d )  ef (A)(1 A )=" = CeB=" with C = e
d

B=A

= 0:3200:::

The oeÆ ient B an be improved to 0:7279::: for suÆ iently small " by
using the more a urate Stirling approximation for d!.
Using Lemma 7.4 and 7.5 it is now easy to lower bound the number of
possible solution values for geometri pro t distribution. >From Lemma 7.5
we know that (7.12) has at least CeB=" solution ve tors and from Lemma
7.4 that (7.11) has at least CeB=" solution values y for rational ", and the
proof of Theorem 7.2 follows.
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Arithmeti Rounding
Alternatively, we may think to apply arithmeti rounding to the set of large
items. Let us onsider the arithmeti sequen e Sa ( ) des ribed in Se tion
7.2.1. By applying the arithmeti rounding te hnique with = , we observe
the number of large items an be redu ed to be bounded by O( "12 ln 1" ) with
H
1 " loss. Moreover ea h element of set V is equal to "P i for some i = ; +
1; :::; 2 b=" . It follows that the size of set V is bounded by O(1="2 ), and the
overall time of the dynami programming algorithm is now O( "15 ln 1" ). We
see that in omparison to the geometri rounding and although the number
of large items is larger, the arithmeti rounding te hnique is able to redu e
mu h more the size of set V . However and again, we an take advantage
from both te hniques by ombining them as des ribed in the following.

Serial Geometri & Arithmeti Rounding
We rst apply geometri rounding with 1 " loss. This redu es the number
of large items to be bounded by O(1="2 ). Then, with 1 " loss, we apply
arithmeti rounding on the redu ed set of large items. Clearly the latter
does
not in rease the number of items and ea h pro t value is now equal to
"P H i for some i = ;  +1; :::; 2 b =" . By using this set of items with pro ts

rounded by using geometri rst and arithmeti rounding then, the size of
set V has a bound of O(1="2 ), and the overall time of the dynami programming algorithm is O(1="5 ). We all this ombination a Serial Geometri &
Arithmeti rounding te hnique.

7.4.2 Adding Small Items
In the following we show how to add the small items. First, with 1 2" loss,
we redu e the number of small items to be O(k=") by using the Parallel
Arithmeti & Geometri rounding (see Se tion 7.2.3). Then, for ea h pair
(a; l) in the nal list, ll in the remaining knapsa k apa ity
gjLj (a; l)
1
with at most k l small items, by using algorithm H 2 for kKP [10℄. These
small items yield total pro t P H ( gjLj (a; l); k l). By inequality (7.5)
and by de nition of small items, we have

PH(

gjLj (a; l); k l) + "P H

 OP T (

gjLj (a; l); k l);

(7.15)

where OP T ( gjLj(a; l); k l) is the optimal solution value obtained by
using at most k l small items and knapsa k apa ity
gjLj (a; l). The
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approximate solution, a ombination of large and small items, is hosen to
yield pro t P , where


P = max a + P H (
(a;l)

gjLj(a; l); k l)

By inequality (7.15) and sin e our algorithms onsiders all the \interesting"
pairs (a; l) with 1 O(") loss, it is easy to verify that P is 1 O(") times
the optimal solution.
To summarize, the steps of the FPTAS are as follows.
(S-1) Partition the set of items into \large" and \small". Apply the Serial
Geometri & Arithmeti rounding te hnique to the set of large items.
Apply the Parallel Arithmeti & Geometri rounding te hnique to the
set of small items.
(S-2) Solve for the \large" items using dynami programming: generate a list
of all \interesting" feasible ombinations (a; l) of pro t a and number
l of sele ted large items.
(S-3) For ea h pair (a; l) in the nal list, ll in the knapsa k by applying
1
algorithm H 2 with the redu ed set small items.
(S-4) Return the best found solution.
Step (S-1) an be performed in O(n) time. Step (S-2) takes O(1="5 )
1
time. Algorithm H 2 applied to the redu ed set of small items runs in
O(k=") time [10℄. In step (S-3) the algorithm onsiders O(1="3 ) pairs, for
ea h one performing operations that require O(k=") time. It follows that
the overall running time of the algorithm is O(n + k="4 + 1="5 ). The spa e
omplexity has a bound of O(n + 1="4 ), sin e the spa e required by the
dynami programming is O(2 ) where  = O(1=") and = O(1="2 ).

Theorem 7.3 There is a fully polynomial time approximation s heme for
the k-item knapsa k problem requiring O(n + k="4 + 1="5 ) time and O(n +
1="4 ) spa e.
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Chapter 8

Compilable Problems
In this thesis we have presented polynomial time approximation s hemes
for several NP- omplete s heduling problems. For some of them we were
able to provide an EPTAS, while for others we onje ture that only a PTAS
is possible. While algorithms of the rst kind an return in a reasonable
amount of time a good approximation for an enormous instan e, the se ond
ones be omes useless even for moderate values of 1=(r 1) and n. However,
the running time of an EPTAS may also depend arbitrarily on 1=(r 1) with
better approximations yielding longer running times. In some ases we may
onstru t approximation s hemes with running times that are polynomial
both in the size of the instan e and in 1=(r 1). In su h ases the possibility of approa hing the optimal solution with arbitrarily small error is more
on rete. Fully polynomial time approximation s hemes (FPTAS) are polynomial time approximation s hemes having running time growing polynomially with the re ipro al of the error bound. Some problems are known not to
have fully polynomial time approximation s hemes unless P=NP. This lower
bound applies to strongly NP- omplete problems that ful ll some weak and
natural supplementary onditions (see Garey & Johnson [22℄ and Chapter
1).
In ontrast to the latter negative result, we present the following surprising positive result for the lass EPTAS. We show that if a problem P
belongs to EPTAS then, for every xed r > 1, it is possible to obtain in
onstant time an r-approximation algorithm that runs in polynomial time,
and where the hidden onstant is reasonably small and independent of the
a ura y r. The main idea is the following. For every xed r > 1, partition
the set of instan es of P in two subsets: the set of small instan es, i.e., the
set of instan es whose length is smaller than a onstant Cr that depends
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on r, and the set of large instan es, i.e., the remaining ones. Compute and
memorize in a look-up table Tr the small instan e solutions. When table
Tr has been built (the time required to build it is onstant) we say that
problem P has been ompiled and, by using table Tr we get a table-lookup
r-approximate algorithm for P whose polynomial running time is independent of the a ura y r. Note that unless we are areful we an arrive at
ontrasting omplexity results. Here we laim that there are strongly NPomplete problems whi h admit, for every xed r > 1, an algorithm that
returns an r-approximate solution in time independent on r. A tually this
algorithm runs in fully polynomial time, but the time required to obtain it
is bounded by a onstant that is exponential in 1=(r 1), whi h makes this
result possible.

Theorem 8.1 If problem P belongs to lass EPTAS then, for every xed
r > 1, it is possible to obtain in onstant time an r-approximation algorithm
that runs in polynomial time and where the hidden onstant is reasonably
small and independent of the a ura y r.
Proof. We start with the following observation. Let f : R ! R denote
an arbitrary fun tion and a onstant that is independent on r, then we
have the following: f (r)n  f (r) +1 + n +1. Indeed if f (r)  n then
f (r)n  n +1. Otherwise if f (r) > n then f (r)n < f (r) +1. By the
previous observations the running time of every EPTAS an be bounded
by O(nk + f (r)), for some onstant k and fun tion f (r) and where n is
the size of the given input. Now, assume, without loss of generality, that
a problem admits an EPTAS returning an r-approximate solution in time
O(nk + f (r)). We distinguish between
two ases. First, if the length n of
p
k
any given input is greater than f (r) then nk + f (r) < 2nk . Therefore, in
this ase the given EPTAS runs in O(nk ) time, where the onstant hidden in
O(nk ) is reasonably small and independent of the a ura y (r 1). Se ond, if
nk  f (r) then we do as follows. For a string x, we denote by jxj the length
of its binary en oding. We start observing that there is only a onstant
number of instan es x with jxjk  f (r). Let us say that an instan e is
small if jxjk  f (r). We solve all these small instan es and make a table
Tr ontaining their optimal solutions. This table an be learly omputed
in onstant time. In the following we show that by using table Tr we an
obtain an algorithm that returns an optimal solution opt(x) for any given
instan e x with jxjk  f (r) in 2+ jxj + jopt(x)j steps. Note that if the length
of any optimal solution is bounded by a linear fun tion of the input size
then we have an r-approximate solution in linear time.
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In order to formalize this algorithm, we onsider as model for omputation the deterministi one-tape Turing ma hine (DTM). It onsists of a nite
state ontrol, a read-write head, and a tape made up of an in nite sequen e
of tape squares (see, e.g. [19℄).
Clearly, we have that the number of small
p
k f (r)
). Let i1 ; :::; i denote the small instan es
instan es is bounded by O(2
in lexi ographi order. A program for a DTM is spe i ed by providing the
following information:
1. a nite set = f0; 1; blankg of tape symbols;
2. a nite set Q of states:
out
Q = fq0 ; q1in;1 ; :::; qin;ji j ; q1out
;1 ; :::; q ;ji j ; qf g;

3. a transition fun tion Æ : (Q

fqf g)  ! Q   fleft; rightg.

The operation of su h a program is straightforward. The input to the
DTM is a string x whi h we assume, without loss of generality, en oded in
binary. The string x is pla ed in tape squares 1 through jxj, one symbol per
square. All other squares initially ontain the blank symbol. The program
starts its operation in state q0 , with the read-write head s anning tape square
1. Now, let ij be the rst small instan e, a ording to the lexi ographi
order, having as rst symbol the symbol in square 1. Then the nite state
ontrol hanges its state from q0 to qj;in1 and the read-write head moves
one square to the right. The omputation then pro eeds in a step-by-step
in . Then the next state is
manner. Assume that the urrent state is qj;k
in
qj;k
+1 if the symbol of the urrent square is equal to the (k + 1)-st symbol
of ij . Otherwise and if the symbol of the urrent square is not blank, the
in , where q in
state hanges to qh;k
+1
h;k+1 is the state orresponding to the next
(a ording to the lexi ographi order) instan e ih having the rst k symbols
as ij and the (k + 1)-st equal to the symbol in the urrent square. In both
ases, the read-write head moves one square to the right. Finally, if the
urrent square ontains the blank symbol then x is instan e ij and we write
its optimal solution opt(ij ) as follows: move to the right and hange state
out then write the k -th symbol of solution opt(i )
to qj;out1 ; if we are in state qj;k
j
out
and move to the right. This is repeated until state qj;t is rea hed, where
t = jopt(ij )j = jopt(x)j. Afterwards, the state hanges to state qf and the
omputation ends. The total number of steps is 2 + jxj + jopt(x)j.
We would like to end this hapter by observing the following. Assume
that a given problem P admits an EPTAS running in time O(jxj + f (r)) and
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su h that jopt(x)j = O(jxj), where x is any given instan e of problem P .
Then by the previous arguments, it is possible to obtain in onstant time
an r-approximate algorithm for problem P that runs in linear time, where
the hidden onstant is reasonably small and independent of the a ura y
r. We say that these approximation algorithms are optimal, sin e their
time omplexity is the best possible. In this thesis we obtained for several
problems (1jrj ; pre jLmax , P jrj jLmax, RmjjCmax with osts and Jmjop 
jCmax ) linear time EPTAS where the onstant that depends on r is additive
and jopt(x)j = O(jxj), for any given instan e x. Therefore we have the
following

Corollary 8.1 For any xed r > 1, it is possible to obtain in onstant time
an optimal r-approximate algorithms for problems 1jrj ; pre jLmax , P jrj jLmax,
RmjjCmax with osts and Jmjop  jCmax .
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